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Abstract
An American reporter in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, is fired by a local Englishlanguage newspaper after he and his lover, a copy editor at the paper, use drugs and she
overdoses and dies. The reporter, whose name is Francis, feels partly responsible for her
death. He also feels guilty about his life as an expatriate in Cambodia, a poor, developing
country that has a large aid community and a history of communist killings and war. He
decides to find whoever sold the drugs to his lover, Sara, and to exact some sort of
punishment or revenge. However, he’s uncertain what he will do if and when he finds the
dealer.
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Chaque acte est réponse ou question. Les deux peut-être.
— Frantz Fanon
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We worked at an English-language newspaper here in Phnom Penh. Sara was a
copy editor, and I was a reporter, but the paper fired me after she died. Let me explain:
we were drinking, Sara and I, and we got pretty drunk, and she suggested we buy
cocaine, and I agreed because she said she knew someone, and we snorted the cocaine
together, and the next morning I woke up but she didn’t. I found her on the floor beside
the bed. I’ll never forget how still she seemed or the purple tinge to her skin.
After that morning, or I should say two days afterward, it wasn’t right away, the
paper fired me. You might think that’s understandable given the circumstances, given the
fact that we used the cocaine in a room of the paper’s staff villa, that I woke up and she
didn’t in that room (her room), but it felt like I was being blamed for her death.
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I also had a room in the staff villa, so after they fired me I needed to find a new
place to live or leave the country. I decided to find a new place to live. I rented a
shophouse by the Central Market, the shophouse I’m sitting in at this very moment. It
may be hard to believe that I went looking for an apartment in my condition, that I called
a broker and met him, but I did. That was three days ago.
I’ve been thinking of trying to find who sold Sara the cocaine. I only mentioned
this plan to one person and he tried to dissuade me, said I’d accomplish nothing. That was
the paper’s managing editor, an American named Alex who’s the most morally upright
person I’ve ever known, you meet people like that in journalism, and to be honest, they
make me nervous. I’m not like him. I lied to him, said he had convinced me and that I
wouldn’t look for whoever sold the cocaine, but after he fired me I rented my apartment
in secret.
I think people like Alex expect me to drink heavily and then move on, but I don’t
feel like drinking, the thought of alcohol makes me nauseous now, and I don’t feel like
moving on. Others tell me I’m still in shock. I don’t know why that matters.
But I admit I’m not very confident about my plan. I don’t even know where to
start. Sara and I were drunk and she said she knew someone and then she went to a bar or
an apartment to meet him or her, but she didn’t tell me what bar or apartment or who she
knew. I should have accompanied her, but for some reason she said she preferred to go
alone.
Before that night, I never used any drugs in Cambodia, unless you count the local
marijuana, weak but plentiful, which I’ve smoked a few times. I’ve only tried cocaine
twice in the US.
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So I don’t know where to begin, but I know that tonight is the Nowhere Party, the
soiree of Phnom Penh’s expatriate elite, the monthly fete for the NGO class. And while
I’ve always felt cut off from that crowd, from the people who are themselves cut off (like
me) from their homelands or home nations, someone at the party will probably be
familiar with drugs, and so it might be a good place to learn something.
Also: I admit I’m a little uneasy about actually finding the dealer. Not because of
what he might do to me, that doesn’t worry me, but because I don’t know exactly what
I’ll do. I suspect I’ll have an epiphany at the right moment. But maybe that’s assuming
too much, and in any case, what might that epiphany be? Am I supposed to cause him
pain? That seems unequal to his crime. Should I kill him? But I don’t know if I could
bring myself to kill anyone. Should I call the police? But the police are corrupt, and so he
might buy his freedom.
I hope or trust that I’ll understand what to do when the time comes. I know that I
have to redeem myself, not only in the eyes of Sara, although Sara’s dead, but in the
collective eyes of the people at the Daily Coup, the people who pitied me (I resented that
pity) and with only a few exceptions treated me kindly, and that to redeem myself I need
to do something that shows the certainty of anger (which I’m not sure that I feel), the
anger that establishes righteousness by its very fury.
(I also admit, however, that I may be completely wrong about the possibility of
redeeming myself, that I may be beyond redemption, and that the best thing for me may
be to leave this country, Cambodia, which I both love and at times feel completely
neutral about, though mostly what I feel when I think of it is an anxious calm like when I
look out on the meeting, at Phnom Penh’s eastern edge, of the Mekong and the Tonle Sap
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rivers.)
In other words, I’m tentatively committing myself to an act of revenge. Only I’ve
begun to worry that I’m unsuited for revenge because I don’t truly grasp how it works.
Revenge is something familiar to me in the same way harvesting rice (or wheat) or
building a bridge is familiar to me: it’s something I know people do, something I must
have encountered before in one form or another. But I don’t think I understand exactly
what it requires or how to do it myself.
The solution must be to construct the possibilities of revenge from the movies
I’ve seen, the books I’ve read, and the acts of revenge I’ve heard of or witnessed.
What comes to mind immediately is a kind of character familiar to me from
movies and books, the kind who swears payback and then with single-mindedness carries
it out over a decade or even longer, methodically and with almost no hint of passion. The
sort of character you see in a mafia or cowboy film. I’m not like that. Whenever I
watched that sort of thing, I was secretly baffled, I think. How can a person hold onto
anger for that long and channel it into a plan, a series of vicious acts or just one? To do
that isn’t in my nature, I know that much, yet I also know that I need to take some sort of
revenge or action, achieve some sort of retribution (yes, that’s the better word), or else
the world will be, for me, an endless series of accusations.
So on the one hand I know I should pursue retribution (revenge), and on the other
I know I don’t have the fortitude or stubbornness or maybe just focus to carry it out no
matter how much time goes by.
The logical solution seems to be to give myself a deadline of one week, though a
week is arbitrary. A deadline will give me a sense of urgency (like a deadline in
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journalism, the comparison’s not lost on me). One week to find who sold Sara the
cocaine and exact justice of some sort. I don’t think I can kill the dealer, but maybe that
act’s waiting inside me for the right moment, maybe we’re all potential killers given the
right set of circumstances, certainly we’re all potential victims.
And so at nightfall I shut my apartment’s accordion gate and start my motorbike. I
head toward Wat Phnom, the Buddhist temple on a hill for which Phnom Penh is named,
intending to take a short drive to clear my mind before I circle around to the old colonial
train station, the location of the Nowhere Party. I pass a beer garden that glitters with
strings of electric lights, though maybe ‘glitter’ isn’t the right word. I’ve seen these sort
of electric lights so often (I’ve lived in Phnom Penh for just over two years) that while
they’re still beautiful they’re also ordinary, maybe like all lights at night, though there are
no glittering beer gardens that I remember in Oceanside, California, where I grew up.
When I turn north onto Norodom Boulevard, I notice three azure-uniformed
policemen, their torsos crossed diagonally by white belts, which I mention because the
belts always make me think of toy figurines. The policemen move off the curb to block
my path. I’m surprised: usually I don’t see policemen after dark, except for the odd
officer at a major intersection. I accelerate at a diagonal to escape, but the trio reach the
center of the road before me and form a barrier with their arms outstretched, and a large
truck happens to be in the oncoming lane and so blocks my getaway. I brake and the
nearest policeman reaches around the steering column of my 125cc Daelim motorbike
(which truthfully may only be 100cc, because it was Frankensteined from various bikes)
and takes out the key in one elegant gesture that I can’t help but admire.
He signals for me to follow and I get off my bike and push it to the curb. Other
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motorbikes whine around and past me. I remember a novel with a beginning scene like
this, a novel by someone who worked at the Daily Coup, but before my time, someone
who returned to the US and now has a job in public relations, I think. In that scene, if I
remember right, a few typically corrupt traffic policemen stop the protagonist, who’s
driving around on his motorbike, for some sort of traffic violation, and demand a bribe. I
can’t remember what happens exactly, but they end up taking a bag of cash he’s bringing
somewhere to buy drugs, which of course throws all his plans into disarray.
Everyone in government is supposedly or possibly corrupt, according to the
standard expatriate wisdom. Nevertheless, I like to assume the best of government
officials. I’ve encountered at least two traffic cops who only demanded the lawful fine of
five thousand riel, or roughly one dollar and twenty five cents, for running a red light, a
practice I adopted after watching other drivers get away with it. Not only that: when the
police captain interviewed me about Sara’s death, on the verandah of the Daily Coup’s
staff villa, he didn’t ask for any money. (In Khmer the word for ‘bribe,’ or one of the
words, literally means ‘rotten fruit’, but maybe I’ve mixed that up with another word; I
only have a basic grasp of Khmer.) So I’m acquainted with instances of non-corruption, if
not purity. But who can judge purity?
I wait to see what the head policeman, the policeman with my key, will do. The
other two move to a tamarind tree, joining two officers who didn’t help form the
makeshift net that ensnared me moments ago. The policeman takes a small notebook out
of his pocket and slaps it across his wrist. He opens it and points to some writing in the
Khmer script, which I can’t read. Then he asks me for my registration in broken English.
I call him ‘bong bproh’, or ‘older brother’ in Khmer, though for all I know I
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should use a more specific or greater term of respect. I explain in English that my
registration papers are at my apartment. In fact, I don’t know where they are, or even if I
have any. I don’t remember having to register my motorbike. Maybe my memory’s
going, or maybe a new registration law’s been passed, or maybe he’s lying to me.
He continues talking and I gradually realize he’s telling me that either (a) he’ll
keep my bike, or (b) I’ll show him my registration papers and keep my bike, or (c) I’ll
pay him a fifty dollar fine (I should mention that Cambodians use American money in
addition to riel) and keep my bike. I’m pretty sure I don’t have fifty dollars, and I don’t
want to check because however much money he sees is how much he’ll ask for. I try to
tell him that I don’t need registration papers, but he either doesn’t understand me or
knows I’m bluffing, regardless of whether I’m right.
Finally I take off my helmet and remove my rubbery Nokia cell phone from my
pocket and dial Kunthea, the reporter to whom I’m closest, to ask if she’ll talk to the
policeman. I haven’t seen or spoken to her since Monday night, the night Alex fired me,
when I called to give her the news and she insisted on coming to the staff villa to see me.
Now she answers with an excited voice, and it takes me a few minutes to explain my
situation because she keeps interrupting with questions about me. The policeman
reluctantly takes the phone. When he hands it back, Kunthea tells me that he’s a difficult
man and to pay him five dollars. Then she asks me to meet her. I ask where she is and she
tells me that she’s outside the beer garden near the paper, though I know she doesn’t
drink, and then I hear shouting in the background, and I realize she’s with the other
Cambodian reporters, or at least with the group who usually go to the beer garden. I don’t
want to see them, it’s true they’ve been uniformly kind after Sara’s death, though some
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have been a little distant, but I’m afraid that I’ll lose my resolve, that I may even start to
enjoy myself, because drinking at a beer garden is one of the best ways to drink, and so I
tell her I can’t. She refuses to accept my answer and insists that I meet her instead at a
restaurant on a corner of Street 51 where we used to eat lunches of sour fish soup, a
restaurant only a few blocks west of the paper and a few north of where Sara and I drank
the night of her death. I can’t bring myself to refuse.
I take out a five dollar bill and pass it to the policeman, who hands me my key
without a word. Five dollars, when I last lived in the US, bought a forgettable sub
sandwich. In Cambodia, it buys me a few inexpensive meals at local restaurants (but not
at the British-style pubs or elegant cafes that cater to expats), or a pass on a possibly
fictitious traffic violation. What is five dollars to me? It’s what I can buy in the US and
also what I can buy in Cambodia. It’s something of both places, something that has
greater or lesser worth depending on its location, just like me.
I start my motorbike and make a u-turn and drive south on Norodom. I approach
the movie theater that plays Cambodian movies, one of the only theaters in the capital.
Across the street is the converted three-story villa used as an office by the Daily Coup,
but I don’t check to see if a guard or any smokers on the balconies notice me as I turn in
the opposite direction onto quiet Street 154.
Kunthea’s already sitting under a sagging awning at the open-air restaurant.
Kunthea. She’s one of the two women most important to me. She’s the one who I love
but don’t have any romantic interest in (I swear this is true), although I admit that when I
first met her I had such an interest, that soon after I arrived in Cambodia I asked her on a
date and she rejected me, a rejection that nevertheless blossomed into friendship. The
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other woman is or was Sara. I don’t think I loved Sara or that Sara loved me. I’m not sure
we knew each other well enough for that, because we only began to see each other last
month. But we slept together every night the week before her death, we were beginning
to spend more and more time together.
Because I’m afraid of what Kunthea will say or ask of me, that is, because of my
respect and platonic love for Kunthea, who I’ve known for two years, who I’ve worked
with closely and regularly at the Daily, I feel uneasy as I park and so do a poor job of
propping up the motorbike’s kickstand. The motorbike falls onto my leg. I push it back
up and kick out the kickstand again and pretend that I’m not hurt. I take a seat across
from her.
She remains silent, as if she’s debating what to say. She has an iced coffee, and
when the waiter comes, I order an iced coffee too.
She asks: How do you feel, Francis?
It’s a strange question for her to ask. She’s worked for maybe five years as one of
the Daily Coup’s Cambodian reporters, the reporters who do the paper’s essential work,
who interview whoever needs to be interviewed in Khmer, which is nearly everyone, and
then translate it into English. And unlike some other reporters, she speaks English
perfectly. Does she mean: are you sick? Does she mean: are you depressed? Does she
mean: are you feeling guilty about Sara’s death and ashamed of lying to the police about
it and afraid that you’ve lost your integrity, or whatever integrity you had?
I ask her: What do you mean?
Maybe you can freelance. When I’m sad, it helps me to stay busy.
How can I freelance?
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What do you mean, ‘How’?
How can I work as a reporter when I’m a liar?
Did you lie?
To the police.
Why did you lie to the police?
I realize, to my great surprise, that she doesn’t understand why I lied. But I
remind myself of her peculiarity, I remind myself that while Kunthea, a skilled journalist,
possesses an effortless grasp of some matters, she shows an obtuseness in others. She
can, for example, instantly sense the maneuverings of politicians or the secret reason for a
land grab. But when it comes to the motivations or desires of her friends, of those who
aren’t part of the news, she seems unsure of herself, and so has an openness some take for
simplicity. It is not. Maybe this is why I love her? Or do I merely imagine I love her?
My iced coffee comes. There’s too much condensed milk at the bottom of the
narrow glass. I say: I lied and said I didn’t use any drugs so I wouldn’t go to prison.
Then you didn’t lie as a journalist. You can freelance. Remember the Thai
prisoner from Preah Vihear? Soon he’ll appear in court. I can help you.
I wasn’t a good journalist.
She shakes her head and says: Francis, stop it! You have to be strong.
I’m going to find who sold the drugs that killed Sara.
Her jaw clenches, and I sense the beginning of one of the arguments that so often
marred our reporting, both in the office and on trips to the countryside, although we
always made up afterward. But she only says: That’s a good plan. If you find him, we can
write a story together.
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What will a story accomplish?
He’ll go to prison.
But there’s no proof. And he probably won’t admit anything.
If there’s no proof, how will you know it’s him? Do you know him?
No. I’m not sure how I’ll find him. But don’t I have to try?
I’ll come with you. You don’t speak Khmai. How can you find him on your own?
I speak a little Khmai. Anyway, the dealer is probably an expat. Sara didn’t speak
any Khmai.
Let me help you.
If I need help, I’ll call you.
She says nothing in reply. She sits and watches me and I sense her anger, her
desire to shout at me, her fury at my intransigence or maybe at the intransigence of
circumstance. I avoid her eyes. I notice that her clavicle’s exposed above the low collar
of her black t-shirt. The bone is especially prominent on her, like an extra rib that
encircles her neck. My eyes descend to the outline of her breasts, to her slim torso. She
must notice my gaze. But do I want her to notice? I look up at the straight line of her
bangs and her alert face, a face I’ve so often seen animated or maybe I should say
illuminated by her compulsive work habit. And I realize then that the reason I don’t find
her attractive is because I don’t wish to find her attractive. To find her attractive would
complicate my life.
She says: You’re a good person, Francis.
I want to ask her why she’s so certain, I want to shout that I’m not a good person,
that I’m anything but, or I’d still have my job and Sara would still be alive. I say: How
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can you be sure of that?
I can tell.
I don’t reply, and the wavering voice of a male singer emerges from a karaoke
parlor down the street, filling the silence. Kunthea may be playing the part of a dutiful
friend, but how can I know what she can or can’t tell? I can’t let recent events cloud my
vision and so obscure possibilities. I need to be careful. I need to be careful about how I
understand the world, especially now.
She says: If you don’t want me to come with you, I’ll call you tomorrow.
I nod. She waits to see if I’ll say anything else or maybe ask her to stay. I notice
that her iced coffee’s gone, though I haven’t seen her drink any of it, though it was full
when I sat down. She rises, hesitates, then walks to her parked motorbike, a beat-up
Daelim like mine, but a smaller model. She accelerates toward the office.
I drive again, but not to the Nowhere Party. I find myself looping around and
through the three or four blocks of bars on Street 51 that cater to foreigners, an area
adjacent to the restaurant and not far from the Daily; around and through the part of the
city where Sara and I drank the night she died, though she must have died in the early
morning. I trace a new route each time, north or south on Street 51 for a block or two and
onto a side street and back onto Norodom, avoiding the office, or past the modern Sorya
Mall and the art deco, colonial-era Central Market. Eventually I no longer see the city as
it passes, I only remember it: the SUV that careened into a shophouse in the early hours
one morning, killing a woman; the perpetual motodop or motortaxi driver urinating
against a wall; the army of marbled cats on a corner; the Walkabout with its tableau of
prostitutes and foreigners, which initially reminded me of a scene in a Manet painting;
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the competing pair of hamburger stands. I feel as if the city has permanently entered my
mind, as if we are one, the city and I, but then I realize that this is bullshit, that the city is
one thing to me and something completely different to someone else, such as a
Cambodian who lives in a concrete room on the city’s outskirts and works at a garment
factory. Street 51 is my city, that is, I have made Street 51 my city: I have chosen as my
city a semi-debaucherous strip of expatriate bars, whereas I could have chosen some
other city, say the indisputably pleasant area filled with boutique hotels and shops around
the Royal Palace, where Alex lives. Seedy Street 51 is the city I will always remember,
the city I’ll think of when I think of Phnom Penh, because one day I assume I’ll leave
Cambodia. But maybe I’m distorting the character of Street 51, because it has a few good
bars.
I park outside Rock Bar, officially named Zeppelin Bar, the bar to which Sara and
I went the night of her death, where we each drank four or five or six Angkors, along
with a few shots of Jim Beam, and where I waited while she went to buy cocaine, though
she didn’t tell me from whom. I might be able to remember or learn something by
revisiting the places we frequented, or at least where we went that night, the night of her
death, although in fact we only went to Rock Bar and the staff villa. The Nowhere Party
can wait until later.
Ty stands on the sloping sidewalk in front of the entrance, one foot on the steps
that lead to the open-air carriage of his tuk tuk. Though he was Sara’s favorite driver, I
remember her complaining, after she returned to Rock Bar that night, that she’d been
unable to find him, that she’d hired a motodop who didn’t know his way around the city.
After I park, Ty clasps my right hand between his palms, greets me with his usual
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warmth. He must not have heard about Sara. He sells marijuana on the side, I think, like
many motodops or tuk tuk drivers, and so I ask him in English if he knows how to find
cocaine; I don’t know the drug name in Khmer. His smile droops a little, he shakes his
head and says: Only ganja, Francis.
I hurry inside. The owner sees me and smiles. Probably she also hasn’t heard,
though she served Sara and me on that night and others. I sit down at the counter to the
left of the door and at the front of the long, narrow, high-ceilinged bar, which has the
same dimensions, more or less, as any shophouse in the city, my apartment included. She
asks me if I want an Angkor beer and I say yes, partly because she’s already opened one
and set it on the counter in front of me, but I feel sick when I smell the beer and so I ask
for a bottle of water. I take a few gulps from the bottle.
After a moment, she says: Where’s your friend?
I grit my teeth and shake my head. I don’t want to explain.
In the two chairs next to me sit two men, two white men. Probably not tourists,
few tourists come to Rock Bar. The owner seems about to say something to me, then
leans back against the wall and fixes her eyes on the door. Her overweight husband, who
I think’s from Singapore, and who I assume taught his wife how to make the dumplings
that Rock Bar’s known for, sits as usual in a chair at the back of the bar, surrounded by
records that he largely eschews for the collection of music files on his laptop. He’s
playing a song by what I guess is some obscure Black Sabbath-type band, the sort of
music I’ve always found unpleasant, which maybe says something about me, but then
again everything you do or have done or think or have thought says something about you.
Which means even my patronage of Rock Bar says something about me. Why did Rock
14

Bar become my bar of choice? Maybe because it has a cozy atmosphere, though I admit
it’s heavy on the nostalgia, with its moderately dim lighting, slightly too-loud music and
Asian versions of American or British rock memorabilia on the walls. In other words,
because it’s a version of the sort of place I might go to in the US.
Some expats take this pursuit of homeland-ness to a greater extreme. I know more
than one who knows not a word of Khmer and survives on cheeseburgers etc. from expat
eateries. As for me, I can speak a little Khmer, despite what Kunthea said. And though I
treat myself now and again to an American meal, I mostly eat Cambodian food. What’s
the point, for an expatriate who lives in an expatriate world, of living abroad? The
obvious answer is that such a life’s more interesting or exciting, and the additional
obvious answer is that a poor American’s a rich Cambodian and that money makes life
easier and more pleasant. Unfortunately, these answers are also true for me.
But I don’t doubt I’m being unkind to some expatriates, many of whom are better
than me, and some of whom must be exemplary individuals. What I need to do is keep
my thoughts on the task I’ve set for myself.
The two men beside me are talking about something frivolous, I’m sure. Why am
I in Rock Bar? There’s nothing I can learn here. I take out some money and put it on the
counter and rise to leave, but then I hear what the two men are talking about: they’re
talking about the American woman who overdosed last weekend. They’re talking about
Sara. I sit back down and listen.
The man farthest from me, American or Canadian, judging by his accent, says:
Happens every once in a while. Pale tourist buys supposed cocaine, supposed cocaine is
in fact heroin, pale tourist’s heart stops. You don’t buy cocaine here, thousands of miles
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from Colombia.
The other man, British, says: How would you know?
The cunt should have been more careful. This place isn’t a playground.
What is it?
It’s just like anywhere else.
Are you alright?
The last question is directed at me, I realize, but I don’t dare look at the speaker,
the questioner, the man beside me, because my breath is catching loudly and I can feel
tears inching down my cheeks. I didn’t cry after Sara died, I’ve rarely cried since I was a
boy, and it’s ludicrous that I should cry at Rock Bar, after overhearing such comments,
when I should in fact be angry; that I should cry now and not for example the morning of
Sara’s death, or at the dinner where the reporters and copy editors remembered her. But
the tears keep coming despite the absurdity of their timing. Tears are themselves absurd:
salt water that seeps from the eyes to show sadness or joy. Why salt water? Salt water’s
of the ocean, it has nothing to do with sadness or joy. Also, why does one symbol (tears)
signify opposite emotions? But I admit it’s appropriate that tears originate in the
instruments we use to see the world.
The interrogator says, his tone kind: Why are you crying?
My tears continue. Finally I swallow and turn to say that I’m fine. Actually, that’s
what I mean to say, but instead when I open my mouth I tell him that the woman’s name
was Sara and she was my friend and I was with her when she died and I’m looking for
the person who sold her the cocaine or the supposed or fake cocaine that we both used.
Immediately afterward I wonder why I said so much, why instead of confessing I
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didn’t get up and leave. That is, I wonder whether I secretly wanted to relive what
happened, not in my memory (I avoid my memory of that morning), but through the
reactions and the faces of the two men, their expressions. I feel sickened by this
possibility.
The men remain silent. Then the man who called Sara a ‘cunt’, the man I mentally
categorized as heartless, leans forward over the counter to look at me and says: I’m sorry,
I didn’t mean to be insensitive.
He leans back and says nothing more, either to me or to his friend, who’s also
suddenly quiet and turns away from me slightly. And it’s as if I’ve poisoned Rock Bar’s
atmosphere, as if the music has stopped, though it’s still playing. I rise to get away from
the two men, to occupy myself, and I walk to the back of the bar, to the DJ, the obese
Singaporean, to request a song, because he sometimes accepts requests, and only then do
I see the owner, his wife, emerge from the hallway to the kitchen, though I didn’t notice
her abandon her position behind the counter. The Singaporean leans backward in his
chair as I approach, and because the ceiling’s low at the back of the bar it seems as if he’s
withdrawing into a cave or hole, as if I’m some large animal like a bear towering over
him and he’s a burrowing rodent, though in fact he should be the bear and I should be the
rodent, based on our respective sizes, as he’s larger than me, and I ask if he’ll play ‘Julia’
by The Beatles, a song completely inappropriate for Rock Bar but which nevertheless
comes to mind. He gives me a dramatic look with only one eyebrow raised and I turn and
start to walk back toward my chair, only to see the two men getting up to go, which of
course is my fault, what else? What other reason could they have? Of course, they could
have many reasons, but all of them seem less likely to me than the unpleasantness of my
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company, the scent of death and aura of calamity that cling to my skin like silt.
I wait a moment before continuing back to my chair because I want to let them
leave without saying anything more to me, because I don’t want to talk to them again, to
force myself upon them or let them force themselves upon me.
After I return to my chair, I think: I shouldn’t have come to Rock Bar. Maybe I
shouldn’t even try to find the drug dealer, but in any case Rock Bar’s no place for such a
quest, rather it’s a place static and mired in nostalgia, both my own nostalgia and the
nostalgia of others, where all you can do is sit and drink and talk, which is what Sara and
I did many times, usually at the table around the corner from the bar so that if anyone
from the paper looked in from the street we’d be hidden.
The song ‘Julia’ begins playing and Lennon’s voice fills the bar: Half of what I
say is meaningless, but I say it to reach you, Julia.
And then I understand why I requested Julia: Sara’s my Julia. But I’m not sure if
I’m talking to her (I’m talking through my actions) as much as to myself, unless I’m not
even talking to myself, but to an audience I want to share an idea of myself.
But maybe this is more bullshit and what I should want, simply, is to ensure that
no more people or that fewer people die like Sara. The more I think about it, this seems
like the best possible purpose, a purpose that can give me direction and also anger.
Already I can feel the anger, a burning in my chest.
The woman, the owner, I forget her name, or maybe I never knew her name, says:
I forgot. Did your other friend find you?
I shake my head, I don’t know who she means.
She says: He came here earlier.
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Which friend?
A man. I can’t remember his name. He left this for you.
She searches underneath the counter and takes out an envelope. She hands it to
me. For a few moments I stare at the envelope, which is blank. Then I open it. The note
inside is scrawled on gridded paper from one of the Daily Coup’s cheap reporter
notebooks. It reads:
Francis,
Why are you still here?
The autopsy results are in and the police want to interview you again.
Call me.
Alex
I scan the list of missed calls on my phone, which I’ve left on silent for days,
which I haven’t bothered to check or use, except to call Kunthea just now, and I see
Alex’s name repeated again and again: four black letters balanced atop four black letters
balanced atop four black letters and so on. I put my phone back in my pocket.
Luckily Alex doesn’t know the location of my apartment. In fact, nobody knows
the location. If Alex knew where to find me, he might have told the police, I wouldn’t put
it past him. We haven’t gotten along since shortly after I arrived in Cambodia, and he
even accused me of a coverup after Sara’s death. He accused me because I flushed the
leftover powder and because I lied to the police, said that I hadn’t used any drugs and that
as far as I knew Sara hadn’t either, a lie I decided on and rehearsed to protect myself. It’s
not like I lied to the doctor at Calmette Hospital or to anyone from the paper, I confessed
everything to the doctor and to Alex and to anyone I knew who asked, although few
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people asked for details. As for the police, I usually lie to them, regardless of the country
or circumstance. The police are the enemy, they’re the oppressive arms of the state.
That’s what I tell myself, anyway. But part of me wonders if Alex is right. Maybe
I should have told the truth and then gone to prison or been kicked out of Cambodia.
Maybe punishment would be just or best.
Nevertheless, I can’t call Alex. I’ve said everything I want to say to the police,
anything more will only convince them I used drugs or committed one offense or another.
And while I might speculate on the virtues of going to prison, I’ve begun a quest, if that’s
the right word, and I plan to finish it, if not for Sara then for me, and if not for me then
because it’s right.
I forgot: the Nowhere Party. Alex may come looking for me at the Nowhere
Party, and if he finds me he’ll certainly corner me and with the force of his supposed
moral superiority try to force me to call the police or maybe even call them himself.
So I can’t go to the Nowhere Party.
So I have to find the dealer some other way.
The owner’s watching me. Do I look strange? I’m certainly sweating. But there’s
nothing I can do about that, it’s the hot season, it has to be ninety five degrees Fahrenheit,
or in the mid thirties Celsius, though it feels like one hundred and ten Fahrenheit, even
with the wall-mounted fans rotating overhead, because Rock Bar doesn’t use air
conditioning: it’s not that kind of bar.
But there’s something else in the way she’s watching me. She doesn’t care that
I’m sweating. What does she care about? Her job is to serve alcohol to foreigners, alcohol
and also dumplings. Her husband’s a foreigner too, though a different kind than me.
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I realize I’ve barely thought about her life before. I consider her a moment.
I don’t think she has any children, at least that I’ve seen. So she’s a woman of
forty or so, probably childless, fairly good looking, married to an obese Singaporean who
loves rock music, especially rock music from the seventies. She runs a bar frequented
almost exclusively by foreigners. She stays up until three or four in the morning to serve
them. She’s unfailingly polite. She likes to smile.
Maybe, if I married and stayed in Cambodia, I could have a life like hers or her
husband’s one day. But no, I don’t have the patience or interest to serve drinks or sit
behind a laptop and play forgotten songs all night.
I glance at the Singaporean, a man so obsessed or in love with music that all he
does is play it. What does she see in him? And what pleasure, if any, does she get from
working at Rock Bar? Clearly he takes pleasure from his music.
I remember the character Phuong from The Quiet American, a character annoying
because she was so supremely docile and bland, because she was more metaphor than
person. Of the owner and the Singaporean, maybe it’s the Singaporean who’s docile and,
in a way, bland: he’s content to sit in his corner and play his music, while she handles the
customers.
Of course: she handles the customers, so she must know something of them.
Maybe then she can help me find the dealer. She might not know anything, but it doesn’t
hurt to ask, and so I say: Do you know how I can buy cocaine? Or heroin?
She doesn’t become angry or flustered, only shakes her head. I wonder if she’s
been asked similar questions before. She says: I don’t sell drugs.
Do you know how I can buy some?
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She shakes her head again and says: Why don’t you ask your friend?
Who?
Cliff. Your girlfriend knows him too. I saw you talk to him outside.
My girlfriend? Sara?
She nods. She must not have heard me say that Sara’s dead, she must have been in
the kitchen. But Sara wasn’t my girlfriend, at least I wouldn’t say she was my girlfriend,
but maybe in a way she was exactly that.
I say: Cliff’s in Thailand.
She says, her expression quizzical: I saw him in Kandal Market. Two days ago.
I mumble an expression of surprise. I thought Cliff, who used to run the Daily’s
copy desk, had checked himself into rehab in Bangkok. He’s rumored to be a heroin
addict, and though I don’t trust rumors as a rule, in Cambodia I tend to lend them a
certain degree of credence, because knowledge here often seems to run through
backchannels, though maybe like many expatriates known to me I’ve become
untrustworthy about the avenues of knowledge, maybe I’ve become somewhat paranoid.
I remember when Sara and I ran into Cliff at Rock Bar, about one month ago,
soon after we began sleeping together. That was the last time I saw him. Actually, we
didn’t encounter him in the bar; he approached us from the street as I parked my
motorbike, and Sara and I invited him in for a drink, but he declined, and after we chatted
briefly and meaninglessly on the sidewalk he asked to talk to me in private. So Sara went
inside and then Cliff asked me a favor in his cringing way, I think his voice wavered, as if
he were scared I might hit him, though I had no intention of hitting him and in fact
would’ve done quite a lot for him, he’s one of the most gentle people I know, except
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when he loses his temper, which is rarely. Anyway, he asked me if I’d loan him fifty
dollars. I knew Cliff hadn’t been in to the paper for a month or two at that point, not
because he’d been fired, the Daily’s publisher in Tokyo wouldn’t fire Cliff, who’s a
skilled copy editor when it comes down to it and has worked at the Daily longer than
Kunthea, but because Cliff had been told, finally, at least according to the story going
around the Daily, that he needed to get clean before he came back in to work. And so I
guessed where the money would go, but I couldn’t say no to him, I’d loaned him money
before and he’d always been kind to me at the office, so I said I had twenty dollars I
could give him and if he called me the following day I’d give him more, which was the
truth, because even though there’s an ATM at the Walkabout, only a few doors down
from Rock Bar, I don’t like going inside the Walkabout and I didn’t want to pay the fee.
He thanked me profusely and took the twenty dollars and never called me, and I forgot
about the debt completely.
I take out my phone and check through the numbers and find Cliff and Cliff2. I
try the first and hear an error message in Khmer. There’s no answer at the second: the
phone rings and rings. I remember that he rarely had a working phone, that he’d use an
office phone or borrow one from a co-worker.
I turn to the owner of Rock Bar and say: How do you know Cliff’s an addict?
She says: His girlfriend worked here. Before you started coming.
Do you know where to find him?
She’s silent a moment. She says: If I tell you, I want you to do something for me.
What?
His girlfriend stole a poster.
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What kind of poster?
A Sinn Sisamouth poster. It was right there.
She points to a place on the wall filled by two vinyl record covers.
I ask: Why did she take it?
She took it because she was angry at me and because I liked it.
So what do you want?
I want you to get it for me.
To steal it?
How can you steal it? It’s mine.
Why don’t you get it yourself?
She’s crazy. I don’t want to see her.
I think about it. Maybe he’ll give me the poster. Anyway, I have to find him. I
say: Sure, I’ll get it for you.
She tells me where Cliff and his girlfriend live. She doesn’t know the apartment
number or the street name, she doesn’t think the street has a name, because it’s more of
an alley, but it’s near a well-known expat bar, a bar not unlike Walkabout, and so I know
how to find it.
I’m reluctant to leave the comfort of Rock Bar, but I exit and get back on my
bike, promising the owner a second time that I’ll find her poster of Sinn Sisamouth, the
famous Cambodian music star who disappeared during the Khmer Rouge regime, like so
many Cambodians, one million and seven hundred thousand according to one commonly
cited estimate, which like the others is a calculated guess. I drive through the streets
again. The city is beautiful at night, on a motorbike, with the wind and lights and neon
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rushing by and the litter camouflaged by the darkness and, without thinking, I head south
on Norodom. Soon I come to the chocolate colored or umber Independence Monument,
which is one hundred or so feet tall, with a giant rectangular opening on each of its four
sides and a top that recalls the lotus-bud shaped towers of the nationally treasured Angkor
Wat. I cut through the roundabout and continue on Norodom, then change my mind and
make a u-turn. I circle in the roundabout once, then twice, on each circuit passing the
high walls of the prime minister’s house, or one of his houses. As far as I know, drug
dealers don’t frequent Independence Monument. In fact, the monument itself is
completely empty because concrete barricades block access to the low stairs, and if at
night the surrounding street attracts gangs of youths on gaudy motorbikes, they have
nothing to offer me except a race which I’ll lose on my 125cc Daelim.
And so I leave the traffic circle and head north on Norodom, but instead of
turning off toward Cliff’s apartment, I find myself driving up and down side streets. As I
drive, I think about Cambodia. And I realize that, although I moved abroad for trite
reasons (to travel and to be a foreign journalist), now I’m anchored to the country
regardless of my reasons for coming; in other words, the fact of my having lived here and
of my experiencing the joy and sadness I’ve experienced here has instilled in me a sense
of being intimate with this place, regardless of the quality of the intimacy itself, its
superficiality or profoundness. And now my connection to it is inextricably bound up
with or colored by Sara’s death, there’s no getting around this, and of course this is my
fault, and of course her death is also my fault: how could I let us use the drugs? How
foolish could I be?
I park my bike on a dark side street. A motorbike passes in a flash of light. I try to
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remember Sara as I knew her, but the only image I can conjure is of her when I saw her
last: a woman with slightly purpled skin and limbs stiffened into strange angles, a woman
I know not to be her.
I turn sideways on the motorbike seat and sit until my cheeks dry, or at least until
their dampness might be mistaken for sweat. I promise Sara I’ll never forget her, I
promise her I’ll find whoever sold her the drugs, what else can I do?
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Sharky’s, the bar near Cliff’s apartment, is on one of those streets I always get
mixed up, between the Kandal and Old markets and close to the bakery from which I
sometimes bought a sweet bean pastry before I went into the paper. I drive past slowly.
From the second floor windows, I hear music, what sounds like some sort of funk band,
probably foreigners playing for the bar’s clientele of foreigners and the prostitutes who
wait for them to finish drinking. I’ve been to Sharky’s only once or twice. It’s a bar for
the sunspotted, the varicose veined, the sagging bellied, the retirees or aging pleasure
seekers who migrate to Cambodia in their later years, the expatriates who I secretly look
on as parasites, though to be honest I’m not sure I’m so very different, it’s true they are
old and I’m young or at least younger, but we’ve both come for pleasure, if different
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kinds of pleasure, we’ve both come or stayed for the exchange rate, more or less, and I’ll
even admit that I’ve reduced sex to a commercial transaction, I don’t remember it fondly,
in fact I feel guilty. Though what makes me feel guilty is not the act itself, logically I
don’t find fault with a woman (or man) selling her body, but the idea that the woman
selling her body may be forced, more or less, to sell her body, because to sell your body
is to relinquish control of your self, if only for a time. Or maybe it’s just the suspicion
that intimacy should not be sold. I don’t know. I can’t help but feel a little guilty about it.
It may even be the dim memory of the look my mother fixed on me at the end of each day
when I was a child, a look that said: What have you done wrong?
A little farther toward the riverside, I see the alley where the owner of Rock Bar
said Cliff and his girlfriend live. It’s in the middle of the block, a dark opening between a
concrete walkup and a hotel with a glass-fronted lobby. From a distance it reminds me of
a hole or a pit, but I know it’s only an alley.
I drive to the entrance and point my headlight at the side of the hotel. Moonlight
or maybe just the accumulated nighttime light of the city, a light pink or gray, passes
between the shoulders of the hotel and walkup and down through the empty spaces in the
alley’s intermittent roof of stretched tarps. I can see patches of cracked concrete and
doorways and a trickle of water in the middle of the bowed pavement. A few lights, but
only a few, glow along either side.
I check my phone and see it’s just after nine.
I contemplate returning during the day. No doubt some of the people who live in
the alley are already asleep. Not only that: Cliff may be out. But these are just excuses.
My heartbeat quickens or just grows louder, and I can feel the rumbling of the
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motorbike engine against my thighs. I’m not afraid of being robbed. Until recently
Phnom Penh has proven the safest city I’ve known in terms of crime if not traffic,
although I should mention that purse snatching is common. One friend, since returned to
Scotland, was pulled from the back of a motorbike taxi because her bag was strapped
around her chest. Luckily, when she fell, she only scraped her arms.
But I don’t carry a purse, and I’ve never had any trouble. So why my hesitation? I
must instinctively sense that the alley is not only an alley, but also maybe a reflection of
the truth that I’m seeking. But this strikes me as a foolish and even wishful interpretation.
I must merely feel anxious about seeing Cliff, about what he’ll say to me regarding
what’s happened, or about where he’ll point me.
I turn off my headlight and start down the alley at a crawl, in first gear. My eyes
take a moment to adjust to the darkness, and in that interval my anxiety surges, but when
I can see a little better it recedes, and I pass a rattan platform on which people are
sleeping outside in the open, and I pass closed doors and also accordion gates of the sort
that secure my apartment, and I don’t know how the apartments or shacks fit into the
narrow alley, whether they are built into the sides of the hotel or walkup, but somehow
they do fit. I imagine the lives of the residents of the alley, and then I remember a scene
from the movie The Year of Living Dangerously, which is about a journalist living in
Jakarta, a dedicated if naive journalist, not a halfhearted one like me. In that scene, if I
remember right, the photographer character, a character obsessed with poverty, relates
how the novelist Tolstoy went into the poorest section of some Russian city, probably
Moscow, and started giving away all the money he had on him because he couldn’t stand
the poverty he saw. What a magnificent person, I thought when I heard that anecdote in
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that movie, and I recalled the famous story of when Nietzsche the philosopher witnessed
a man beating a horse and couldn’t stand it and so threw himself on the horse to stop the
beating (maybe I am remembering that story wrong, but the fundamentals are right, I
think), because in each instance a figure from history breaks down and tries to stop
suffering. I see suffering in Cambodia every day, or at least poverty, and while I might
hand out a few thousand riel, or less than a dollar, I go on with my life, and I live with
this indifference in myself, I can’t seem to do anything about it, even though I admire the
non-indifference, the difference, in others. But I also wonder if I am truly indifferent.
And if I’m not, what will it take for me to show my difference?
Before I can answer this question, I reach a woman seated on a folding chair
beneath a hanging fluorescent light. A pop song plays weakly from a handheld radio that
dangles, via a piece of twine, from an arm of the chair. Next to the woman there’s a cart
of cigarettes and snacks and another cart lined with large glass bottles, some of which
bear the logo for Coca Cola, filled with gasoline. My gas meter doesn’t work, but I
haven’t bought any gasoline in days, not since before Sara’s death, and so I ask in Khmer
for the equivalent of two dollars’ worth. I slide onto my feet and lift up my seat and she
empties two bottles of the amber liquid into my tank. Then I ask her, in Khmer, where the
barang lives, and when I say ‘barang’, a word for any foreigner or white foreigner,
though it refers literally to a French person, it occurs to me that it’s a surprisingly
beautiful or musical word. She points down the alley at a doorway whose edges glow
slightly, and I give her an extra four thousand riel. Maybe she’s not especially poor by
Cambodian standards, but she’s nevertheless poor compared to me. She tries to give me
back the money, but I shake my head and she understands and thanks me with a sampeah,
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palms pressed together, and I continue on, pushing my bike now, but after a few feet I
think: so this is the paltry result of my self interrogation? This is what I offer in
comparison to Tolstoy? But Tolstoy was rich. Four thousand riel is small but it’s
something, it’s better than nothing. If I don’t give everything, should I give nothing?
I hesitate. Maybe I don’t need to give everything, but four thousand riel seems
insufficient. I set my bike on its kickstand and return and give her another four thousand.
Again she tries to decline the money, then accepts and thanks me with a sampeah. As I
turn to go, it occurs to me that eight thousand riel is no more adequate than four thousand
riel. Should I give her another four thousand? But then why not give her another after
that, and so on? She’s watching me closely. For a long moment there’s a lull in the radio
transmission, a silence. She smiles nervously and shakes her head, as if she reads my
mind. Then: another sampeah. I’m not sure what to do and so I go back to my bike.
I park outside the door and lock the front wheel and then knock. Nobody answers.
I knock again. Still no answer. Then there is a faint sound as of cloth brushing against
concrete. I wonder if I have the wrong apartment, if another barang lives here, but how
many barangs could possibly make this alley their home? I knock a final time, deciding at
least to peek inside if nobody answers, but then the door opens silently and I see Cliff,
skeletal Cliff, who’s so tall he must bend forward slightly in the small low room, a
concrete-floored room that has a drain in the center and a door in one corner that must
lead to a bathroom. In another corner I notice a Chinese-manufactured altar or shrine with
lady finger bananas and burned-down incense sticks at its base, the kind of shrine I’ve
seen before inside homes and businesses, as opposed to the elaborate spirit houses, like
miniature Buddhist temples on pedestals, typically placed outside.
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I say Cliff’s name, and he nods dully in greeting, then moves out of sight behind
the door, displaying his typical taciturnity, the taciturnity of an uncle who’s overly
withdrawn.
I step over the threshold and into the room, pushing the door closed behind me.
Cliff has taken a seat on a twin-size mattress on the bare concrete behind the door, his
back against a wall. The sheet is pushed back and I can see multiple overlapping stains on
the striped fabric. On the two walls around the bed, there are a few pictures and magazine
cuttings also, there it is, the poster of Sinn Sisamouth. The dimensions are smaller than I
expected: it’s about one and a half feet wide and two feet high. The dead star’s head and
shoulders are surrounded by a vibrant yellow halo, and the background’s an even brighter
pink, with a line of writing in thick black Khmer letters at the top. The singer wears a
tuxedo, and I’m struck by how handsome he is. I think of a young Frank Sinatra, but Sinn
Sisamouth’s face is rounder, his cheeks fleshier. And whereas Frank Sinatra in his youth
emanated menace, at least in the photos I’ve seen, at least to my mind, Sinn Sisamouth
seems assured and debonair and pleasant, but also tragic, though he may only strike me
as tragic because I know that he disappeared in the Khmer Rouge killing fields.
I turn back to Cliff and see that he’s watching me. He wipes sweat from the
balding dome of his head and says: It’s good to see you, Francis.
His tone is oddly but characteristically genteel, his accent a mix of Australian and
American. I think he’s originally from Australia, or at least that he was born in Australia,
maybe Sydney, but of a family dispersed on multiple continents. He sits forward
abruptly. He reaches down for a few dirty plastic dishes and a portable gas burner on the
floor near the bed but only pushes them a little closer toward the wall, his hand trembling
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ever so slightly. He says: I’m sorry for the mess.
I say: It’s nothing.
I look around and see a square screen-covered opening in the wall of the
bathroom. I can’t help but smell what I assume is sewage.
Cliff says: Let me make some tea.
He shoots up onto pale, knobbly feet that are streaked with dirt. For a moment he
remains on his bed, as if unsure of himself or of his purpose. Then he swoops down with
both hands for the portable burner. His movements alternate between the equivalent of
slow motion and fast forward, as if at times he’s moving underwater and at others he
finds himself suddenly and unexpectedly on land. He moves to the center of the room in
one step.
He turns and says: Sorry, Francis, but could you go outside for a bottle of water?
I nod. I’m happy to leave the room for a moment. I go back into the alley and buy
a bottle of water from the woman, and after a moment’s hesitation I give her four
thousand riel extra again, and again I debate whether to give her more. This time I do not.
When I return, Cliff has produced a teakettle and connected the burner, now in the center
of the room, near the drain, to an extension cord emerging from a hole in the plaster wall.
He takes the bottle and hands me a cushion and sits on the edge of the bed, near the
burner. I set the cushion on the concrete facing him, the drain in the floor between us. He
seems to have collected himself.
Without meeting my eyes, he says: It’s not as bad as it looks.
I smile politely, I don’t know how to respond.
He says: You think I’m going to ask you for money.
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I’m the one who came to see you.
I don’t want any money.
I change positions on my cushion. I say: Did you hear what happened?
You mean Richie’s offer?
I try to meet Cliff’s eyes, but he continues to gaze at the floor. It crosses my mind
that Richie, the paper’s publisher, who lives in Tokyo and makes all the managerial
decisions, who doubtless made the decision to fire me, wants to apologize and give me
back my position. But then I recognize the fantasy of this idea.
The teakettle builds to a scream. Cliff takes two plastic cups from the foot of his
bed and puts in some loose green tea leaves. He pours hot water and passes me one of the
cups. I look for any sign of dirt or residue but the cup appears clean.
He says: So Alex sent you? Tell Alex that I don’t need rehab, that I will be back
in the office next week, that I’m just recuperating from my illness.
He looks down as he speaks, as if he’s ashamed of himself for lying. I realize that
he’s absorbed in his own problems, as I’m absorbed in mine: I only came because I
thought he might help me find the dealer. He must not know about Sara, or about my
being fired. I say: Alex didn’t send me, Cliff. I came because I wanted to ask you
something.
Quietly, he says: Of course.
Do you know anyone I can buy cocaine or heroin from?
He looks up from his tea. He repeats: Cocaine or heroin.
What I mean is, can you tell me how to find a drug dealer?
Cliff looks down and up again and says sadly: I’d rather not do that for you.
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Not for me. It’s not that.
Then why?
He speaks so quietly that I can barely hear him. I breathe in deeply. I tell him
what happened, he knew and worked with Sara, and I tell him of my search and wait to
see his reaction, but he only frowns. He says nothing for a while.
Then: That’s terrible.
So you’ll tell me?
He shakes his head, slowly.
Why not?
What good will come of it?
I need to know.
Slowly he shakes his head again.
Did Sara ever ask you for drugs?
He scowls at me, but then his face softens. He says: No.
I can give you money.
And I reach into my pockets, but abruptly he roars: Is that what you think I want?
He’s always had a temper, and he stands up suddenly, but in his anger he forgets
the low plaster ceiling and strikes his head, it’s a scene from one of the cartoons I
watched as a boy, then totters forward and sinks onto the floor, onto his knees, knocking
over his cup of tea. The almost clear liquid spills out and runs in an arc toward the drain.
I say: Cliff? Cliff? Are you alright?
He tilts forward and for a moment I think he will fall onto his face, and so I rise to
catch him, but then he angles back, still on his knees, his eyes half closed, and somehow
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comes to a standstill, so that he looks as if he’s praying, but with his arms at his sides. I
sit back on my cushion on the other side of the drain. I wait to see what he’ll do next, but
his eyes remain partly closed, and after a few moments I smell something bitter and
acidic, a smell instantly recognizable, and then a tongue of liquid slips out from between
his knees and inches its way slowly toward the drain in a more or less direct line, so that
there are two tiny streams merging there.
I say Cliff’s name again, but he seems to have spent all the energy available to
him, he remains on his knees with his eyes partly closed, and soon the two streams run
dry, leaving as evidence of their passing two lines of wet concrete, one roughly straight,
the other arcing erratically.
I help him up, protecting the bare dome of his head with my hand. He looks
around him like an elderly person who has fallen asleep unexpectedly. I lead him the few
feet to the bed. He goes down on his knees again, this time on the mattress, but I force
him to turn and lie on his back so that the dark stain that spreads from his crotch can dry.
My nostrils fill with the smell of his urine, the concentrated urine of someone who has
not bothered to drink water in a day, and my eyes burn.
I turn around and open the door to let in whatever fresh air I can, whatever fresh
air the alley can supply.
I look around the room, but I don’t see any drugs or any signs of drug use. And so
maybe Cliff isn’t high or coming down from a high, as I first assumed, but merely in
some weakened state. I shouldn’t jump to conclusions.
I realize Cliff may have refused me as an act of redemption, which would mean
that his attempt at redemption conflicted with my own. But on second thought, this seems
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naive: he probably acted from simple pride. I could wait for him to return to
consciousness, then tempt him until he succumbed to the call of his addiction, until he
agreed to supply the name of his dealer in exchange for money, because I don’t think his
pride is as robust as he pretends. But am I willing to pay such a price?
I look back at Cliff, the same Cliff who used to check the grammar and layout of
the headlines and front page stories of the Daily Coup, now sprawled in piss-stained
pants on a shabby mattress. I recall a story Sara told me about him: how, late one shift, he
grew so angry with an unresponsive Apple computer that he shattered the keyboard
against the table. But that’s not the same Cliff I worked under while I waited for a
reporting spot to open. Before his addiction deformed or diminished him, he managed the
copy desk with tact and efficiency, in sharp contrast to the hysteria of the newsroom.
I move to the bed, bend down, check his breathing.
How long can Cliff sustain this life of his? When will he, like Sara, fail to wake
up?
The thought sends a wave of nausea through my body, as if a snake were traveling
through my intestines.
I reach down into my pocket to leave him some money, at least I can help him a
little, but then I realize he may use my money to strengthen his isolation, to hasten his
decline. Money’s of no use. But what else can I offer? I can’t force him to go to rehab.
He’s made his choice. And if I don’t respect his choice, why should anyone respect
mine?
Outside I remember what the Rock Bar owner asked of me. The poster. I stand in
the semidarkness of the alley and contemplate returning and taking it from the wall, I
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contemplate rolling it up and putting it under one arm and then driving away. The poster
is not Cliff’s.
I duck again under the doorway. Cliff’s eyes remain mostly shut, but a thin
crescent of white hovers at the bottom of each lid, and I see his eyeballs moving. He must
be dreaming, but of what? Maybe of Australia, of white sand beaches or scrub desert
(I’ve never been to Australia), a land he’s now estranged from. And in sleep he seems
happy, but I know this is only appearance, because how can one be happy in sleep?
I gaze at Cliff, helpless Cliff, Cliff in his fetid and miserable apartment,
impoverished Cliff, piss-stained Cliff. I’d prefer not to take his poster without his
permission, even if it isn’t his poster. I can always return tomorrow to ask him for it.
And so I turn to leave, but then I see a woman, skinnier even than Cliff, her eyes
unsteady and full of hatred, or so they seem to me, standing in front of the doorway. She
must be Cliff’s girlfriend. She shuts the door loudly and says: Who are you?
I say: I’m Cliff’s friend. From the Daily.
She looks down at Cliff. She shouts: Cliff, wake up!
Cliff does not stir. I see her eyes move across his stained crotch and back to me.
She asks: What happened?
I say: He hit his head. He was angry.
I point at the ceiling. She glances at the ceiling and back at me. She moves toward
me suddenly and I step back because for a moment I think she’s going to attack me, but
instead she crouches down and shakes Cliff. He opens his eyes. After he recognizes her,
he asks, harshly: What?
She shakes her head and moves away and he closes his eyes again and appears to
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fall back asleep or into a semiconscious state. She turns toward me. She asks: What do
you want?
I look at Cliff and the poster. I say: I want your poster.
Poster?
I gesture at the poster but keep my eyes on her. I wonder where she’s been, I think
of Sharky’s around the corner, maybe she went there to sell her body, but then I look
down and see that in one of her hands she holds two plastic bags filled with noodle soup,
the kind you buy for two or three thousand riel from street vendors. I also notice a lesion
above the neckline of her shirt and unhealed cuts partly hidden by the straps of her blue
rubber flip flops.
I say: I want to buy the poster.
She stares at me, then hangs the two bags of noodle soup from a nail in the wall at
the foot of the bed. She turns back to me and crosses her arms, contemplates me or my
statement for a while. She says: If you help me, I’ll give it to you.
I realize that she’s been mixing the occasional Khmer word or words into her
English, which is clipped and broken. For example, instead of ‘me’, she says ‘khnyom’. I
ask: What do you want?
She glances at Cliff. Quietly she says: I want you to read an email and tell me
what it says. It’s difficult for me to read English.
Here?
An internet cafe.
Can’t I just pay you for the poster?
She shakes her head and says: I want you to read an email.
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She continues to stare at me. Finally I nod. She kicks off her flip flops and moves
onto the edge of the bed and peels back the poster, removing the gray putty from the
corners and sticking it back onto the wall in a clump. I see now that it’s a dogeared poster
with scratches and even a few pen marks on the back and on the white border on the
front. She rolls it up.
We go outside and I start my motorbike and she positions herself astride the
backseat, gripping the metal tube that runs around the bottom of the seat with one hand,
and holding the rolled-up poster with the other. Her body is unexpectedly hot, as if she
has a fever. I drive down the alley, in the direction opposite Sharky’s. She instructs me to
return to Street 51, I can’t seem to escape Street 51, and points me to the block between
Rock Bar and the restaurant where I met Kunthea, then to an internet cafe squeezed
between a hole-in-the-wall bar I’ve never visited and Heart of Darkness, a popular
nightclub.
Inside the internet cafe, a square room with a low ceiling, empty except for the
attendant at the back, she sits at a booth, launches a browser, logs into her e-mail, opens a
message. I stand behind her. Bass pulses through the wall shared with the Heart of
Darkness, the wall behind the booth, as if the bass were pursuing me. She stands and
motions for me to take her seat and says: I understand if I hear. Can you read the email to
me?
I glance at the message. All of it?
She nods.
I sit and she pulls up a chair for herself from an adjacent booth and positions it
behind mine. I scan the e-mail. It’s one long paragraph. After a moment I begin. My
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voice seems like it will be overwhelmed by the bass from next door and the shouts in the
street from the motodops, and she leans forward so she can catch every word. I read:
Po. Hello. I am sorry I have not written before now. I know it has been a
long time. I think about you every day. I love you. After traveling for
twenty months, I thought that I understood myself and the world. It turns
out I was wrong. I have only begun to see things clearly after living in my
cell in Kumla Prison. I am in my cell now, typing this email on my laptop.
It is a comfortable cell. I have been here for half a year. I can imagine your
surprise. After I returned to Stockholm, I began to break minor rules. I lied
frequently, stole supplies from my office, drank brandy in secret. Now I
understand that I acted in this way because I missed you. But at the time I
only felt overwhelmed by dullness. I was working as an assistant in a real
estate firm. I would call my superior at least once a week and tell him I
could not come in because I was sick. I was never sick. My superior was
an idiot. Real estate is an idiotic field. It is full of idiots. On one of my sick
days, I went to a restaurant when it opened in the late morning to buy a
falafel sandwich. I remember that the pickled peppers on the sandwich
were especially delicious. Afterward I went into a Systembolaget for a
bottle of Bardinet. In the checkout line in front of me I saw a man who did
not appear to be Swedish. I guessed he was Turkish or Iraqi. He was
buying some beer. I do not remember the brand. I heard the cashier say
that he did not think Muslims drank alcohol. I interjected and told the
cashier that such a comment was disrespectful. The man did not say
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anything. He paid for his beer and left. I hurried out of the store and tried
to find him. I saw him farther down the street. I caught up to him and
apologized for the rudeness of the cashier. The man turned out to be a
Kurd born in Sweden. His family had immigrated from Iraq in the
eighties. I invited him up to my apartment for a drink. He seemed nervous
but agreed. In my apartment I mentioned the stereotype that Swedes were
unexcitable. He said that I did not fit this stereotype. This pleased me. I
said he did not seem to fit the stereotype of Iraqis as being prone to
violence. He thanked me but said that in fact he could be very violent. I
took this as a joke and laughed. Then he said he considered himself
Swedish. I nodded. I told him I had returned not long ago from Cambodia.
He said he knew nothing about Cambodia. I asked why his family came to
Sweden. He said his father liked snow. He also mentioned violence
against Kurds. Finally I suggested we go talk to the cashier and explain to
him why stereotyping is wrong. He was a little drunk and agreed. We had
one more drink. Then we walked back to the Systembolaget. It was a
pleasant summer afternoon. We marched up to the cashier and demanded
to speak to him. He asked us to wait until all the customers had finished
paying. This seemed reasonable. Finally he came to the window and
politely asked what we wanted. I explained to him that stereotypes violate
the individual. He listened and nodded but asked if it was not true that
Muslims cannot drink alcohol. I told him that not all Muslims observe the
rules of their religion, just like not all Christians observe the rules of
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theirs. I added that he also assumed my friend was a Muslim. He asked if
he was not in fact a Muslim. My friend was quiet. I said I did not know.
But I said not all Kurds are Muslim. The cashier smiled. Eventually I
realized that my words were having no effect. And so I took out the
butterfly knife I bought with you when we went to the Philippines. I
stabbed him in the stomach twice. I wanted to teach him a lesson he would
never forget. In addition I wanted to weaken the stereotype of Swedes as
being peaceful. My friend turned and ran. I have not seen or heard from
him since. The police came and arrested me. The cashier did not die. I
used my trial as a platform to denounce stereotyping. My father paid an
idiotic sum for my lawyer. The Swedish justice system is lenient. As I
mentioned, my cell is comfortable. I am not sorry for what I did. If
anything I am happy to have done my part in exploding stereotypes. But I
have taken up too much space explaining why I am in prison. I am writing
because I think of you and Cambodia often. Do you think of me? Do you
remember when we had a picnic on that island in the river near Phnom
Penh? When we fucked on a blanket in the elephant grass and then ate fish
and rice until our bellies grew tight? Do you remember when we got a
shack on the empty beach in Sihanoukville and fucked and lay around all
day in hammocks? I remember everything. But I especially remember how
we fucked. I remember how I entered you and you trembled and the way
you fell asleep instantly after we finished. Po, what do you remember? I
am coming back to Cambodia after they release me. In two months. I
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cannot wait to see you. Write back soon. Anders.
I finish reading the email aloud, having stumbled over the name of the Swedish
store, the Systembolaget, and I turn to Cliff’s girlfriend, apparently named Po. She leans
back in her chair and stares at me. I look away in embarrassment; I have just read about
her having sex with a man who is now in prison, a man who seems unbalanced, frankly,
although maybe I should be more generous, at least he said he loved her. I note that the
email is dated February 23 or a little over one month ago.
She asks: Why is he coming back to Cambodia?
Did you understand?
I want to make sure I understand.
He says he misses you. He says he’s bored in Sweden and he misses you. It’s not
very clear.
Why’s he in prison?
I think a moment. I say: He attacked someone who worked in a store because he
didn’t like what the person said.
With a wistful expression, she says ‘crazy’ in Khmer: chhkuot.
She looks at a spot on the wall above the computer. Two young women enter the
cafe with a barang in tow, they pass us, the women laugh and chatter but the barang
seems tired, maybe drunk. The women sit at separate booths while the barang slumps in a
chair against the wall, head in hand.
I have done what I said. I rise and reach for the poster in Po’s hand, but she jerks
her hand away from me and says: Help me write an e-mail.
I glance at the poster in her hand and think: she’s asking too much for this poster.
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I agreed to the Rock Bar owner’s request recklessly, without thinking about what it might
entail. I need to find the drug dealer.
She says: Please.
I sigh. I say: Why do you have an email address if you can’t read or write?
I can write a little, but I want it to be a very strong email.
Why don’t you ask Cliff?
I don’t want Cliff to know.
I sigh again, this time for effect. OK, a short letter.
She nods and scoots her chair closer to mine. I hit reply and a new message
window opens.
I ask: What do you want to write?
She thinks a moment and I begin to feel the onset of a headache. It must be the
house music, the music of Heart of Darkness, whose name makes me think not of the
Conrad novel, but of Apocalypse Now, the film that ends in a mythical and
unrecognizable Cambodia.
Abruptly she says: Say I don’t want him to come to Cambodia. Say I’m married
and happy and live in the countryside. He’ll never see me again. I know he doesn’t love
me, he only loves himself. If he loved me, why did he leave? He used me and I don’t ever
want to see him again. If he wants to see me, he shouldn’t have left, or he should’ve
brought me with him. Tell him that I used him too, I just wanted a barang boyfriend, but
he was the one who left.
She pauses. I struggle to write everything she said. I find it difficult to pin down
her words, they vanish between the thuds of the house music and I must find other words
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to take their place.
She continues: Say I hate him. No. Say I’m sad there are so many countries in the
world. Say I’m sad for him because he loves only himself. If he loves only himself, he’ll
always be alone and he won’t understand that he’s alone. Say he thinks of Cambodia only
because he’s alone. Say he’s not young and I’m not young anymore, so why play games?
He says he’s in prison, but why should I believe his prison is more real than mine? I want
to tell him that I’m real. I want to tell him that I’m not just his idea. Tell him that.
I type, I try to record everything she’s said, but her words elude me. It’s not like
when I was a reporter; now I feel as if I’m too close to what I’m writing. After I finish,
she asks: Can you read it to me?
I turn toward her, then back to the screen. I read the first line aloud:
Anders: I cannot see you. I am nowhere you can find me.
I pause. She says: Why did you stop?
I begin again:
Anders: I cannot see you. I am nowhere you can find me. I am tired of
your games. You love yourself, not me. I am angry, but I do not hate you.
I am angry at myself for playing a game with you: I admit I wanted a
boyfriend but not a lover. Have you changed? I cannot change anymore.
We are not together and we will never be together again. We have lost
whatever opportunity we had. I do not think you are in prison. You are in
the same place you always were. And even if I can hear you, you cannot
hear me. Po.
I realize that I have distorted, that in many cases I have completely changed what
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she dictated. I didn’t mean to. The house music must have distracted me, maybe
everything distracted me. I say: I’m sorry. We can edit it.
She says: Can you read it again?
Once more I read aloud the email, the words I chose for her. I worry she’ll grow
angry.
She says: You changed what I said.
I didn’t mean to.
Her head bobs ever so slightly as she thinks. She says: Some parts aren’t as good.
But it’s strong. Khlang.
She stares at the email. Then she asks me to read it once more. I read it a third
time.
She says: OK.
And she reaches across me and hits Send. Then she logs off. Her upper arm
brushes against my chest. I look down and the thinness of her arm unnerves me, but then
I see her stand and easily lift up the metal-tube chair and set it down in front of the
adjacent booth.
She gives me the poster and goes to pay, passing the barang who has fallen asleep
and the two young women now gathered around a single booth. The barang reminds me
that there were periods, sometimes months at a time, when I stayed out drinking four or
five or even six nights a week, a routine that perpetuated itself. By the time Sara arrived
in September, I had entered a phase of relative sobriety, but after we began sleeping
together last month I started to drink more, we drank together, because she proved to
have as much of a fondness for alcohol as me, despite her apparent bookishness.
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I follow Po onto the sidewalk, where I find a man reclining, eyes partly closed, on
my parked motorbike: head on the steering column, lower body on the seat, legs dangling
over the back end. An impressive but common balancing act. I’m not sure if he’s a guard
without a uniform or someone with nothing to do at the moment; a parked motorbike
quickly becomes a bench. After a moment he opens his eyes, smiles, rolls onto his feet. I
start the motorbike and hand the poster back to Po to hold. I consider bringing it to Rock
Bar but decide to do so later, when I’m alone. I drive north, away from Rock Bar, happy
to leave the bass and shouts and swagger of Street 51, which is beginning to grow
animated. I turn right at the next street, Street 154, and pass the restaurant where I met
Kunthea, then arc left on Norodom. I notice one of the Daily’s guards, it looks like Chea,
standing on the corner outside the paper’s office, but he doesn’t see or recognize me. The
copy desk and the Khmer edition translators are probably still working inside.
In the alley, the motorbike’s headlight illuminates the woman from whom I
bought gasoline. She sits up in her reclined folding chair and shields her eyes. I turn off
the light. I stop at Cliff’s and Po’s door and Po gets off and hands me the poster again. I
imagine Cliff lying inside on the twin-size bed, his pants now dry. He has refused me and
so I have to go to the Nowhere Party, I have no other choice. Then it occurs to me that Po
may be able to help me. Before she steps inside, I ask: Do you know how I can buy
cocaine or heroin?
She pauses and turns toward me. I can’t see her face in the dim light of the alley.
She says: Heroin. Ten dollars.
Where?
If you pay me ten dollars, I’ll take you.
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It’s possible that Po’s dealer is the dealer I’m looking for, or that he can help me
find the dealer. I arrange to pay her after she brings me to him, and she takes out a cell
phone from her creased jeans, my same model of cell phone, and makes a call. Then she
jumps on my motorbike and takes the poster again, and she tells me to drive to Boeng
Kak, the lake that is being filled in for development despite protests; she tells me to go to
the backpacker area on its eastern edge, a warren of narrow streets and guesthouses.
I drive to Sorya Mall, the American-style mall just south of the Central Market,
and stop at an ATM for my Cambodian bank, oddly named Canadia Bank, as I’m almost
out of cash. When I see my balance of seven hundred dollars, I take out all my money
just in case I need it. I also have two thousand in savings in my Oceanside credit union,
an amount on which I can live comfortably in Cambodia for a few months or longer, in
that sense I’m completely free or I should say unburdened by the necessity of work, at
least for the short term.
I return to Street 154 and follow it a short distance west, away from the Daily and
the riverside, then turn right onto Monivong Boulevard, lined on either side with six- and
seven-story shops, apartments, hotels. Before long the buildings recede and the night sky
suddenly descends, and then I see, set back on my left, the former French colonial train
station that’s the location of the Nowhere Party. But I’m not going to the Nowhere Party,
at least not now. I continue on Monivong until I spot, in the distance, the entrance to
Calmette Hospital, the hospital where they brought Sara, where I refused any tests but
vomited, where the families of patients watched me from mats laid under the covered
walkways, but before I reach the hospital I turn left onto a street that dead ends not at a
Buddhist temple but at a gold-domed mosque of the Cham, an ethnic minority who once
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had their own country, since eaten up by Vietnam, and then I turn left again onto an arm
of packed dirt and stones that vanishes between the chalkboard menu signs and glowing
portals of guesthouses. Fifty feet before the first guesthouse, Po points right, toward the
lake, and so we jolt onto a lane wide enough for two motorbikes and no more, a covered
lane as dark and tight as an umbilical cord must be, at least that’s the comparison that
comes to mind, and my headlight stretches out to probe the darkness, and for a moment
I’m nervous again, as when I first entered Cliff’s and Po’s alley, but I fight an urge to
turn around, and the feeling passes, and I realize it’s not as dark as I thought: I realize I’m
not merely in a back lane near Boeng Kak but in a city of two million; that I’m near a
mosque, and mosques have always struck me as symbols of purity, maybe only because
of their architecture, the geometric elegance of their domes and minarets, and that I’m
also close to backpacker guesthouses, emblems of idleness, and a lake being filled in with
earth, a manifestation of development or maybe reckless development. And these
thoughts make me feel oddly secure.
The sky appears and the lane branches. One branch seems to continue toward the
lake, still hidden from view, the other to parallel the shore. Po taps my shoulder and
motions for me to stop and I park and we get off the motorbike. I remove my helmet and
hang it from one of the motorbike’s handles. She hands me the poster.
I ask: What are we doing?
We’re waiting for him.
I look around. We’re in a square space maybe ten feet by ten feet, surrounded by
the rough wooden planks and corrugated tin of one-story houses or shacks, I’m not sure
what to call them. The interstices between the planks and tin glow with interior lights. I
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look up: sky. I look down: gray earth, interspersed with boards and rocks.
I ask: Do you think he’ll take long?
She squats on the ground, rests her elbows on her knees, ignores me. Maybe she
resents the fact that I know now about her former lover or boyfriend, if I can use either of
those words.
I ask: Will Anders come to Cambodia?
She says: It doesn’t matter. He’ll never find me. After Cliff gets better, we’re
going to move to Sihanoukville and open a guesthouse.
I imagine Cliff, stooped and genial, serving dreadlocked travelers on the coast, on
one of the four or five beaches that surround Sihanoukville or, as it’s also called,
Kompong Som.
I ask: Has he seen a doctor?
She shakes her head.
He’s still using heroin?
She shakes her head again.
I think a moment. Then with my right hand I fish out my money and count out a
hundred dollars in twenties and put what’s left back in my pocket. I offer her the
twenties. I say: With this you can take him to a doctor.
She looks at the money. She stands and from her own pocket picks out four ten
thousand riel notes, or about ten dollars, from a crumpled wad, then deftly replaces one of
my twenties with the four bills. She drops again to a squatting position.
I say: Please, take it all.
She doesn’t reply. What have I done to earn her scorn? Can she see through my
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charity, can she sees its true cheapness, that it’s a sham? Or does she resent what she sees
as my intrusion into her life?
I ask: Why won’t you take it?
She says nothing. Her silence infuriates me, and while fury or anger is a feeling
I’ve been looking for, now that I’ve found it in an unexpected place, I don’t know what to
do with it.
I ask: Why did you take the poster from Rock Bar?
She doesn’t bother to look up at me. She says: Cliff took the poster.
Cliff? Why?
I was working and I wouldn’t give him anything more to drink. He was high.
Chhkuot.
Then why not give it back?
Vanny became angry. I didn’t want to give it back. Why do you care?
I don’t care.
If you don’t care, don’t ask.
I feel my heart beating. I say: She says you stole it.
I didn’t steal it.
She stands up and looks at me, and I can feel the warmth radiating from her body.
She says: Do you think everything I said is a lie?
A motorbike engine revs nearby. I realize Po is mocking me. In a few seconds an
Icon appears in a blur of color, its headlights off but not its body lights, not the strips of
red and green and purple LEDs that adorn it, lines of dots that continually light up in a
row or blink in unison. A flashy motorbike: one of the models preferred by the youths
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who drive the city’s streets at night, not unlike American youths in the 1950s and 1960s,
although the Americans steered giant cars and the Cambodians ride slender motorbikes or
what an American might call, with a hint of derision, scooters.
The driver appears to be Cambodian. My guess is that Sara bought from a barang,
she only seemed to know barangs, though of course she knew some Cambodians, and if
so, then Po’s dealer isn’t the dealer I’m looking for. Also, Po said her dealer sold heroin,
not cocaine. Nevertheless, it’s possible that Sara took a motodop to Boeng Kak and found
Po’s dealer, such as through an acquaintance, and that he sold her fake cocaine. In other
words, it’s possible that I’m looking at the dealer who I’ve resolved to find. And if I am,
what should I do? My mind is blank. Instinctively I try to gain a better look at his face, as
if his face will tell me anything, but in the darkness it’s hard for me to make out his
features even though he’s not wearing a helmet.
Po moves forward and speaks to him in Khmer, but I cannot hear her, and then he
drives onto the path that leads toward the lake. She motions for me to come with her. I
ask her if I should bring my bike but she shakes her head. And so I walk behind her,
leaving my helmet but not the poster, and she follows the Icon as it creeps forward in first
gear, and soon we are not on solid earth but on a walkway of irregular wooden boards
that creak and rumble beneath us. I assume we’re above what’s left of the lake, the area
near the guesthouses has yet to be filled in, but I can’t hear any water. The dealer
accelerates into a small structure that apparently serves as a garage, then reappears on
foot and leads us through a door on the same side of the lane or path.
We enter a room of corrugated tin walls that must be six by eight feet, a room
smaller than Cliff’s and Po’s apartment, if I can call where they live an apartment, the
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word does not seem appropriate, although that’s exactly what it is, at least in one sense,
just like the room I’m in now. The dealer opens a door in the longer wall, across from the
entrance, and goes into a bedroom whose wooden walls crowd a single twin-size bed. I’m
surprised that he lives in such conditions but drives an Icon, I paid six hundred dollars for
my motorbike but it was used, a new Icon might cost two or three or even four times that,
especially with all the LEDs and who knows what else he’s added. He comes out with a
large plastic bag and shuts the bedroom door. He and Po sit down and so I do the same.
Inside the bag I see a jumble of smaller bags. Cliff’s girlfriend speaks to him in Khmer
but I don’t understand. He takes from the bag a smaller bag with a substance that looks
faintly yellow or off-white. The drug we used was a similar color, an off-white or
yellowish powder that did not look like the cocaine I tried in Long Beach, though I only
tried it twice, but did not look that different, either. I remember I turned to Sara and asked
her about the color and she said: It’s OK. That’s what she said and that’s what I wanted
to hear, and so I ignored my suspicion or doubt which I should have trusted, and she
snorted a line from the plate she kept in her room and then I took the plate and snorted
the other line, and it hurt my nose, and she leaned back against the chair next to the bed,
but she did not look at me, and I felt an intense pleasure, like being carried deep in the
body of a river and not being touched by anything but the water around me, an intense
and terrifying pleasure.
Po’s speaking to me in English. She turns to the drug dealer. For the first time I
examine his face. He has prominent cheekbones and if it weren’t for his acne scars,
which are severe, he would probably be considered handsome. She turns to him and says
something in Khmer, but I don’t understand, and she hands him the ten dollar bill I gave
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her and he gives her one of the small plastic bags. She slips it into a front pocket of her
jeans.
I say: I thought you aren’t using anymore.
She says: Cliff stopped, not me. How much?
I don’t understand her at first, then I turn and see the drug dealer looking at me
expectantly, and I see something frantic in his eyes, or maybe his eyes merely reflect my
eyes. I ask him: Do you speak English?
He shakes his head. He’s probably not the dealer then, because Sara only spoke a
few words of Khmer; he’s merely one of the many dealers who live in and supply the
Cambodian and foreign residents of Phnom Penh. But maybe I’m jumping to
conclusions; maybe I should question him.
I say to Po: Ask him if he sells cocaine.
She shakes her head and replies: Heroin and yama.
Did he sell to a barang woman last Tuesday?
She asks him in Khmer. He shakes his head and begins speaking, but I don’t
understand.
She says: No.
He goes back into his room and comes out with another bag. He takes out a
smaller bag of red capsules and gestures at them and speaks to me. He seems excited. He
gestures at me and at the capsules and then at the heroin. He lifts up the different bags.
I shake my head. I say: Ask him if he sold to a barang girl with brown hair.
She says: He said no.
Ask him if he knows any barang drug dealers.
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Why don’t you buy from him?
Ask him!
Immediately I regret having shouted. She asks and he shakes his head, but he
looks at me in a new way, as if he understands that I don’t intend to buy any of his drugs,
his products or wares. Nevertheless he pushes the bag of heroin up to my face, then takes
one of the smaller bags from inside. He speaks to me at length, but Po fails to translate.
He digs into the larger bag and withdraws a deep metal spoon. From somewhere he
produces a bottle of water.
I ask: What’s he doing?
Po says: He wants you to try some.
Tell him I don’t want any.
Why not? It’s free.
Tell him!
Po says nothing. He sets the spoon on his lap, opens the small bag with both
hands. I feel nauseous. I push his hands down. He looks at Po. I let go of him. After a
moment he picks up the spoon with his left hand and taps some of the yellowish powder
into the bowl. He closes the bag and slips it in the pocket of his short-sleeve button up. I
reach out and try to push his hands down a second time, but he resists, and I push harder,
and then the spoon clatters to the floor, the powder spills onto the wooden boards, and
before I can apologize, he lifts the closed fist of his right hand, I see that he’s holding a
plastic lighter, and he strikes my face so that the sharp bottom edge of the lighter rips into
my skin. Blood oozes down my cheek.
We stare at each other. It occurs to me that neither of us knows what will happen
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next. I try to stand, but then he grabs my right leg and yanks on it with a surprising
strength, and I tumble to the ground, I fall hard against the tin wall which I think will
collapse but does not, and he’s on his feet and he kicks me. He kicks my chest and my
neck and my head, and I can see the bag of heroin by his feet and I see arms, Po’s arms,
reaching out for him, reaching out to stop him, but he kicks me in my face, and then I
only see his feet, and he’s nothing but his feet and I’m nothing but my head which is
being kicked by his feet, and I accept the punishment of his feet, it’s the punishment I
have bought for myself.
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I walk to the end of the walkway or pier with the bag of heroin in my hands.
Around and in front of me spreads the black surface of Boeng Kak. There is no
moonlight, only the faint lights of the opposite shore. The darkness hides the mass of dirt
and sand that I know is gradually expanding from the south, that’s being made to replace
the water.
I launch the bag toward the center of the lake. It lands without a sound. I wait but
it remains on the surface of the water. I don’t know why it isn’t sinking. I crouch and
look down, only to realize that the pier’s actually above earth, that the lake’s already
filled in, the water gone. I shouldn't be surprised, because I rarely visit Boeng Kak. But I
am surprised: the lake has vanished. I turn toward the bag. It’s only twenty feet away. I
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can’t leave it for a child or someone else to find. And so I lower myself carefully onto the
final plank of the pier and set my sandaled right foot on the surface of the former lake.
My foot finds support, so I set down the other, but when I try to stand I begin to sink into
what seems like quicksand, neither pure lake nor pure earth. I wait to see if my descent
halts, but soon the soggy earth is swallowing my ankles, and I turn and seize the planks
and pull myself up again onto the walkway, scratching my arms against the rough wood.
I stand and stamp my sandaled feet to free them of their new coating of grit and sand. I
look out again at the bag. It must not be heavy enough to sink. I can’t think of anything
else I can do to retrieve it. So I have to leave it. But I can’t leave it, because the surface
will harden at some point, maybe water’s still being pumped out, and then someone will
wander out and find it. I consider my options. Finally I decide to return later with boards
that I can lay down so I can walk out and collect the bag, or a long pole that will allow
me to reach across the treacherous surface of the dead lake.
I turn around, walk back toward the shore, start my motorbike. I drive to the
Nowhere Party.
The old train station has a fresh coat of pale yellow paint. I park and squeeze
through the mob of motodops clamoring for my attention at the entrance, although clearly
I’ve just arrived, what do they want from me? A promise that I’ll hire them later? I drove!
I shout, and the words come out in perfectly enunciated Khmer, and they all stare at me,
and one man falls against me and I push him away and plunge through the entrance.
The interior must still be under renovation, because the walls are blotched with
gray and white and black, just like the aging concrete apartment blocks in the older
neighborhoods of the capital. Music plays, a beat vibrates, the house beat of the Heart of
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Darkness, of course, why did I think I could escape it? Many of the partygoers appear
drunk, and my instinct is to go to the bar for a drink, but I’ve resolved not to drink, I
remind myself, and so I remain at the edge of the spacious central or main room, with its
high ceiling, surveying the crowd. Then I spot the smiling face of Alex, with his broad
forehead and protruding ears, the face of a man immune to corruption, and thus of an
angel (because angels are inevitably inhuman). But I’m unsurprised, because while I
thought Alex stopped going to the Nowhere Party, I also stopped going to the Nowhere
Party, and yet here we both are, at the Nowhere Party, like the time we went together so
long ago, soon after I arrived in Cambodia, when he was relatively new to the country
and still friendly with me, before he rocketed up the hierarchy of the paper while I
languished at my narrow reporter’s desk.
And so I walk toward him, because I’m not afraid of Alex, and the partygoers part
and his short stocky body comes into view, and then I notice the woman beside him, and
again I can’t believe it: it’s Kunthea. They’re talking, they don’t see me approach, they
kiss, and for some reason it strikes me as perfectly natural that they’re together, although
at the same time it pains me deeply.
Without looking at Alex, I ask her, as calmly as I can: Why are you with him?
She turns and says: Francis? I just called you.
He accused me of a coverup.
Stop blaming everyone but yourself. You did try to cover it up.
Only from the police.
He helped you.
How did he help me?
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The police would have arrested you if he hadn’t talked to them.
That’s not true.
Alex says: Francis, she’s right. I’m sorry I had to fire you, but I acted in your
interests.
I do not raise my voice: My interests?
He puts his hand on my shoulder and squeezes gently. I notice the thickness of his
forearms. I shake off his hand. He says: The police are looking for you.
His eyes only show concern, but I can’t help thinking it’s false concern.
Kunthea says: Listen to him. He’s only trying to help you. You’re so stubborn.
I say to her: How long have you been dating?
Kunthea and Alex exchange looks and suddenly I feel embarrassed, as if I’m
intruding. Why shouldn’t she date him if she wants? She may think he’s handsome, and I
admit that he’s morally upright and successful. My platonic love for Kunthea, the love
that will never lead to more than friendship, obviously should not stop her.
Alex says: Since the Chinese New Year.
Kunthea says to me: Why did you come here?
I say: To find the drug dealer. Why else?
Alex emits an exaggerated sigh and says: I wanted to tell you this somewhere
else, but I guess it can’t wait. I just learned that the drug dealer is dead. A Scotsman. It
won’t make tomorrow’s paper, but it’ll be in the day after tomorrow.
Why do you think he’s the dealer?
They found a half kilo at his place. He tried some himself, so I guess he didn’t
know it was laced. Kunthea just called you to give you the news, but you didn’t answer.
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Then I need to find who he bought from.
Why?
Whoever he bought from is also responsible.
Alex looks at Kunthea, and I think I can discern a faint smile on his face, a smile
that reveals his insincerity. He says: How are you going to do find him?
I say, in a normal tone of voice: Go fuck yourself, Alex.
Alex remains calm. I’m certain he’s trying to impress Kunthea with a display of
sympathy. Suddenly Kunthea pushes Alex aside and says to me: You’re only making
things worse, Francis. Go to the US for a while. You can always come back to Cambodia.
And she reaches out to grasp my hand or arm, but I step backward, then I stumble
and fall into a couple who steady me. When I look back, I no longer see Kunthea, she’s
hidden behind the smiling, falsely sympathetic face of Alex. I turn and hurry away
because I feel sick. I leap up the bowed wooden stairs near the entrance, pushing past
other partygoers, one of whom knocks me into the wall so that I dislodge a giant chunk of
plaster which breaks into pieces against the stairs.
On the second floor I no longer hear house music, only Cambodian rock from the
sixties or the first half of the seventies, before the Khmer Rouge put an end to such
pleasures, music adapted from the US and Europe and transformed to a greater or lesser
degree, and so instantly familiar to me. I want to be alone a moment, but the landing has
no balcony nor even a window, and the wide doorless doorway on one side leads to a
crowded room from which the rock music pours. I step into the room. The deep red walls
are the only interior walls I’ve seen that have any color whatsoever. A band is playing
against the far wall. The singer, a woman, apparently a Cambodian woman, although the
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other band members are all barangs, has her voluminous hair in a bun which adds maybe
a foot or even two to her height and which is amazing to look at. She sings like a
madwoman, stamping her feet and flailing her arms. I push my way forward for a better
view. The audience has formed a semicircle around the band, leaving empty a large part
of the polished wooden floor. As I watch, a man runs from one corner of the room and
slides on his belly across the empty space, gliding more than ten feet, then leaps to his
feet, and another person does the same, and more people follow, shooting across the
floor, I have never seen anything like it. Soon the music stops and the crowd applauds
and the singer takes the microphone and explains that the band is going to take a break
and will be back in ten minutes. I turn and push my way out. In the corner of the landing,
I notice two men talking. The tall man wears a black velvet suit coat and a yellow krama,
the traditional Cambodian checked scarf or cloth, around his neck. I have seen him
before, but I’m not sure where or in what situation. I walk up to him and say: Do you
know Sara?
The second man shakes his hand awkwardly and withdraws and the tall man looks
at me. He says: Sorry?
I shout: Do you know Sara?
Who’s Sara?
Do you sell cocaine?
Cocaine?
I want to find who killed Sara.
He shakes his head and says: Come with me.
He leads me up the stairs to the third floor, to a poorly lit landing. There’s a partly
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open door on one side.
He says: In here
I cannot believe he doesn’t know what’s happened to Sara and so I say: Sara’s
dead.
He ignores me, opens the door, steps through. It takes me a moment to follow. I
enter a brightly lit room with a pitched and unfinished wooden ceiling. Barangs and a few
Cambodians talk in scattered groups. The man with a krama moves to a couch where a
woman and the other man I saw downstairs sit. The second man rises and goes to another
group when I enter. I conclude that he lacks any social grace. I take a seat in a chair
across from the couch.
My first thought is that the woman doesn’t look at all like Sara, although there’s
no reason why she should. Her hair is a light brown (Sara’s, in contrast, was chestnut in
color) and her face is round (Sara’s was long and angular). She is, in fact, beautiful, and
she laughs when I sit down. The man with the krama, seated on the other end of the
couch from her, takes a flask from his pocket and drinks, then sets it against his thigh. He
leans across the couch and whispers something to her.
To me, she says: You want cocaine?
I say: Did you know Sara?
She’s silent a moment. Then she says: I sold her the drugs, if that’s what you want
to know.
I thought she bought from a Scotsman.
She shakes her head. She says: I had no idea they would kill her.
What did you think they would do?
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Perhaps she used too much. Didn’t you try some?
We each snorted a line.
You must be stronger.
I’m not stronger than her. I’ve been looking for you.
Here, try some.
She takes the flask and tosses it to me, and I catch it and then drink without
thinking, but the liquor feels like coffee grinds on my throat and I can barely swallow. I
toss it back onto the empty middle of the couch.
She says: You didn’t think I’d be a woman?
I don’t care if you’re a woman.
Why were you looking for me?
I don’t reply. The man picks up the flask and takes another drink, then tosses it
back to me so that once more I’m forced to catch it. I drink again. Now the liquor goes
down easily.
The man says: Try to be more agreeable.
I don’t reply or move, I sit completely still.
He says: Come sit with us on the couch.
She says: I’m sorry that Sara died. I’ve destroyed the cocaine. But it was
nobody’s fault.
How can it be nobody’s fault?
She doesn’t reply immediately. I feel somehow as if I’m at her mercy. She says:
Imagine if you died and not Sara. What do you think she’d be doing now?
How can I guess?
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l can guess. Why can’t you?
I think a moment. She’s right, I can guess. I say: She’d leave Cambodia and go
back to the US.
Are you sure?
Of course not. How can I be sure?
She smiles and says: I didn’t know her very well, but I could see she was
impulsive. I think she’d leave Cambodia and not tell anyone where she was going, that
she would move to another country, India perhaps, and get a job at an English-language
newspaper there, and then after a few years move to another country, let’s say Uganda,
and get the same kind of job there, and so on. She would never settle down again, she
wouldn’t even let herself remain in a place for too long, until one day, when she was old
and wizened, she’d stop moving and then she’d die.
What is that supposed to mean?
Do you wish that you’d died instead of her?
I feel something sharp in my throat, as if I’ve swallowed a fish bone. I shake my
head. I try to blink back my tears, to suck them back into myself like the Earth will
presumably suck back into itself the water of Boeng Kak, but I cannot: the tears keep
coming. The man in the krama tells me once more to try to be agreeable. Then he rises,
steps forward, holds out the flask to me. I reach for it but instead of giving it to me he
takes my hand and pulls me onto my feet and forward, and the woman stands, and he
forces my hand into hers and we shake hands. Her hand is soft and clammy. Then,
suddenly, she embraces me and my tears stop, and she nuzzles my head and I can feel her
coarse hair against my face, and I feel my body start to respond to her body, and I hear
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someone in the room laugh distantly. This is wrong, I think with certainty, and I push the
woman away and say: Who told you to do this?
But she doesn’t answer. She merely stares at me, as does the man in the krama,
and so I turn and leave the room and fly down the stairs, down and down until I reach the
first floor, and I don’t stop to check for Kunthea or Alex, instead I burst through the
entryway into the crowd of motodops and run around the building to the rear, passing my
parked motorbike, because I need a moment alone. At the back of the former station, I
come to a broad cement platform littered with empty green coconuts and rubbish. Train
tracks begin where the platform ends and vanish in the distance, probably en route to
Battambang, in the northwest, or maybe Sihanoukville. I stand near the wall of the station
and listen to my heart beat. Gradually it slows, gradually it grows quieter. Who was that
woman? I don’t believe anything she said, but it occurs to me that she may be telling the
truth, or part of the truth, that I should return to the third floor and talk to her again.
I hear a scraping sound beneath me. I look down. The rubbish pile not far from
my feet, the heap of fruit skins and other waste, a mass darkened either by the night or
decomposition or both, a mound whose peak reaches my waist, seems to move. Not along
the ground, not for example toward me, as if the trash had a mind and a will of its own;
but for a moment it seems as if a few banana leaves shake or flutter, as if a smashed
jackfruit trembles, as if an empty can of condensed milk slips downward a few inches.
Again, there it is: a quiver. The vibration grows and I catch a whiff of decay, of organic
decay, a sweet odor that does not bother me, and a small dark hairy face pushes out of the
refuse and looks at me. A shih tzu, a very small shih tzu with curly white and brown fur.
Bits of peels and sludge cling to the shih tzu’s face and fur. The dog does not seem
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disturbed in any way by my presence. Nevertheless, I sense that something’s wrong with
this dog that burrows into waste like a rat, I can see it’s not the kind of dog I should pet,
regardless of the gunk that covers it, that it’s a dog that might attack me while I look
away or even if I try to feed it, that it might turn on me in a second, despite whatever
kindness I show, and so I should not show any kindness. The shih tzu seems to sense my
distrust, and it tenses and begins barking at me, loud barks that such a small dog seems
incapable of. I try to ignore its cries, I try to show through my indifference that I’m not
afraid or anxious, but the barks just increase in volume and frequency, as if the dog’s
feeding off its own energy. I kneel down, but that accomplishes nothing except
apparently to enrage the animal further, to goad it on. I give up and stand and turn toward
the station and see French doors. I open one and enter a dark hallway. After a moment, I
see a vertical line of light. I walk in the dark with my arms outstretched in front of me
until I feel the edge of a door. I open the door and enter a bright but small room of
partygoers, apparently a room behind the station’s main room. The house music plays,
the partygoers stare at me. Do I have garbage on my clothes? Do my cheeks glisten from
my tears? I touch my face and my hand comes away with a flake of very dark blood. I
stare back at the partygoers who stand around the edges of the room, who stand
completely still and watch me with drinks in their hands, and I survey their faces in fear,
but I’m relieved to see that I don’t recognize a single one. I walk through the door to my
left into the next room, intending to make my way to the bathroom to wash my face and
then back to the third floor. More stares. I hurry forward and pass through a doorway,
entering the large central room of the station. I hear my name: Francis!
Alex stands only ten feet away, near a man in a khaki uniform, the uniform of the
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national police, if I remember right. Kunthea’s nowhere to be seen. Alex says my name
again, and I turn around to escape, but then he’s beside me, and I forget where I was
going. He claps his hand on my shoulder and squeezes and inclines his head toward the
officer, who I’ve never met or seen before. He says: Captain May Vireak is a friend.
He tries to squeeze my shoulder again, but I wriggle out of his grasp.
He leans forward and whispers in my ear: Kunthea and I are going to Vincent’s.
Meet us later. I want to hear how it goes with the captain.
Alex leaves. I have no intention of going to meet him later. I notice Vireak has a
speck of gold in one of his front teeth. He has thick eyebrows, the dark copper skin of a
farmer, eyelids that remain almost completely closed, making it seems as if he’s tired or
bored. I feel as if I should at least listen to what he has to say, and anyway, I’m sure he’ll
inevitably track me down. He leads me through a dark hallway to a kitchen with a square
island counter at its center. A group of three women against the far wall glance at us
when we enter, then leave through another doorway. There are mounds of a leafy
vegetable and long string beans on the counter near the entrance, next to a basket. I look
in the basket and see a fish as long as my forearm, its gills opening and closing rapidly, a
trace of blood on its side. I can’t tell whether the blood came from the fish. As I watch, it
smacks the side of the basket with its tail.
I turn back to Vireak, who has moved to the other side of the square island
counter. He says: A Khmer newspaper, Rasmei Kampuchea, published a photograph of
you that was taken the day your friend died. You’re getting on or off a tuk tuk. Your face
is completely blank, but you’re waving, or at least your hand is raised. Do you remember
that moment?
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I shake my head. I have no memory of the moment he’s described. Also, I didn’t
know the Khmer papers wrote about Sara and me (the Daily did not), although I’m not
surprised, because a foreigner’s death is usually treated as a minor event by the press,
especially the Khmer press, especially if it involves drugs or unusual circumstances. Of
course, a Cambodian’s death also attracts coverage given drugs or unusual circumstances.
In both cases, death is exciting as opposed to merely unsettling.
Vireak says: The same newspaper took an almost identical photograph of me.
From his coat pocket he takes two cut-out newsprint photos protected by plastic
sleeves and sets them on the island counter between us. One is somewhat bigger than the
other. The bigger photo shows me in a sky-blue Beerlao t-shirt with my hand raised at the
camera, and Vireak is right, my face is completely blank, like a sheet of paper or a stone
you find on the beach, so that it’s difficult to distinguish my nose and mouth and my eyes
appear empty. No other person is visible in the photo, which is cropped and only shows
part of a tuk tuk and a green villa gate. I don’t remember the moment, whether I was
getting on the tuk tuk to go to the hospital or returning to be interviewed by the police,
but I do remember that I wore that shirt that day and the night before, because I didn’t
change in the morning, because I only called an ambulance and also Alex who screamed
at me in either surprise or anger or both and hurried to the villa from his own apartment
or wherever he was.
The other, smaller photo shows Vireak in a matching pose, his hand raised, his
face expressionless, and the similarity is unnerving: his face is smooth and flat and
impossible to read, though his eyes have been darkened by the printing process instead of
lightened like mine. Even the colors and compositions are similar, if not identical: Vireak
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wears a four-pocket, short-sleeved button-up of the same faded azure as my Beerlao tshirt, and behind him there’s a metal gate painted the same deep green of a mango tree’s
leaves, although in my photo the gate is completely smooth and in his it’s crossed by
raised horizontal strips, faintly visible. Also, the metal bars and red canvas roof of a tuk
tuk fill the left side of both photos.
I say: So many photos are taken all the time. It’s not surprising that some should
be similar.
But the arrangement, our facial expressions, the colors: it’s all the same. And it’s
as if we’re waving at each other.
I look down again at the photos and say: Why did they take this photo of you?
My son was investigating logging concessions in Ratanakiri, and he got into an
argument with a guard. The guard shot him and he died. That same afternoon the guard
was killed in a motorbike accident.
I’m sorry.
I’m not sure if there’s anything else I can say. I wait for him to go on. Eventually
he says: Before my son’s death I tried to get him a job with the government, but he turned
it down because he was angry with me. He got a job with CEFAW, the environmental
NGO, and they sent him to Ratanakiri. And so I felt as if I were partly to blame for his
death. When I saw your photo, I thought of that, and of what you must be thinking.
What do you mean?
I thought you felt guilty for surviving, just like I felt guilty for surviving my son.
I’m silent, but he seems to expect me to talk, he seems to want me to share my
own experience, and so I say: I didn’t feel guilty that morning or day. I was too close to
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what had happened to think about it like that. I felt disbelief. I was with her one moment
and the next she was gone. Something had changed so unexpectedly, so drastically. I
couldn’t be sure anything would be as I thought.
A silence again.
I add: But you can’t see that in a photograph.
He nods and says: But the photograph reminded me of the photograph of me, and
of how I felt when my son died. And I began to think about you, and so I took an interest
in your case.
I wait for him to go on but he’s silent. Finally, I say: Did you only want to tell me
about your son?
He shakes his head, says: We have the results of the tests on your friend. Sara
died of sudden cardiac arrest, and her blood tests showed no trace of opiates or any
substance other than alcohol.
What do you mean?
Her heart stopped from natural causes. Which is rare, but possible.
But we used heroin, heroin sold as cocaine. It was laced with something, or too
pure, or just interacted with the alcohol. Your tests are wrong.
We’ve done multiple tests. Any drug you used that night was fake or too impure
to have an effect.
I look down at the photos a moment. I say: You want to absolve me of guilt
because you think you understand. But I don’t believe your results, and even if what you
say is true, we still got drunk and used fake cocaine and she died.
When my son died, I stayed in my room for a week and ate nothing. After that
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week I decided I had to eat, that it was foolish to kill myself because my son was dead.
This isn’t the same. I need to find who sold her the drugs.
It doesn’t matter who sold them to her.
He takes the photographs from the counter and puts them back in his pocket, but
he doesn’t leave. Instead, he stares at me, his body motionless. Then he begins to sink
beneath the square island counter in the center of the kitchen, and I hear the fish thrashing
about in the basket.
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I open my eyes and gulp moist air. I’m on my back, on a wooden floor. Memories
float to the surface of my mind: a police officer speaks to Kunthea, a woman with rough
hair offers me cocaine. A dream, I realize. I attempt to remember more, but I only
summon an image of a dog and a sensation of revulsion. Then the residue of the dream
begins to fade, and I understand that I’ll never be able to access or reconstruct the dream,
that it belongs to an alternate and secret world, a foreign world. But what does it matter?
It’s only a dream.
A young man sits on the floor to my left. He smiles at me. He slips something
small and red in his mouth and swallows. He holds out a can of Coca Cola and speaks to
me in Khmer.
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I take a few more deep breaths. Then I sit up and look around. I’m in a small
room with tin walls, a small hot airless room. My t-shirt is damp, everything is damp. The
man smiles at me. I see now there’s a strange light in his eyes. I remember that he
attacked me. I remember Po. Po’s nowhere in the room, Po’s gone. Why did Po leave
me?
I look around again. The rolled-up poster lies on the ground, one end crumpled. I
try to smooth out the paper. My arms and neck are stiff. I touch my jaw. The left side’s
bruised.
In Khmer, I ask: Where’s Po?
The drug dealer shakes his head and holds out the can of Coca Cola to me again.
I repeat: Where’s Po?
He says, in Khmer: She left.
He sets the can of Coca Cola down in front of me. I feel thirsty. The can is the
same temperature as my skin. I open it and drink. He nods in encouragement and says
something again. I don’t understand. I belch.
He produces a plastic bag of deep-fried cassava strips and a smaller plastic bag of
sugar and gestures for me to help myself. I don’t take any. He notices my reluctance,
selects a piece of cassava for himself, dips it in sugar, chews and swallows. He gestures
for me to do the same. And so I reach for a piece. The cassava is still warm. I take a bite,
sip from the Coca Cola. The combination is delicious.
He speaks and I hear the word for ‘sorry’ or ‘excuse me.’ He must be apologizing
for attacking me. But what exactly is he saying? That his rage escaped him? A rage built
of daily frustrations, the kind that I assume drives villagers to beat to death a thief in the
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market, which is the sort of story we sometimes heard at the paper? Rage accumulated in
a lifetime, and unavailable to me. I can feel it vibrating beneath him, this rage.
Or maybe he’s not apologizing to me, but to someone else, to someone conjured
by the drugs he must have just taken, for example, to a mother and sick father he left in
Stung Treng province, in the north, along the Mekong. I’m sorry for leaving you, he
might be saying. I’m trying to save enough money to return and build you a new house.
That’s all I’m doing.
He finishes speaking and pulls a wad of twenties from his pocket. I recognize the
money: it’s my own. I check my pockets. Did it fall out? Or did he search me and take it?
He lifts up the lump and counts out the bills in front of me, in his hands, almost
seven hundred dollars. He imitates picking it up from the floor. Then he passes it to me
and smiles. He gestures for me to eat the cassava and drink my Coke, to finish the
restorative meal he’s laid out for me. I shake my head. My stomach hurts. I don’t want
any more, at least for the moment.
I realize that he’s trying to make amends for attacking me, that he regrets his
action. I look at the money in my hand and then at the tin walls. I peel off two twenties
and offer them to him. He shakes his head. I insist. He shakes his head again. I withdraw
the money, then smile. It’s important to save face, to preserve the semblance of dignity in
human interactions (even if the dignity is at heart a sham, a facade): that’s something I’ve
learned in Cambodia.
He rises and gestures at me, then moves outside, disappears from sight. I follow
him onto the path. I remember the poster. I step back inside and pick it up from the floor.
I return to the path. He reaches around me and shuts and secures the door with a padlock.
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He opens another door and backs out his motorbike and gestures for me to get on the
back seat. I shake my head and he says something in Khmer, but I don’t understand, and
so in Khmer I say: I don’t understand. After a moment he drives in the direction opposite
the lake, back toward the guesthouses and Monivong. He drives in second or third gear,
and I jog after him. I come to the open space where I left my motorbike. The dealer sits
on his bike with the engine idling, the LEDs blinking but the headlights off. He says
something. I guess he wants me to get on my motorbike, to follow him and leave the area
around Boeng Kak or at least the area where he lives. But I don’t know why. I ask:
Where?
He replies. I don’t understand. I could get on my motorbike and drive away, but
he may know who I’m looking for, he may want to bring me to another drug dealer.
I watch the LEDs of his Icon blinking as they recede down the path, toward
Monivong.
I hurry to my motorbike and unlock and start it, setting the helmet on my head
and jamming my poster in the crook of my right armpit. I drive after the dealer, bouncing
across divots in the packed dirt path in the darkness, because I forgot to turn on my
headlights. At the road that leads to the guesthouses, I see him waiting for me, but as I
approach, he accelerates in the direction of the mosque. I stop for a moment and flick on
my headlights and readjust the poster and then drive on. I concentrate on navigating a
furrowed patch in the road that I somehow missed on the way in and also on gripping the
handlebars because it’s difficult to hold the right handlebar with my right hand and also
keep the rolled-up poster in my armpit.
I reach the paved section of road near the mosque gate. I turn toward Monivong,
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and soon I’m flying south on Monivong, still trailing the motorbike of the drug dealer,
Po’s drug dealer, who doesn’t slow down at intersections or even red lights but instead
speeds up, who accelerates recklessly, maybe because it’s late and there’s not much
traffic, and of course I do the same because I don’t want to lose him, because he seems to
want to show me something. But however much I accelerate, I can’t catch up to his
superior Icon, he stays at least ten feet in front of me, weaving back and forth across the
road or darting far ahead and then waiting for me to eliminate some of the distance
between us, and in this fashion we pass the old train station where the Nowhere Party’s
held; we pass the giant dome of the Central Market; we cross Sihanouk Boulevard which
to the east or to my left leads back to Independence Monument; we pass, hidden by
shophouses on the right, Tuol Sleng or S-21, the former prison, now a museum, where
the Khmer Rouge secret police tortured and killed thousands only three decades ago, the
extermination center whose chief the tribunal convicted only last year. We cross almost
the entire city from north to south, or almost the entire central part of the city, and finally
I follow him into a parking lot in front of the Rock, a giant club in the shape of a jukebox
that shares Zeppelin Bar’s nickname, or part of it, which is given at the top of its arched
facade in soaring Roman letters, a club that (I remember as I skate onto the pebbles of the
parking lot) is located just behind the Daily Coup’s staff villa, the villa in which Sara and
I lived, though the villa’s looping or semicircular street only connects to Norodom. I
didn’t realize how close we were to the staff house, it seemed until just a moment ago to
exist in another city, a city left behind by me. I remember that I sometimes heard the bass
from the Rock in my villa room, but only very faintly, like the sound of someone
breathing, a sound that did not bother me like the house music of Heart of Darkness.
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From the villa’s roof you could see, beyond the summits of the other villas on the road,
the massive back of the club and the aura of its lights. My bedroom was in the back
corner of the third or top floor, and I liked to open the windows to let in a breeze, and
sometimes I opened the windows but nevertheless kept on the air conditioning. Sara
thought the breeze was as hot as everything else. When she began showing up at my door
after her shift ended, usually at ten, sometimes later, or coming back with me after we
met for a late snack and drink, she would insist that we close the windows and turn up the
air conditioning because she liked it very cold, and since I had her company I didn’t
object. During those nights, we established a routine of intimacy predicated on certain
limitations, as I see now. For example, we talked about the paper, the people at the paper
(she disliked almost everyone, but only moderately), Cambodia (she was growing fond of
it but liked to say her opinion wasn’t particularly meaningful, because she’d only lived in
Phnom Penh for half a year), movies (she loved Russian movies), books (she preferred
biographies) and journalism, but we almost never talked about each other’s past romantic
relationships, or about our childhoods or families, and if I tried to bring up any of these
topics she’d usually say nothing, only give me a blank look, and I had to change the
subject. We only maintained this routine for just over a month before her death, and I
never initiated a new pattern (I’m not sure that I tried), and neither did she, so that if I
strive to think logically or objectively about her or us, I’m not sure our relationship would
have grown into anything more than an intimacy of convenience. At the same time, I
have the sense that it was more than that, but if I try to understand why I think this, I
come up inevitably against the wall of my experience of her. And as I park my bike in the
gravel front lot of the Rock, as I set the poster down and take off my helmet, it occurs to
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me that I may be able to figure out who she bought drugs from if I understand her better,
and that I may be able to understand her better by interviewing people about her, however
unpleasant or awkward that might be.
But I have forgotten the drug dealer: he’s standing on the steps of the Rock and
waving at me. He’s gesturing for me to come with him. After a moment he opens the
glass doors and disappears. My decision seems inevitable after crossing the city: I’ll go
inside and see why he’s brought me to the Rock, a club I always assumed catered to the
sons and daughters of the elite because of its exterior opulence.
A guard gives me a ticket for my motorbike and I stick the poster into the double
horizontal metal bars at the back of the seat. I enter through the club’s front doors and
climb carpeted stairs to a gleaming lobby where a well-dressed host and hostess greet me
in Khmer and then in hesitant English, though I can barely hear their words because
deafening music emanates from the open doors on either side of them, music so loud that
it takes me a moment to realize it’s a Cambodian cover of some contemporary American
or European pop song, a song I don’t know the name of, but which seems familiar,
probably because it borrows the melody or structure of another song, music is a natural
migrant. I go through the door on the right into a dark room with the dimensions of a
concert hall. Multicolored lights flash from a stage where a woman sings and dances in
front of four other women who are dancing in unison. All five of the women wear white
leather outfits. Across the room, at one of the circular tables in front of the stage, I make
out the seated drug dealer. He turns and gestures at me, and so I walk toward him,
passing other circular tables, most of which are empty. I reach the dealer at the same time
as two young men carrying a glass tower of beer, a four-foot column of amber liquid with
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a red plastic base that says ‘Angkor’, which they set down along with a tray of short
glasses and some shelled peanuts, glossy with frying oil and a touch of sugar. And I
realize the drug dealer would like to entertain me, it’s as simple as that, but that’s the last
thing I want. Without sitting down I shout: Do you know another dealer?
He turns toward the stage, and the music’s so loud that even I can’t hear what I
said, not to mention that I spoke in English, which I only realize in mid-speech. And he
doesn’t understand English. So I won’t be able to get any information from him. I lightly
touch his shoulder and he turns to look at me and I say: Thank you! But I need to leave to
find who sold the drugs to Sara!
I point at myself and toward the exit, but he doesn’t seem to understand my
meaning and takes me by my hand, pulling me down onto the chair beside him. He fills
two glasses from the spigot at the bottom of the beer tower and passes me one of them.
He lifts his glass to toast me, and I lift mine too. I see his lips form the words ‘chul
muoy’, the expression for ‘cheers’. I pretend to drink, touching my lips to the rim. Then I
set down the glass and stand. Once more he reaches for me but this time I knock his hand
away. His smile disappears; I realize I used too much force, that I’ve disrupted the
semblance of dignity I wanted to preserve. To make up for my mistake I smile in an
exaggerated manner and quickly perform a sampeah, palms together. I turn to leave and
feel his arm clawing at me a third time, and without thinking I jerk away in frustration
and spin around, and though I’m not aware of knocking into or hitting him he falls off his
chair to the floor. For a moment he looks up at me from the floor in surprise and I stare
down at him with equal surprise while the music bellows and the lights oscillate. I step
forward to help him up, but when I feel his hand on mine an unexpected rage electrifies
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me, a rage that has nothing to do with him, but stems instead from what he did, or so it
seems to me, and before I know what I’m doing I’m kicking him in the side. It’s as
simple as can be: I kick him as he kicked me, and I kick him a second time, and I
understand that this is revenge, that I’m punishing him for his attack on me, a punishment
equal to his original attack, more or less, but then I remember that he apologized to me,
and that he had nothing to do with Sara’s death, although it’s possible that his drugs
killed someone else, and I glance at the stage and see that, while the singer has continued
to sing, now she’s staring at me. I turn back to the dealer. He watches me with an
expression of hurt confusion that doesn’t belong on a drug dealer’s face, and suddenly I
feel afraid, not of him but of what I’ve done. I hesitate a moment, then say: I’m sorry.
And I turn and walk quickly across the floor and toward the doors to the lobby, through
the lobby and down the stairs and out the glass doors, and past a group of teenagers
standing around flashy motorbikes who gawk at me from underneath severe bangs. At my
motorbike I take the rolled up poster from between the horizontal metal bars at the back
of the seat. I see that the force of the bars has creased it. I put on my helmet, slide the
poster under my right armpit and get back on my motorbike, ignoring the guard who’s
speaking to me. I drive south on Monivong, which soon begins to curve toward the river,
the Bassac, a branch of the Mekong. At the entrance to the bridge over the Bassac, I turn
north onto Norodom and head back into the heart or torso of the city, with the intention of
bringing the poster to Rock Bar and continuing to the Nowhere Party, but then I see the
turnoff to the villa, again I’ve forgotten about the villa, and I remember that I resolved to
interview people about Sara, and what better place to start than where she and I lived?
And so I turn past the hotel on the corner onto the street I know as well as any in Phnom
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Penh. It’s especially quiet at this hour; even the tuk tuk drivers who cluster at its mouth to
wait for customers have returned home for the night. I take the right branch, the long way
around the loop, glancing up occasionally at the silent walled villas on either side of me,
at deep verandas and the leaves of decorative palms and fruit trees. After driving around
the loop, I stop at the green metal gate of the villa. The quiet seems unbreachable. Then I
realize that it’s unlikely any of the residents are home and awake at this hour, and in any
case, Sara was something of a recluse, or at least very private, so what will they be able
to tell me that I don’t already know? Not to mention that I’m persona non grata: the guard
may not allow me inside. And so, unsure of my plan, I back up and turn off the engine,
set the bike on its stand, take off my helmet, rest the poster on the seat, sit on the bench
underneath the mango tree outside the compound wall.
The Rock’s neon aura looms above the dark villas to my left, but there’s no hint
of its music. I wonder: what is Po’s drug dealer doing now? Is he drinking beer at his
table, alone but determined to enjoy himself and also to recover his dignity? Has he gone
to the bathroom to inspect his new bruises (assuming I bruised him)?
My revenge against him was equivalent, more or less, to his attack. Why, then,
does it feel false? Maybe different actions, separated by time and circumstance, cannot
equal each other. Actions do not cancel each other out, but accumulate into history,
personal or otherwise.
In other words, maybe revenge has nothing to do with punishment.
The Daily Coup punished me for Sara’s death by firing me. I remember when
Alex called me into his office on Monday night, after most of the reporters had already
left, and told me calmly that I was being fired, which took me completely by surprise,
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although maybe it shouldn’t have. When I asked him for a reason, as I felt I needed to, he
said: Because you were involved in an incident in which somebody died, Francis.
Which was a suggestion of blame if not an accusation, and also indisputably true.
Because somebody died (and you were part of it). Because somebody died (and you
didn’t stop it).
Seated on the curb outside the villa, the villa where I lived for two years and
which I left only four days ago with a giant backpacker’s bag, abandoning rattan furniture
and books and pirated DVDs and even some clothes, all of which might still be in my
room; seated on the curb outside my former home of two years, those words burrow into
the soft part of my mind: because somebody died.
But that’s an evasion. Not ‘somebody’ but Sara. Sara died. Sara the specific
person with her own welter of motivations and desires and histories. Sara who I must
better understand if I’m going to understand what happened. That’s why I’m at the villa.
The sound of a motorbike interrupts my thoughts. I don’t want anyone from the
paper to find me lurking in the dark under the mango tree. I move to the gate. The buzz of
the engine grows louder as the bike approaches from Norodom. I glance to my left and
see an expanding beam of light. Then the light is upon me. I turn away. A barang
passenger, a young woman, stares at me from the backseat as the motorbike continues
down the street and disappears around the bend.
I look at my motorbike and then at the gate. I decide I should at least see if I can
learn anything in the villa about Sara. I can always return later to the drug dealer’s house
at Boeng Kak to make amends or try to make amends for attacking him.
And so I knock on the metal gate, which vibrates with its familiar sound, not
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unlike that of a muffled cymbal. Silence follows. I knock again. I hear footsteps
murmuring across pavement, then the rumble of the gate sliding back. A man appears in a
column of darkness. It’s not Heng or Kimsong or the old man whose name I don’t know,
all of whom I might have to explain myself to but who would, I’m sure, treat me with
friendship. Nor is it Chea or any of the guards from the office, the protectors of the
employees’ parked motorbikes and the building itself, men who know my name and face
and who are accustomed by habit to me. This is someone else. Someone new. An
appointed defender against my return to the villa. Who else?
I mumble a hello in Khmer and try to think of some explanation. But what can I
say? He doesn’t know me or that I lived here until only days ago.
He steps aside, his eyes half closed.
It takes me a moment to understand. Has he mistaken me for someone else? In the
grayness of sleep, do all barangs look alike to him? But it doesn’t matter. I walk back to
my motorbike and pick up the poster and my helmet. I push the bike off its kickstand and
then into the villa courtyard, leaving it under the veranda beside the bunched bikes of the
residents. The gate closes behind me with an irrevocable sound and the guard, whoever
he is, walks past me to a rattan platform covered by a mosquito net in the darkness deep
under the veranda, the platform where he sleeps, where he was sleeping until I woke him.
Nostalgia grips me as I walk to the front door. I’m re-enacting the same
unremarkable routine I followed night after night for the last two years, but now it’s a
false routine, something that belongs to another period of my life, a period closed off to
me. I open the glass and wrought iron front door as quietly as I can and enter the
cavernous front room with its white tile floor. The villa is silent. On my left sprawls the
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giant dining table, rarely used. Directly in front of me, the staircase of white tile steps,
bordered by a wooden railing. A light fixture on the wall, halfway up the staircase, emits
a weak glow, the only source of light. I cross the tiles to the distilled water dispenser that
blends into the darkness on the far side of the room. There are no more plastic cups. I
continue through the dark doorway to the right of the dispenser and pass through a
hallway and into the kitchen at the rear of the villa. Next to the kitchen sink, by the row
of wrought iron windows which glow faintly with the light of the city, I find a small,
thick glass. I return to the dispenser and drink, filling the small glass three times. A
motorbike hacks, the gate rumbles again. I retreat to the kitchen and rinse the glass and
wait for whoever has arrived to go upstairs to the bedrooms on the second and third floor,
because now I’m not sure if I want to talk to anyone, at least not quite yet. The gate
groans. Voices, two female voices, I think. The motorbike’s engine sputters and fades.
Footsteps. Inside, on the tile, the footsteps become lighter, sharper. A pause, then one pair
of footsteps begins to recede. The other grows louder and then louder still. Someone is
coming to the kitchen. I don’t want to be found skulking in the kitchen. I look around.
There are large cabinets set into one wall. I open a cabinet. It’s empty and might be big
enough for me if I crouch. I get inside and close the door, leaving a thread of light along
one edge, but immediately I feel foolish in the dark and claustrophobic space, which
smells of dry rice. I have nothing to hide, even though I’ve been kicked out of the villa. I
only want to find out more about Sara. I step out and close the door.
Francis? What are you doing?
Clare, the paper’s newest reporter-in-training, who only arrived from the US a
few weeks ago, stands by the doorway in jeans and a white sleeveless t-shirt, her fleshy,
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freckled cheeks damp with sweat, her dark red hair in a ponytail. I barely know her, and
I’m certain she has nothing to tell me about Sara.
She asks: What happened to your cheek?
I think: my cheek? I feel my bruised jaw, covered by a week’s stubble. I move my
hand higher on my face, and my left cheek explodes in pain. I remember when the dealer
struck me with his lighter.
She says: Better wash that.
She walks toward the sink and motions for me to follow, but I don’t move except
to gingerly probe the cut with my fingers. The pain flares again.
Clare and I look at each other. I don’t know what to say. I may as well wash my
cut. I go to the sink and set down the poster on a dry part of the dish rack next to the glass
I used. She leans forward to help me. I’ll do it, I say. She backs away. I work up a lather
with a coarse bar of soap and then massage my foamed hands onto the cut which burns
with such intensity that tears slip from my eyes and I stop myself from sinking onto the
tiled floor. The diagonal cut must be an inch and a half long, and the flesh around it is
tender and swollen. I grit my teeth and rub as softly as possible. I’ve been warned by
other expats about the perils of infection in the tropics, and though I’ve never had
problems, I remember how, not long after I arrived, a reporter’s foot and leg up to the
knee swelled and grew dark because she scratched, and presumably contaminated, a
mosquito bite. Though she eventually fought off the infection with antibiotics, she never
got rid of a dark dot around the bite.
I rinse my cheek with water after the burning begins to fade. There’s only a dirty
dish rag on the edge of the sink and so I pat my face dry using the bottom of my t-shirt.
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Clare says: How did that happen?
I say: I’ve been trying to find whoever sold the drugs to Sara.
Didn’t you buy them with her?
I shake my head.
She falls silent. I wonder if she thinks I’m trying to escape my own complicity by
pretending to search for the dealer. She smiles at me innocently, with a look that says:
you’re going through something difficult and I want to show you sympathy. But I don’t
want her sympathy. It’s sympathy for the sake of appearance.
She smooths out the front of her loose shirt, then says: I’m so sorry about what
happened. I never got to tell you.
More tears threaten to slip from my eyes. I turn away.
Do you want to talk?
I shake my head again.
The paper’s a mess. Every once in a while you find someone crying in the corner,
especially in the mornings. And they’ve cut down the national pages. But they’re letting
me report a little as long as I also work the copy desk.
Fuck the paper.
I enunciate each word with the precision of premeditation, with the savoring of a
phrase I have repeated in my mind. Her eyelids flutter a moment and then she looks down
and says nothing.
I say: I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to sound so harsh.
But that’s a lie, a distortion, I think. I meant to sound harsh, only then I regretted
my words. Why did I regret them? Because she’s an individual and not the paper. She
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says: So they haven’t been kind to you. What did you expect?
I think, but do not say: after Sara died, that is, in the days immediately following
her death, before I was fired, I had no expectations at all. I was, and maybe still am, at
least to some degree, living within or inside the past. I don’t point out that I’ve been
made a kind of scapegoat. I know that to do so would be obscene, something Clare and
any reasonable person would look down on, because Sara’s dead and I’m alive. And so I
say: I am alive.
You should be thankful you’re alive.
Who should I thank?
Alright, I get it! Something bad’s happened to you!
She goes to the fridge and stands in front of it for a moment, her back to me. Then
she takes out a small carton of yogurt, the kind that you can buy in the capital’s few
American or European-style supermarkets. Back at the dish rack, she finds a spoon. She
opens the carton and begins to eat, the spoon gripped in her fist.
I wonder: why does she resent me? Because I refuse to be cheerful? Because I
remind her of death, which surrounds us whether or not we think about it? Like Alex she
wants me to leave the country, to disappear. For her I am a token (in my present
condition, at least) of Sara’s death, of her and the paper’s reactions to it, of my own
decline from (as I imagine myself) reserved but sardonic reporter, fond of drinking, the
occasional contributor of a front page story.
She gestures at the rolled-up poster on the dish rack. She asks: Are you packing
up your things?
I don’t live here anymore. I was kicked out. Didn’t you hear?
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She shakes her head and says: Then what are you doing here?
I hesitate, then say: I’m trying to find out more about Sara.
Why?
To understand what happened.
What’s there to understand?
I don’t know. Who the dealer is, for one.
She finishes her yogurt and puts the container in a plastic bag for garbage hanging
from one corner of the counter. She thinks a moment, says: If you want to know more
about her, why don’t you talk to her friends.
My left cheek itches suddenly. I resist the impulse to scratch it. Her friends. I
doubt Sara would consider anyone at the paper other than me a friend. I say: She had no
close friends here. She was pretty solitary.
Didn’t Rainer know her in the States?
Rainer. I forgot about Rainer. He and Sara didn’t seem to like each other, they
rarely talked, but she told me they went to college together somewhere in the Midwest, in
the north, before she transferred to the University of Chicago. So of course he’s someone
I should speak to. But he doesn’t live at the villa; he has an apartment on or near the
riverside that I’ve never visited, we aren’t particularly friendly.
Clare rinses the spoon in the sink and says: I’ll take you to him. I know where he
is.
He’s at the Nowhere Party?
She shakes her head slowly, says: Isn’t the Nowhere Party tomorrow night?
I reach in my pockets for my phone, first to check the date, then to call Rainer, but
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I find only my keys. I check my pockets a second time. I look around the kitchen floor.
My phone must have fallen out at some point in the night. Maybe right now it’s lying on
the wooden boards of the drug dealer’s house.
She says: The Nowhere Party is the last Friday of the month, right? Today is
Thursday.
Can you check the date on your phone? I’ve lost mine.
She takes out her phone and says: Actually, now it’s Friday. Just after midnight.
So, I’ve mixed up the day. Which means Clare is right: the Nowhere Party is
tomorrow and not tonight. My sense of time must have become confused after I moved
out of the villa, while I sat in my apartment and thought about what had happened and
what I should do, a period that must have totaled three and not four days, two and not
three nights.
I notice Clare observing me intently. I say: You’ll bring me to him?
She nods.
Why?
She shrugs and says: I’m curious.
Curious?
I’m offering to help you.
I think: so, I’m a curiosity, an oddity. But that’s not too high a price. I nod and she
tells me she needs to take care of something in her room first.
I wait at the foot of the stairs, near the front door. The seconds become minutes,
the minutes pile into each other, or so it seems, I can’t check the time; I no longer have
the phone I used as a watch, and the villa lacks a clock. Finally I decide to see why she’s
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taking so long. I climb the stairs. With each step, I feel a growing sense of panic; the door
to Sara’s room, the room where she died, is just to the right of the top of the staircase,
across the hallway at a diagonal from Clare’s. Once I reach the second floor, I bound
across the hallway and try the door handle to Clare’s room. It’s locked. Clare! I whisper
loudly, and I knock once. Inside, I hear intermittent talking. I glance down the hallway at
the outlines of the other wooden doors, none of which betray any light. My eyes scroll
inexorably to the door to Sara’s room, the room where it happened, where she died. I
haven’t been inside since that morning. I turn away. I continue to hear muffled words
from Clare’s room. Clare! I whisper loudly again, not wanting to wake anyone who might
be asleep, to have to explain myself again. But Clare doesn’t respond. My eyes gravitate
again to Sara’s door. I listen to my heartbeat. I wonder if anything about the room’s
changed, or whether the room itself looks different now, after her death. I glance at
Clare’s door. Then I cross the hallway. The handle of the door to Sara’s room turns
easily, and the recessed and carved wood, a tropical hardwood like mahogany, swings
backward on its own without a sound. I flick on the light switch. On the other side of the
room, I can see the lower half of the queen-size bed. It’s bare; Bonavy, the villa maid,
who launders the dirty clothes of the residents each day, who tidies the rooms, must have
removed the sheets. I enter the narrow passageway between the bathroom on the left and
the giant wooden armoire on the right. One of the armoire doors is ajar. I reach for the
handle, then stop myself, then open the door a few inches and peek inside. I glimpse rows
of shirts, blouses, dresses hanging on clotheslines above a stack of folded pants. I close
the door; I don’t want to rummage through her belongings. I enter the main part of the
room. On my left, between the bed and the bathroom wall, in front of her brown leather
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chair, I see the place on the floor where I found Sara lying in the morning, her skin faintly
purple, her eyes closed as if asleep. How did she end up on the floor? I don’t know; I
don’t remember. The last I remember I was on the bed and she was seated on the chair. I
woke on the side of the bed farthest from her, and I rose and walked to the bathroom in a
daze, without paying attention to my surroundings. Only after coming out did I notice her
on the floor and recall the events leading up to my being in the room I was in and the
reason my head felt like it might shatter under the burden of my thoughts, and in the same
instant I recognized that she was dead, though I didn’t think in those words: I only
realized that there was something vacant about her, that she was not there. And I stepped
forward and shook her and said: Sara, wake up!
I stare at the spot on the floor, but I can find no stain or mark, no sign of what
happened. The tiles glow from a fresh cleaning.
Except for the missing sheets, the room seems the same as when she lived in it, or
at least her possessions remain: the brown leather chair, bought from a modern furniture
store on Monivong (she liked to say that sometimes we should treat ourselves); the
postcards, photos, ticket stubs and other two-dimensional souvenirs that she arranged on
the wall opposite the foot of the bed; her rattan desk, positioned beneath the windows that
face the room’s private balcony; the large rattan bookshelf with her library of
biographies, novels (including a few thrillers that I’d be embarrassed to read, but which
she consumed without guilt) and obligatory histories of Cambodia or the VietnamAmerican War; the TV on which we watched pirated movies; her Lumix digital camera,
small enough to fit in her pocket; the newspaper clippings, piled in a corner, about
various Cambodian subjects or persons who interested her, especially Prime Minister
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Hun Sen, the revolutionary turned strongman who’s been in power, more or less, since
the Vietnamese occupation of the eighties (despite the paper’s name of the Daily Coup),
and who interested her, she said once, because of his Machiavellian tactics. There’s even
a punctured can of My Boy, sealed in a plastic container to protect it from the
rapaciousness of ants, and probably gone bad by now, that she kept for dripping
condensed milk onto the airy, miniature baguettes, adopted from the French, that
Cambodians eat with red curry or in sandwiches. And beneath the plastic container, I see
the blue plastic plate from which we snorted the drug that night, the plate I rinsed in the
bathroom sink in the morning, after I called the ambulance and flushed the small bag of
powder down the toilet.
I hesitate, then move to the photos and mementos fixed to the wall. Beginning in
the center of the top row and moving right, I re-examine them: the stapled and greasy
money she brought back from a weekend trip to Yangon or Rangoon; the photograph, cut
from an edition of the Daily Coup, of the bones visible in the dirt of Choeung Ek, the
Khmer Rouge killing field near Phnom Penh (an image that supplemented a story on the
Khmer Rouge tribunal, I think); her photo of a rudimentary bungalow on Rabbit Island,
near Kep, taken during a solitary visit in her first or second month in Cambodia, though
we rented the same bungalow the weekend before she died (a serene weekend that we
spent sleeping, eating crab and occasionally wading into the lukewarm sea); a ticket stub
from Angkor Wat; a ticket stub from Bangkok’s opulent Royal Palace; a ticket stub from
the Cu Chi tunnels in Vietnam, near Ho Chi Minh City or Saigon. Reminders, for the
most part, of her trips in and around Cambodia and Southeast Asia, and not especially
remarkable ones: they are the type that your average foreign tourist might accumulate.
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But that was the point, I think: to see everything that was famous. In six months, she
traveled more than I did in two years, using every weekend to escape the easy comforts
of Phnom Penh, always alone (at least until we went to Kep together), either by bus or on
one of the brief flights to Thailand or Vietnam or Malaysia or some other neighboring
country, displaying a frenzy that cooled only after we began seeing each other last month.
In contrast, since moving abroad, I’ve only left Phnom Penh for visits to the coast,
reporting trips, a single long vacation to Thailand and the occasional day or weekend
excursion, including once to Saigon. When I asked Sara why she traveled so often, she
said she wanted to remain in motion, which I took at the time as an evasion or a joke, and
which I now suspect was her way of confessing, even if she didn’t realize it, that she
traveled from an inner compulsion to escape, or from a desire to compensate for what I
imagine was a sedentary childhood in the Midwest, or from some absence or frustration.
I continue to move down the collection of mementos until I’m crouching.
Between a napkin from Raffles (the luxurious hotel near Wat Phnom and the US
Embassy), and a shot of a macaque in the tamarind tree outside the Daily Coup’s office, I
see the photo of Sara, her hands thrown up in celebration, seated at her desk at the small
paper in Iowa where she used to work as a copy editor, her first job out of college. It’s a
photo that radiates exuberance. Further down the wall, near the floor, I find the snapshot
of her deceased dog, a Schnauzer, beside the photo of a woman bathing in the Tonle Sap,
on the partly submerged steps of what looks like a wat or temple or pagoda. Then there’s
a ticket stub to Oudong, a former Cambodian capital, with its interminable or at least very
long staircases. On the bottom right, I locate the photograph of Sara standing on a bridge
in downtown Chicago with her mother, a strand of hair blown across one of her eyes.
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What are you doing?
I’ve left the door open, I realize. I turn and see Clare standing in the doorway.
After a moment, she enters and scrutinizes the room.
She asks: Have the police taken anything?
Why would the police take anything?
I thought the police don’t need reasons.
I turn back to the mementos on the wall.
Clare says: Sorry. My boyfriend called while I was in my room. He works in New
York, at a nonprofit, and he just told me he doesn’t want to move here. For him the world
is New York. What are you doing?
I’m looking at some of her photos.
Do you want to go?
I don’t move to leave. Instead, I bend forward for a better view of a photograph
near the center of Sara’s collection, the interior of which includes some blank spaces,
spaces that had yet to be filled in and now will never be filled in.
I haven’t seen the photo before, and I can only conclude that she put it up
recently. In fact, it’s the only photo on the wall that I don’t remember. It was taken facing
backwards from the back of a motorbike, apparently, with the lens at a wide angle, and
shows a frontal view of the oncoming traffic in two lanes of a four-lane street, with the
dotted white line between the two lanes bisecting the photo. I don’t recognize the street,
which lacks a median. On the right side of the right oncoming lane, a helmetless man
hunches over the handlebars of the motorbike he’s driving, a krama wrapped around the
lower half of his face. He appears young; I can just make out the pre-creased, slim jeans
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that are fashionable among the youth. Dust covers his clothes and even coats his hair,
suggesting that he’s driven a long distance. In the middle of the photograph, behind the
motorbike driver, a truck appears to be changing lanes, and on the truck bed a large group
of women stand shoulder to shoulder, their heads and upper bodies visible above the cab.
The women, probably workers being ferried to one of the clothing factories on the city’s
outskirts, wear broad brimmed and even winter hats and also gloves to protect their skin
from the sun, to avoid any epidermal darkening or tanning, a national fixation. The
majority in the front row gaze directly at the camera, or at Sara who I assume held the
camera, and because their faces are hidden by kramas, cloths and hats, the overall
impression is one of unfriendliness. However, two of the three women with uncovered
faces smile pleasantly, and so maybe the others are also smiling. Inside the cab sit four
individuals, but because of the glare or the dust on the front windshield, I can’t make out
their genders or faces.
I hear Clare call my name, but I continue to study the photo.
On the left side, in the left oncoming lane, a motorbike fills the foreground. The
driver, who was probably only an arm’s length from Sara, appears unaware that his
picture’s being taken, but the three Buddhist nuns crowded onto the back end of the bike
are looking directly at the camera. They are elderly, like most of the Cambodian nuns
I’ve seen, in white robes, with their heads shaved and their skin as wrinkled as crumpled
paper, like old skin tends to be.
Francis?
The last nun smiles broadly as she holds the waist of the middle nun; the middle
laughs at the camera as she grips stacked metal containers that must hold a meal or the
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remnants of a meal; and the first rests her hands on her lap and neither smiles nor frowns,
merely looks at the camera or Sara.
I step back and survey Sara’s collection of photos and mementos. And I realize
that, unlike the other photos she put up, the photo with the nuns captures the everyday in
Cambodia. I haven’t observed the exact same scene in Phnom Penh, that would be
impossible, but I have seen its various parts: a smiling nun, a dusty but stylish driver,
garment workers in winter hats, etc. Why, then, does it strike me with such force? Again I
look at the other photos on the wall. I realize then that it reminds me of the snapshot of
Sara at her paper in Iowa. Both pictures suggest a joy or pleasure in a daily reality, a
sense of transcendence over the mundane that for many is temporarily supplied by
moving abroad or anywhere, but that seemed lacking in Phnom Penh for Sara, and which
she seemed to want to create, at least at first, by traveling whenever she could. That, in
turn, makes me think she recently came to some sort of understanding about herself and
her relationship to Cambodia. And if she could attain that sort of affirmation, maybe I
should follow her example and accept my own circumstances and, as Clare said, be
thankful (if that’s not too indecent a word), at least in an abstract sense (because I’m an
atheist and so have no one to thank), for my own days and the prospect that they may
continue, I should be happy I’m alive. And if I take that step, maybe everything else will
follow.
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The city, or the part of Norodom north of the villa, a succession of sprawling
embassies and government ministries, is dark and silent. Clare keeps the rolled up poster
between our bodies with one hand and holds my waist with the other, and though I’d
prefer if she gripped the metal bar under the seat, I don’t say anything. At the southwest
corner of the intersection of Norodom and Sothearos, across the street from the cafe
where I occasionally ate a breakfast of barbecued pork and pickled vegetables and rice, a
lone police officer lies on a hammock strung between trees. Maybe he’s awake, with an
eye on the street; I can’t tell. Clare directs me onto Sothearos. We drive past the row of
rattan furniture shops. We pass other familiar landmarks: the temple wall beside which
barbers set up chairs during the day, the Russian embassy, the humble compound of the
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opposition party, the aging apartment complex scheduled (despite objections from
NGOs) for demolition.
Clare is talking to me, but I can’t make out what she’s saying, even though her
mouth is only a few inches from the back of my head, because the wind seizes her words
and carries them away. No, I’m mistaken; she’s not talking; I’m hearing the sounds of the
city: the revving of motorbike engines, the jubilant melody of a love song, the insistent
roar of an SUV, the tap tap of a noodle vendor beating out his rhythm on wooden sticks.
I head toward the swathe of city between the river and the Central Market, the
main area frequented by tourists and expats. We pass the Royal Palace and the National
Museum and Wat Ounalom, then merge onto Sisowath, so that the river appears on our
right. Soon Clare points me onto Street 136, which, for two blocks west of Sisowath, is a
tunnel of neon and the location par excellence for the hostess or girlie bars that cater to
barangs, a small part of a national sex industry that mainly serves Cambodians. Clare tells
me to stop at the OK Club. I’ve never been to the OK Club. In fact, I haven’t visited any
hostess bars in months, not since my guilt and self-disgust overpowered my lust, which
was probably only a second- or third-rate lust.
As I park, scattered women in miniskirts and high heels call to us from
underneath the awnings of the bars that crowd either side of the street. In contrast, the OK
Club’s entryway is empty; the bar’s hostesses must be occupied inside. A guard hands me
a ticket, lifts my motorbike onto its stand.
I ask Clare: Were you and Rainer together earlier in the night?
She shakes her head vigorously and says: A group of us went out. Someone
mentioned that he was here.
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I remember that Rainer’s fianceé, who I’ve never met, who I’ve only heard about,
works as a hostess. Clare glances at the closed doors of the OK Club and then at the
riverside, only one block away, with its promise of chic tourist restaurants and pirated
video shops. She watches a young hostess in high heels buy a bag of fried grasshoppers
from a vendor’s cart across the street, then looks down when the woman notices her gaze.
I ask: Is this your first time at a girlie bar?
She spins, glares at me, I assume in embarrassment. Then she hands me the
poster, strides to the entrance and flings open one of the glazed glass doors, releasing a
scream of pop music, an American song, I think. She disappears inside. I take a few steps
forward and notice a bar girl, a woman, texting on her phone in the shadows under the
awning, hidden by a potted plant near the curb. She sits on a cushioned rattan couch
backed up against another couch that faces the entrance of the adjacent hostess bar. When
she sees me, she shrinks back as if in fear or surprise, then recovers her composure and
smiles dutifully. Of course: she senses I’m marked by misfortune, scabby and pulsing.
Inside, the air conditioning instantly chills my sweat. I scan faces decorated with
rouge, mascara, fake eyelashes. The faces scrutinize me. Hello, I hear. Then a wave of
revulsion, or revulsion mixed with curiosity, spreads among the hostesses, traveling the
length of the long, narrow room. I’m not surprised, but I smile to show my confidence, to
show that I’m not offended, to save face: I’ve only come to speak to Rainer. At the far
end of the counter, along the left wall, I spot him in a booth, his back to me. I walk
toward him, between what seems like two mountains or sheer cliffs composed of
hostesses or bar girls, one made up of those seated at the counter on my left, the other of
those at the high round tables that punctuate the right wall. Some of the hostesses or
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women continue to stare at me, probably more from boredom than anything else, but
most turn away to chat with each other or to flirt with the bar’s handful of customers.
Clare’s already standing by the booth where Rainer’s seated with three bar girls.
As I approach, she asks, loudly, so as to be heard over the music: Can we join you?
Rainer turns around and looks at her and then at me. He says to me: Jesus, what
happened to your face?
I reach for my face and then stop myself, remembering the drug dealer and the cut
which must have been at least partly responsible, as I now realize, for the reactions of the
hostesses. I say: It’s nothing.
After an awkward moment, the two bar girls across from Rainer rise and move to
the rear of the bar, to a booth in which a cluster of women are dozing or sleeping despite
the loud music, their heads resting on each other. I scan the bar again. There must be
thirty women working as hostesses tonight. Clare follows my gaze, then sits opposite
Rainer and the remaining bar girl. I join her, setting the poster on the table near the wall.
Rainer appears drunk, but it’s difficult to tell. He has a reputation for inebriation,
for spending his nights at girlie bars or at an Australian pub popular with expatriates, a
bar where he can watch rugby, which for some reason he’s fond of, although he’s
American, maybe he played it in school, I don’t know. His thick, wet lips gleam with the
blue light of the bar. His face reminds me of a Greek or Roman statue, partly because of
his wiry beard, which he hasn’t shaved since I’ve known him, although he must be aware
that Kunthea and some of the Cambodian reporters refer to him, jokingly, as ‘monkey’.
Rainer turns from me to Clare and says: And what do you want?
She says: I’m with Francis.
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She looks behind her, at the rear of the bar, then back again. I realize this is a tic
of hers: looking away and back again. I say to Rainer: I’m trying to find the drug dealer
who sold to Sara.
Rainer repeats the first part of what I’ve said, as if he doesn’t understand. Then he
says: You didn’t buy them with her?
I shake my head.
He stares at me, then drinks from his Beerlao, scoops up the last of the glossy
fried peanuts in a small plate on the table. The woman beside him fishes an ice cube from
her glass of brown liquid and slips it into her mouth. He turns to her and says: Malis,
meet Francis and Clare. Then, to us: Malis and I are engaged.
So, this is the hostess about whom rumors have circulated among the newspaper
staff. But the rumors dealt for the most part with Rainer and the fact of his engagement,
not with the woman herself. I smile at her. I notice she wears dark purple lipstick, has
penciled-in eyebrows and a circular depression the size of the end of a straw, and ever so
slight, on her forehead near her hairline, probably a birthmark. She makes an impression
on me of melancholy or fatigue, though maybe I’m misinterpreting her silence and the
heaviness of her eyelids.
Clare offers her congratulations, then says to Rainer: How can you let her work
here?
Malis leans forward abruptly and says: I choose to work here.
Rainer says to me: This is one reason I don’t introduce her to anyone from the
paper. He turns to Clare and says: Her friends are here. She doesn’t have to go home with
anyone.
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Clare asks Malis: Is that true?
Malis nods but says: I’m looking for another job.
Clare doesn’t seem to know how to respond. I clear my throat, but then Rainer
suppresses a laugh and says to Clare: So you’re going to help him find the drug dealer?
She flushes and says: Don’t you care that Sara’s dead?
His smile disappears. He says: Everyone grieves differently.
She says: But you didn’t even go to the dinner for her on Sunday.
And suddenly I remember the dinner at the somber French restaurant near Street
278: the long table of maybe ten reporters and copy editors; the solemn words and
elegant cuisine; the creak of the metal gate as diners entered or left the sequestered
outdoor dining area; the young flame tree in one corner; the orange tablecloth and
napkins; the absence of Rainer and Alex, though neither worked on Sunday; the absence
of all the Cambodian employees except for Kunthea and Phirun, because most hardly
knew Sara, who worked at night and on the all-barang copy desk, but maybe also because
Helen, the British copy editor who organized the dinner, only invited the employees she
knew, and so because the lives of the Cambodian and foreign employees tend to diverge
after work. And the solemn words, words uttered not by me but by those who felt the
need to speak, though I wondered why I felt no such need, that is, I wondered why I felt
the emptiness of words; but I also sensed the vanity of my own silence, because why
didn’t I speak more? Couldn’t I have said something true and heartfelt, something which
would have served to celebrate Sara, of whom people shared surprising and in a few
cases moving stories, people who I thought barely knew her? Such as a comic anecdote in
which she argued so fiercely about a fare with a tuk tuk driver that he threw up his hands
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and told her she didn’t need to pay anything, though of course she paid, an anecdote that
struck me as possibly untrue, either in part or in entirety, because I doubt any tuk tuk
driver would tell a customer he or she didn’t need to pay, and also because in my
experience Sara didn’t like to haggle, although maybe the reason she didn’t like to was
precisely her memory of that unpleasant argument, and the pointlessness of her victory.
Or the story, previously kept secret by Sara and the copy desk, of how Sara accepted the
blame, in Cliff’s final month and her fourth, for a string of errors that incurred the ire of
the publisher in Tokyo, most notably a missing second ‘l’ in the front page headline ‘Hun
Sen Challenges SRP’, all of which were Cliff’s fault, as he eventually admitted, and
probably a product of his deterioration.
I hear my name, and I realize Clare and Rainer are arguing, and then I hear: How
could you use those drugs, Francis? What were you thinking?
I turn to look at Rainer, who stares at me in the silence that follows his question
(although the music continues playing), a question that I decide must be intended merely
for effect and not to secure an answer. Rainer the four- or five-year expat, I think. Rainer
the windbag. Rainer the debauchee with his riverside apartment. Rainer who writes two
or three stories a day. Rainer the college friend or maybe just acquaintance of Sara.
Rainer whose face is like a Greek statue’s. I push Rainer from my thoughts. I think
instead about his question. Why did I use drugs I suspected were possibly fake? I try to
arrive at an answer that will make sense, that will put my actions in a positive or neutral
light, but all I can come up with is that I let my recklessness propel me. I even reveled in
recklessness: in the gesture of it, in the freedom of relinquishing any claim on the future.
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Even more stupid of me: I thought in my heart that I was invulnerable, that we both were,
that misfortune would not or could not touch us.
I realize, as I look at Rainer and then Clare, that I have spoken aloud without
intending to, as in Rock Bar earlier in the night.
Rainer says: Alright. Let’s have a drink.
He orders a beer and gives some cash to the woman standing by the table, a
woman whose presence I’ve just noticed. She returns with a Beerlao and a cylindrical
rattan container that contains his change. Rainer slides the beer toward me and takes the
bills from the container.
I push the beer away. I say: I want to learn more about Sara.
Rainer stares at me, then looks over my head. After a moment the woman
standing beside me asks me, in Khmer, to buy her a lady drink, either because she’s
thirsty, or because she wants the dollar or two she gets for every lady drink I buy at an
inflated price, or for both reasons. I give her money. She returns with a glass of brown
liquid and stuffs my change into the rattan container. She tries to squeeze onto Clare’s
and my side of the booth. I shake my head, but she doesn’t seem to notice, and she
manages to make enough room on a corner of the seat, so I scoot over to give her more
space.
Clare asks Rainer: You met in college?
He looks from Clare to me, then replies slowly: At the student paper, but I didn’t
know her well. I didn’t even tell her about the Daily. I posted some photos on my blog,
photos I took while reporting a mass fainting at a garment factory, I think, and she saw
them and emailed me.
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I wait for him to go on. His left hand drops below the table and I can envision it
resting on Malis’ thigh. I glance at Malis. She’s staring at Clare, at her pale skin.
Rainer says: We only slept together once.
I jerk my head toward him. I ask: Here?
He gulps from his beer and says: In college, but it was meaningless.
Clare asks: Did she use drugs in college?
He replies: She smoked weed a few times that I saw. But everybody smokes
weed. She never used any other drugs, at least that I know of. Until recently.
His accusation could not be more clear. Before I can think of a response, or
decide whether I should respond, Clare says: But you said you didn’t know her well. So
how would you know if she used drugs?
We went to Beloit, a small liberal arts college in Wisconsin, in the middle of
nowhere, and we both worked at the paper. So you knew those things.
I say: But she didn’t stay.
He says: She stayed for a year. Then she transferred.
Clare says: What else did you know about her?
Rainer turns back to Clare. He says: Why do you care?
She says: I’m trying to help Francis.
Rainer laughs. He says to me: I won’t lie about Sara because she died. She was no
saint or demon, just another person like you or me. Another unremarkable body. A decent
copy editor and a hard worker. Impulsive. Something of a misanthrope, to be honest. But
cheerful all the same.
I say: She was no misanthrope.
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He drinks from his beer and thinks a moment, or pretends to think a moment. He
says: There was something in the way she spoke about people, the way she carried
herself. She wouldn’t say anything explicitly hateful because she was too secretive for
that. But in college, even though she smiled and joked, I could see she despised most of
the people at the paper. Here we only had lunch a few times after she arrived, otherwise I
barely spoke to her. You must know we didn’t get along. But I still got the same feeling.
She was the opposite of me. I’m full of love.
He turns and Malis smiles, but as soon as he looks away her smile fades and her
face takes on an expression of concern. He goes on: I even love you, Clare, despite your
naiveté, because you try so hard. And Francis, I love you because, well, because you’re
Francis, the man in between, but I’m not afraid to tell you the truth, which is that it’s your
fault Sara’s dead. You were the veteran, and you should’ve known better than to use
those drugs.
Rainer leans back into the booth seat, savoring the pleasure of having delivered
the truth, or what he perceives to be the truth. He drinks his beer and I say nothing,
because he’s partly right: I should have known better, I should have stopped us from
using the drugs. I can feel Clare’s eyes on me. The bar girl on my left, beside me, lifts up
her glass and asks for another lady drink, speaking again in Khmer, and I’m thankful for
her request, for the distraction it provides, and I mumble something to her and hand her a
twenty dollar bill as opposed to the ten I think I gave her last time, only to realize that I
could’ve given her change from the rattan container, but it doesn’t matter, and she asks
something more, and I don’t quite understand, and I nod but avoid looking at her. She
rises and goes to the bar. Rainer announces abruptly that he wants to buy a snack on the
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street and staggers toward the front doors, his body swaying like a sugar palm in a strong
wind, or maybe more like a stilt house on the verge of collapse.
I call Rainer’s name after he’s halfway to the door, I’m not sure why, but either he
can’t hear me over the music, or he just doesn’t bother to turn around.
Malis says: He’s very drunk.
Clare asks her: Should you go with him?
Malis looks at Clare without seeming to understand. She says: He’ll come back.
The woman or bar girl who was sitting next to me returns from the counter and
leaves her new drink on the table and slips some more bills into the rattan container,
which is bursting with banknotes. I dig out all of the bills and pass them to her and she
thanks me. She’s still standing. She says something else in Khmer, but I don’t
understand. There’s something new in her voice, a note of anticipation. For the first time
I look directly at her, and I’m surprised to note that she reminds me of someone, I’m not
sure who, and then it occurs to me: despite her miniskirt and tank top, despite the
luridness of the bar’s blue light, she reminds me of a woman in a Dutch painting of a
kitchen scene that I saw in an art history class I took at Long Beach, though I majored in
history, not art history. I think the resemblance is in her face, which is calm, honest,
assured, with an expression that somehow suggests that she’s a little pleased with herself.
She has large eyes and a long nose and she’s thin, slender as a knife or, more accurately,
as a fashion model. I find her neither beautiful nor unattractive, though I admit she
possesses a certain physical charm, which may lie partly in the fact that she wears a
miniskirt and tank top and waits on me (and is supposed to wait on me) and tries to flirt
with me (and is encouraged to try to flirt with me). Or partly in the fact, even though she
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reminds me of a woman from a seventeenth or eighteenth century Dutch painting, that
she’s not an American like me, in other words, in the fact of her foreignness. Or (and this
possibility seems the most shameful) in the relative powerlessness created by her poverty.
Nevertheless, I don’t find her attractive, especially not at the moment, in my current
situation, and even if I did, how could I determine with certainty the source of the
attraction?
Malis says to me: You paid her bar fine.
I look from Malis back to the woman or bar girl who’s still standing by the table.
Suddenly I am embarrassed that I don’t know her name, that I have not introduced
myself, and so I tell her my name and ask her own.
In Khmer, she replies: My name’s Sopheap.
I say: You can go home.
Malis asks: You don’t want her to go with you?
I shake my head.
Sopheap seems to understand but nevertheless replies not in English but in
Khmer, and I only grasp part of what she says, but I guess her meaning: she’d like to go
home with me. Then Malis translates, informing me that I’m mistaken, that Sopheap only
said she wants to finish the lady drink I bought her, and I see Malis smile a little, as if she
knows that my assumptions are susceptible or prone to error.
Sopheap squeezes back onto the booth seat next to me.
Clare says to me, her face less than a foot from mine because we’re squashed onto
the same booth seat with Sopheap: Rainer’s wrong. Sara’s death isn’t your fault. Two
people went into a room and used drugs. One came out. If we let blame escape rigid
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boundaries, we’ll all be responsible for everything. She glances at Malis, then adds: For
example, you can’t blame every American for the bombings of Cambodia during the
Vietnam War.
Her certainty, the certainty of youth (she must be a few years younger than me),
annoys me. I recall the fifteen-foot bomb crater I saw in Svay Rieng province during a
trip to write a puff piece on the Daily’s mosquito net distribution campaign. I recall, also,
a lengthy article written by another reporter to mark the anniversary of the beginning of
the US bombing campaign, from which I learned that the US dropped five or six times, I
can’t remember the number, as many tons of bombs on Cambodia during the war in
Vietnam as on Japan during World War II, a figure that includes the two nuclear bombs.
And so I say to Clare: What if every American were held responsible for what the
military did? There would be more opposition to every bombing, every invasion.
She says: Consider the Khmer Rouge tribunal. They can’t prosecute everyone.
I say: Only because they don’t have the full backing of the government. Shouldn’t
they prosecute everyone?
Malis points at her chest and says: I was Khmer Rouge.
At first I’m not sure if I’ve heard her correctly, because it’s difficult for me to
imagine a Khmer Rouge as a hostess, although of course there must be Khmer Rouge
survivors or former cadres in just about every position in society. For example, at the
Daily, the older reporters grew up under the Khmer Rouge. But those reporters are at
least forty years old. And while Malis may look a little older than some of the other bar
girls or women, she can’t be much older and certainly not as old as she would need to be
to remember living under the Khmer Rouge, the murderous ultra-communists, to recycle
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a phrase favored by journalists, who came to power in 1975 but got kicked out by the
Vietnamese communists at the beginning of 1979; who oversaw the deaths by starvation,
overwork and murder of Sinn Sisamouth and (according to one common estimate) about
a quarter of the population, including most of the intellectuals and artists; and who may
have succeeded in seizing power in part because of the destabilization caused by the US
bombing.
After a pause, Clare asks Malis: How old are you?
Twenty five or twenty six, Malis says, meaning (I assume) twenty five according
to the American method of determining age, or twenty six if she counts her time in the
womb, a local custom. Unless she’s merely indicating uncertainty about her exact birth
date.
Clare says: But you aren’t old enough.
Malis says: I was born in Anlong Veng. So when I was young, I was Khmer
Rouge.
I glance at Clare to look for some sign that she knows that Anlong Veng, in the
low mountains of the north, on the Thai border, became the final stronghold of the Khmer
Rouge, the redoubt to which Pol Pot and his forces fled after escaping the Vietnamese,
and where they managed to survive through most of the 1990s, with US and Chinese
support, but Clare reveals no inkling of her thoughts. And for all I know she’s read When
the War Was Over or one of the other histories in English hawked along the riverside, or
perused the website of the Documentation Center of Cambodia, or combed through some
of the Daily Coup’s historical articles, published on important anniversaries and in the
weekend magazine, articles written because the past is not dead it’s not even past, as
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someone famous said, or to put it more succinctly, because the past is present, not only in
the bones in the red earth and thus in the mangos which grow from the red earth, but in
the collapsing buildings that have yet to be demolished or have only recently been
demolished, and in the stunted infrastructure and authoritarian politics, and in the
unexploded landmines and bombs, and in the minds of the survivors of the killing fields,
and also in the minds of tourists who mythologize a history that’s all too possible. But
maybe that’s not quite right. Because while the past may be present, it’s also of course
past, otherwise we would not be trying to confront or escape or understand its legacy.
Clare has asked a question I didn’t hear, and Malis says: I only learned bad things
about the Khmer Rouge when my aunt and I came to Phnom Penh. She turns toward me
and asks: Do you want to send me to the Khmer Rouge tribunal?
She’s making fun of me, of course. She knows that the Khmer Rouge tribunal will
only try senior leaders, and probably no more than the five already indicted, a number
that does not even include Pol Pot, who died in the nineties. She must expect me to shake
my head and say: No, don’t be ridiculous, of course I don’t want you to be tried at the
tribunal. Or to say nothing at all. But the knowledge of her expectation galls me, and so I
ask: What crimes have you committed?
She says: Only the crimes that all children commit. What crimes have you
committed?
I say: My friend and I used drugs and she died, and I lied to the police. Also, I
attacked a drug dealer.
I hear my name. I turn and see a woman standing beside the table. She has a tired
look in her eyes, but she’s smiling, showing a slight gap between her front teeth. And I
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realize that it’s Rattana, Rattana who I’ve slept with four times, who I’ve seen naked,
who’s seen me naked, whose saliva I’ve tasted, whose breasts I’ve kissed. Her smile
wavers and she says: Oh. What happened to your face?
I do not reply. After a while I feel the tap tap of her finger on my shoulder.
Francis, Francis, she says, she does not speak loudly, but it’s as if she’s calling to me
from far away. I reflect that her appearance has changed since I saw her however many
months ago: her oval face has grown larger and her hair has expanded while her eyes
have shrunk, or so it seems, and the shy smile I remember has been replaced by the
severe line of her lips clamped together. She eyes Clare and Sopheap and says: Francis,
Francis. You don’t like me anymore?
I say: I didn’t know you were here.
She gestures toward the back of the bar and says: I was resting. Can I sit with
you?
I thought you worked at VIP Dream.
Now I work here.
She smiles and sits on the booth seat with Malis, across from Clare, Sopheap and
me. I shake my head, I say: I’m sorry. My friend’s coming back.
Her eyes narrow, the wings of her nose flare. After a moment she rises and says,
pointing her finger at me: You are bullshit.
I reach out and wrap my hand around her outstretched index finger. I struggle to
think of something from her life that I can ask her about, that I can use as fuel for
conversation, as if talking more will change anything. I recall an arranged marriage in
Kompong Speu, abandoned by her, an English class on which she’d based her hope for
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the future, an irresponsible sister with whom she lived in Phnom Penh, but I don’t know
what to ask or to say, and then I remember my first visits to VIP Dream on Street 104
with Roland, my occasional drinking partner, who never slept with the hostesses, who
claimed he merely liked the stimulation of their company; and my later trips alone,
during which I talked longer and longer with Rattana, unconsciously establishing with
her a pretense of friendship, as I eventually realized; and the night I finally paid her bar
fine and we went to a hotel; and the night I returned and paid her bar fine again and
brought her to my villa room; and the shame of that second morning, when I woke up and
saw that she was staring at the wall from her seat on the edge of the bed, with the
bedsheet wrapped around her torso. I rolled onto my feet after I woke, only to realize that
I was completely nude, and so I reached for my underwear on the foot of the bed, but
accidentally I grabbed a corner of the sheet that she was using to cover herself, and it fell
from her, revealing the slender silver chain she wore around her waist and the jagged scar
across her belly, a scar whose origin I never asked about, because asking such a question
seemed inappropriate in a relationship founded inescapably on money. And at the sight of
her naked body, I felt aroused, in spite of her distant expression. She did not bother to
cover herself, and tears began to fall silently from her eyes. I asked: Why are you crying?
And I covered her with the sheet, which she let fall again, and I repeated my question
because I wanted to understand the cause of her tears, the tears that for all I knew had
nothing to do with me, though I assumed that I was the catalyst, the reason, but she only
shook her head and continued to stare at the wall. And soon I realized that my questions
were a kind of violence that only added to the offense of the previous night’s sex. And so,
chastened, I waited for her to regain her composure, and finally we got dressed and I gave
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her twenty dollars, the previously agreed upon price, and we went to a restaurant where I
bought us a breakfast of Chinese noodle soup or kuy teav, and where she began to smile
as she had the night before, where she regained her good spirits, and afterward I drove
her to a side street west of the Olympic Stadium, in a part of the city largely unfamiliar to
me. By then she seemed perfectly happy, but something was tightening in my insides so
that I couldn’t say goodbye to her when she slipped off the backseat of my motorbike.
And I wonder if Rattana remembers that morning. I look her in the eyes, but she
shakes my hand off her finger, and still I can think of nothing to ask or say to her, so I
lean forward, across Sopheap, who’s between us, and say: I’m sorry.
But that does not dispel my shame. I do not know what to do. I take out my wallet
and try to give her a twenty dollar bill. I see in her eyes that she views my offer as an
insult, and she is right, I’m merely paying off my conscience, I’m simply buying a twenty
dollar reprieve from the memory that I bought her intimacy for twenty dollars, that is,
that I paid to fuck her, I shouldn’t dress it up. And despite the rationalizations that I’ve
heard or thought up, I feel like a parasite, like a cancer, or more specifically, like a rich
man who’s preyed on a poor woman, and thus on the weakness of poverty, though I
realize that such a judgement is probably puritanical and I do not wish to be puritanical,
that I should just be a man and forget about it, but before I know it I say: Here, take it all.
And I push all of my money toward her, leaving it on the table, more than six hundred
dollars in all, or the better part of a year’s salary for her, excluding what she makes from
lady drinks and having sex with customers like me. And of course I realize that now I’m
just paying more to assuage my conscience, but at least it might make some difference for
her, at least it’s something. And she hesitates, she doesn’t know whether to take my
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money, maybe she’s wondering what I want for such a sum, but I don’t want anything
from her, at least not in the manner to which she’s accustomed. Then she takes the money
and looks at it in her hands and looks at me, and she touches my left hand with her left
and thanks me firmly and says: See you next time, Francis.
And she goes to the counter to pay her own bar fine, hands a twenty to the sullen
bartender, who gives her back a ten. She waves at me and speaks to some of the other
women and leaves just before Rainer walks through the front doors with a plastic bag of
prawn crackers and something else in his hands.
Clare says to me: Why’d you give her so much money?
And Sopheap says something in Khmer, I recognize the word for ‘rich’. Then she
calls me ‘butterfly’ in English. Butterfly: someone who flits from lover to lover.
Another hostess sidles up to the table before Rainer reaches the booth. She says:
Francis, remember me? My son is very sick. Can you pay my bar fine?
But I am certain I do not know her, and in any case I have no more money, or at
least no more on me. I shake my head and say in Khmer: Sorry. I can’t.
And the woman looks at me with eyes like driftwood, that is, eyes wet and worn
down by their passage, although on second thought maybe I’m foisting my
preconceptions on her and her eyes aren’t at all like driftwood. Maybe they’re more
similar to stones, which is to say, maybe they’re impervious to me, unless that’s another
distortion and it would be more accurate to say that her eyes are like nothing except eyes.
I can’t be sure, because after I refuse her she recedes behind me, and then it occurs to me
that I could’ve bar fined her and all the women in the OK Club if I hadn’t given away all
my money. In fact, for a few thousand dollars I could’ve bar fined every hostess working
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at every girlie bar in Phnom Penh, but this would be no more than a grand gesture, which
of course is exactly what I’m guilty of: trying to make a grand gesture.
Rainer lowers himself unsteadily onto the seat. He passes a small bag of sparrow
eggs to Malis, produces a white crinkled prawn cracker and takes a giant bite, sending
shards into the stiff growth of beard beneath his lips.
Malis nimbly de-shells a swallow’s egg and dips it in a small package of salt and
pepper. She offers the bag to the rest of us. Sopheap takes an egg, and I follow her
example, though I’m not hungry.
Clare continues to stare at me. Eventually she turns and says to Rainer: Do you
know she used to be Khmer Rouge?
Rainer takes another bite, chews, swallows. He touches Malis’ forearm and I
notice she is wearing a ring with a sapphire, maybe her engagement ring. He says: She
grew up in Khmer Rouge territory, so what choice did she have?
Clare turns from Malis back to Rainer, who’s chewing noisily on a prawn cracker.
Malis takes my sparrow’s egg and begins peeling it for me.
Clare looks at me and says: You slept with that woman.
I remain silent.
She says: What did Sara think of that?
I say: We never discussed hostess bars. But why would she approve?
Rainer laughs, but he seems to be looking at something in the distance. He says:
Sara thought of sex as an exchange. In the morning, after she spent the night in my dorm
room, I offered to take her out, but she said she liked to eat breakfast alone.
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I think of Sara’s and my weekend in Kep, of our late morning meal of fried
noodles with crab. I say: I ate breakfast with her occasionally. But I admit she preferred
to start the day alone. There’s nothing wrong with that.
Rainer says: That morning, she told me she enjoyed our night together, but that
she didn’t want to encourage any misconceptions. That was fine with me. I was just being
polite. But there was something in the way she said it, something immune to emotion.
That was the real Sara, if you want to know Sara. Someone who cut herself off from
people.
I say: Sara may have been a private person, but she didn’t cut herself off from me,
at least.
He says: Didn’t she? Then why are you asking about her?
I think but do not say: because we didn’t have enough time together. I stare at
Rainer, at the veins threading the papery skin around his eyes. I don’t understand his
hostility, but it occurs to me that he may be jealous of whatever Sara and I shared, that he
may even be jealous of the fact that tragedy marked Sara and me, not Sara and him.
Although how can a person be jealous of tragedy? The possibility makes me feel as if my
stomach were filling with warm mud. My breathing slows, I stare at the table. Clare says:
Here, take this.
She pushes some napkins in front of my face, and I take one. But when I dab the
tears on my left cheek, the cheek with the cut, it’s as if someone were peeling back the
skin of my face, and so I stop and continue looking straight down, letting the tears fall
onto my lap.
I hear Malis and Sopheap speaking in Khmer, and I catch the word for ‘drunk’.
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Rainer says to me: You only get so much pity. Why don’t you go back to the US?
Malis says to Rainer: Be quiet. Why don’t you go back to the US?
I look up and say to Rainer: I told you. I’m going to find the dealer.
A tear has slipped into my mouth. Rainer’s face sags with what can only be
disgust. He ignores Malis. He says: There is no dealer.
Malis says to him: Let’s go.
Rainer doesn’t look at her. He stands after a moment.
I say to Rainer: What do you mean?
But he doesn’t answer. He begins walking toward the front doors. His steps seem
energetic now, as if the prawn crackers have rejuvenated him. He says, over his shoulder:
Clare, I’ve got a brief for you tomorrow on the UN’s human rights commissioner, if you
get in early.
Again I say: What do you mean?
I start to nudge Sopheap aside so I can follow him and demand an explanation,
but Malis reaches across the table and grips my arm. She says: He’s talking nonsense.
And she holds my eyes with her own, with what must be the same force of will
that brought her from Anlong Veng to Phnom Penh, along red dirt roads and between rice
fields, into a world that must have confused her at first, though she doesn’t look confused
any longer. I sink the few inches back into the booth seat. Malis says: You loved Sara.
I shake my head, because I don’t want to claim love where there was only the
beginning of a relationship. Sara and I had sex, we spent a month of nights together, we
made each other’s lives more pleasant, but I don’t think we loved each other, that would
be a distortion, a romanticization of the sort Rainer was right to denounce.
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Malis indicates Rainer with a movement of her head and says: Did he love her?
I say: Rainer?
I look at him. He’s paying Malis’ bar fine; he must pay it every night she wants to
leave or that he wants her to leave, an odd and also expensive arrangement. I turn back
toward Malis and struggle to remember everything Rainer’s ever said to me about Sara,
which isn’t very much, he rarely mentioned her. I can’t believe he actually had any
feelings for her, though her death may have enlarged her importance in his mind.
I shake my head and say: Why?
She says: After Sara arrived in Cambodia, they ate lunch together and got into a
fight. Sara said she didn’t like the paper because she thought the Cambodians, not the
barangs, should be in high positions. Rainer said part of the paper’s mission was to train
Cambodians and that she didn’t understand. I never saw him so angry.
I say: You went to the lunch?
Malis blushes and says: I was jealous. My friend worked at the restaurant. I went
and spied on them from the kitchen.
Malis stares at me, and I wonder why she became engaged to a man like Rainer,
who I’ve always regarded as little more than a drunkard, a fugitive from what he sees as
the dullness of life in the US, a narrow-minded reporter whose ability comes not from his
skill but from his staying power, his long tenure at the paper, which allows him to
produce all the usual stories quickly, with the minor but necessary variations. But maybe
I’m blind to some concealed goodness or kindness or uprightness in him.
Malis says goodbye, rises and goes to Rainer at the bar counter. Sopheap takes her
seat, so that now she’s opposite Clare and me. Malis and Rainer walk to the front doors. I
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recall Rainer’s final words to me: There is no drug dealer. Malis claimed he was talking
nonsense, but I wonder if he was trying to tell me something. Did he mean that Sara
bought the drugs from a friend? That the dealer is someone I know? That my search is
hopeless?
Then I remember Rainer the reporter, convinced he knew every story before he
made any calls, convinced invariably of official malfeasance, while in my and Sara’s
case, a case that involves barangs and not the Cambodian government, he seems certain
of the absence of any wrongdoing except on my part. Malis is right: I shouldn’t listen to
Rainer.
Clare asks: Why don’t you go back home?
I say: To my apartment?
To the US.
I told you why.
Is there another reason?
Her face is only a foot from mine because we are still seated on the same booth
seat. I rise and sit down beside Sopheap, who scoots over, whose drink is not quite gone.
I can’t tell if she’s following the conversation or maybe just drunk, but she’s smiling and
so appears to be enjoying herself.
Clare says to me: You’re scared to go home. To the US. Because you’ve been
traumatized by what’s happened, by Sara’s death and being fired.
The US has no claim on me.
Of course it has a claim. Don’t your parents live there?
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I nod. But my parents, who I haven’t seen since moving abroad, have never asked
that I live near them. They seem content without my presence, at least for the time being.
I remember someone mentioning that Clare is from Los Angeles, and I don’t want to give
her any sense of connection to me, because what does it matter if we’re from the same
state, but then she asks me the question I expect, that is, she asks where I’m from.
There’s something in the quality of her voice, or in her sincerity, that I can’t resist, and so
I admit that I’m from Oceanside. She replies, with evident excitement, that she grew up
in Irvine, then begins talking to me about southern California, which she says she prefers
over the northern part of the state, although she went to school on the east coast, where
she met her boyfriend. But I’m not particularly curious about her or her history,
especially not in present circumstances, nor do I wish to sit in the OK Club any longer, I
think as I look around. And I realize that it’s time for me to admit I have failed in my aim
for the night, and to return to my apartment, which is not far, so I cut her off and say: I’m
very tired, if you don’t mind I think I’ll go home.
She gives me a strange look, as if she doesn’t understand what I’ve just said, and I
realize that we’ve been using the word ‘home’ differently, and also that ‘home’ has many
possible meanings for me: the simple two bedroom apartment that I remember fondly
from my childhood in Oceanside, since sold by my parents; the Spanish revival house in
Carlsbad that my parents bought while I was in school at Long Beach, using money from
a settlement after ceiling beams in a mall collapsed without warning on my mother, an
accident that crushed her left shoulder, so that now she can lift her left arm no higher than
her head; the trailer in Palmdale in which I lived for nineteen months after college,
covering low level municipal government meetings and writing about whatever I could
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dig up as a junior reporter at the Antelope Valley Press; or the US itself, a giant area of
land seized from its original inhabitants, a division of the earth to which I’m supposed to
feel allegiance because I was born and grew up in one part of it, and a country that, in
fact, I like well enough, despite its flaws. But I did not mean any of those places. I meant
my apartment in Daun Penh district, near the Central Market, the apartment for which I
just signed a three-month lease, because home for me is inevitably in the present.
Clare says: Can I see you tomorrow?
I look down at her, I’m standing, I have just stood, and say: Why are you so
interested in me?
She looks behind her, as if to make sure nobody is listening. Her tic again. She says:
I want to write a story about you, Francis.
A story?
Sopheap scoots toward me and stands too. Her glass, empty now, rests on the table.
She says something in Khmer, something about the bathroom. Then she heads toward the
back of the bar, moving unsteadily on heels that must be four inches in length.
Clare watches me, and I know she’s waiting to say something more. But I’m tired,
and I don’t want her to write a story about me, whatever she means by that. I say: I’m
leaving.
I turn and begin walking out of the bar, and I hope the carefulness of my steps
makes me invisible, but again I feel eyes fixed on me and I sense that my exit from the
OK Club is as public as my entrance, that everyone’s watching the barang with the cut on
his cheek that I still can’t feel. And though I wonder if I’m imagining things, I feel
suddenly as if I can see everything with extraordinary clarity, and so I conclude that
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probably I’m not hallucinating the hostess with a gold front tooth who reaches out and
touches my chest as I pass, as if I’m some sort of charm; or a middle-aged hostess with
leathery skin who tells me softly and intimately, as if no music were playing, to bring her
back some svai, or mango; or the barang with a nose like a gourd who asks me, laughing,
which girl cut my cheek; or the broad-shouldered, slender-necked woman beside him
whose mundane thoughts I seem to be able to hear as if she were speaking them aloud, so
that it’s as if she says to me: If I can get him to pay my bar fine then maybe I can go to
sleep early and wake up tomorrow before sunrise and then I can go to the market and get
my hair curled; or the ladyboy with blonde streaked hair who gives me an ostentatious
kiss on my cheek, my undamaged cheek, and whose smell of vanilla lingers in my nose
even as I push open the left front door and step outside into the area under the awning.
And when I look beside me, I see that Clare’s followed me without my noticing it, and
then the feeling fades. She thrusts her chubby, freckled cheeks up at me and says: Don’t
you think your story should be told?
What’s my story?
The story of a man fired to avoid scandal.
I was fired because I failed to prevent a death. Or maybe because I failed to prevent
a death on company property.
That’s part of the story. Along with your search for the drug dealer.
I feel like I should laugh but I do not, I cannot. I say: The Daily would never print
anything like that.
I know. I would freelance it.
I try to gauge her seriousness. I say: Alex will fire you.
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She glances back at the doors and says: I don’t care.
You think this will be your break, the beginning of a freelance career?
She pushes a loose strand of hair behind her ears but remains silent.
But it’s my story.
We can work together.
I shake my head.
Why not?
How can you tell my story?
It’s not only your story. Also, I can write about it more objectively than you.
You have a different viewpoint, but it’s not any more objective. Anyway, I don’t
want to be in some feature about the hazards of drug use in Cambodia.
Forget about yourself for a moment. What about Sara? Telling her story might
prevent more deaths.
I realize as I shake my head that she’s right or at least has a point, that my and
Sara’s story could prevent more deaths, but I don’t trust Clare, and I don’t trust the
objectivity of journalists, and I don’t trust the writing of a story to further Clare’s career,
but maybe I’m also simply nervous about placing my story in someone else’s hands. In
any case, I can’t help but repeat my denial: No. And I add, truthfully: I don’t think Sara
would want me to.
And I walk the few steps into the street which hums with neon and motodops and
the sadness of sleeplessness and then I continue toward the guard, who’s seated on a
parked motorbike. I reach in my pockets for the ticket he gave me when I arrived, which
ticket I can’t find, but he waves his hand, he recognizes me, then drops onto his feet and
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rocks my motorbike off its stand and pushes it toward me, only to ask in Khmer for one
thousand riel, the typical fee, around twenty five American cents. But I have no more
money, not a single crumpled one hundred riel note. I check my pockets to be sure, then I
turn back toward Clare and ask, a little sheepishly: Can I borrow one thousand riel?
She says: Will you agree to be interviewed?
For one thousand riel? Do you think I can be bribed so easily?
And she laughs, the first laugh of hers I remember ever hearing, a laugh that leaves
no trace, like a brief morning rain, and she produces a one thousand riel bill from the
cloth purse which hangs from her neck, and I step forward and take it and give it to the
guard, who steadies the motorbike while I get on, as if I were incapable of doing so
alone. Seated, I turn back to Clare, and in her eyes I observe a bone determination that I
find myself admiring. Calmly, she says: It’ll be better with your help, but I can write it
without you. You’ve already talked enough tonight.
I say: Do whatever you like. I don’t want to be involved.
I start the engine and point the motorbike west, away from the river, but just then
both doors of the OK Club fly open and Sopheap emerges carrying some sort of large
tube and tumbles sideways. Luckily for her she falls onto the rattan couch outside the
door. Laughing, she struggles to push herself up. She’s crushed the tube, the Sinn
Sisamouth poster, in her fall, so that it’s no longer a regular cylinder, but I’m pleased
because I forgot entirely about the poster. The guard goes to help her, but she pushes him
away and bends down from her seat to examine her shoe’s left heel, which has split in
two like a piece of wood cut with an axe. Then she turns toward me, her expression
joyful despite her fall and broken heel, and I realize that she’s drunk. She stands up only
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to collapse again. Another fit of laughter seizes her. The guard withdraws into the street
and Clare goes toward her. Sopheap removes both her heels and dangles them from a
finger by their straps, her hand around a clutch. Then she takes Clare’s hand and stands
on her bare feet and picks up the poster and moves toward me, limping ever so slightly;
she must have hurt her ankle when she fell. She crosses the red and green patterned
pavers of the sidewalk and hands me the poster and says something in Khmer, she wants
a ride home, so I ask in Khmer where she lives, and she tells me near the Old Market,
which is very close and also close to my apartment, so what can I do, I nod and gesture
for her to get on my motorbike. She climbs sidesaddle onto the motorbike seat and I
smooth out the crease in the rolled-up poster and then hand it to her to carry during the
drive. She slides it under her arm.
Clare asks: What are you doing?
She asked for a ride home.
Clare looks behind her briefly.
I realize that, despite Clare’s pushiness, I should offer her a ride, and so I say: You
can come along and I’ll take you home afterward. I’ve squeezed three on my bike many
times.
She seems to consider it, but she shakes her head and says: I’ll take a motodop.
And she continues to watch me as I put the bike in first gear and accelerate, but I
press too hard on the gas, and the engine cries out almost immediately for second, while
Sopheap’s free hand shoots out and painfully clenches the thin lip of flesh around my
waist.
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After turning the corner, I brake abruptly to avoid hitting a cart of freshwater
clams, their cashew-sized bodies coated in red spice, and Sopheap slides forward into my
back, while the startled woman seller turns and looks at us from over the krama wrapped
around the lower half of her face. Her eyes linger on me, I assume because of my cheek,
before she pushes the cart across the street. I accelerate again. Soon I can discern the Old
Market, Phsar Chas, which is less than a half mile from the strip of hostess bars on Street
136. To Sopheap I shout, without looking back: Where do you live? But she responds by
scooting forward on the seat, so I repeat myself, and then she shouts in Khmer: Near the
Old Market. Which is exactly what she told me before, nothing more. I stop across the
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street from the maze of stalls, dark and abandoned at this late hour except for a row of
night vendors of noodles, fried insects, sweet bean desserts. Sopheap points at a fourstory apartment block on the other side of the market and says in Khmer: My home. But
let’s eat. I’m very hungry.
I swivel on my motorbike seat to face her and say, also in Khmer: I have no
money.
She looks at me in surprise, then says: I have money.
I’m not hungry.
But as soon as I speak I realize I haven’t eaten anything today except for the Coke
and strip of cassava given to me by Po’s drug dealer, and before that a cup of iced coffee
with condensed milk and a few bites of a street vendor sandwich of bologna, shredded
papaya, anchovies, mayonnaise. She seems to sense my vacillation because she says, with
a burst of laughter, still in Khmer: Francis, you need to eat!
And I didn’t realize she knew my name, but of course we were introduced or she
heard someone else say it, in any case she’s exactly right, I need to eat, and so I drive to
the row of vendors and turn off my motorbike, and she slips off the seat, landing
unsteadily on her bare feet, probably because she’s drunk. I take the poster from her and
follow her to small plastic stools at a fold-out table in front of a cart that serves kuy teav,
a noodle soup of which I’m fond, usually eaten for breakfast, and the dish I bought in the
morning with Rattana.
The vendor brings us two steaming plastic bowls and Sopheap pays twelve
thousand riel, or six thousand riel each, probably no trifling sum for her given her salary,
regardless of whatever money I gave her at OK Club. And so I feel ashamed again,
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because of course I should be the one paying, only I don’t have any cash on me. I resolve
to give her money later. But I also feel pleased that she wants to eat with me, though
probably she only wants to eat with me because she’s drunk. As I watch her bring a
spoonful of broth to her mouth, some of the liquid spills onto the ground, just missing the
black miniskirt that’s risen a hand’s length up her thighs. I turn to my own noodle soup. I
squeeze the juice of two lime wedges into the clear broth, add a small spoonful of sliced
chili and another of pepper, take two plastic chopsticks from a cup of warm water (a
common but probably ineffective technique for sanitization), dry the chopsticks with a
paper napkin and deliver a thick bunch of dripping noodles into my mouth. The noodles
warm my face, sweat trickles down my forehead and neck. Though my bruised jaw aches
slightly when I chew, my appetite grows with each bite. Soon I want to call out the
praises of kuy teav, a magnificent food, a snack of the gods. And I remember reading or
hearing that it originated with Chinese immigrants to Cambodia, non-natives like me,
although I’m no immigrant but an expatriate, or maybe ‘expatriate’ isn’t even the right
word, as it implies a semi-permanent status, while I have no illusions about my future: I
know that one day I’ll return to the US, despite my statement to Clare that the US has no
claim on me, because I have to admit that it does, it has the claim of origin, which I can’t
erase and can only suppress with difficulty, such as with prolonged exile (not the meager
two years and two months of my residence in Cambodia). And why should I want to
erase it? Without an origin, I’ll be a void or cipher, an impossibility. And I guess that’s
the point: no matter how much I try to free myself of my origin, the very fact of trying
secretly binds me to it.
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As I scoop some of the spicy broth into my mouth, it occurs to me that I could
accept the claim of the US and return to see my parents occasionally, but remain in
Phnom Penh and open a noodle soup restaurant, one that would cater to foreigners and
wealthy Cambodians (because I’d need to make a living). I could make up my own
recipes by adding foods from America. Maybe even a food like cheese.
But cheese would be a bad addition to noodle soup, I realize as I look down at the
broth and imagine blocks of yellow cheddar in it. I should stick to what I know, in other
words journalism, even if I was never more than a second-rate reporter, someone
interested more by the rumor that Prime Minister Hun Sen refuses to use seated (as
opposed to squat) toilets than by his endless pronouncements against the opposition, or
donor nations, or Thailand’s expansionism, or whoever and whatever had incurred his
disfavor. According to the model of journalism I learned in the US, the country of my
origin, a reporter should be trustworthy and objective and upright. But is another type of
reporter possible? A reporter in a state of disgrace? A reporter who is biased, with a
perspective shaped by the legacy of past sin or crime or error?
Before I can answer or try to answer this question, I notice a woman and a man
emerge from a tuk tuk in the darkness across the street. There’s something familiar about
the woman, though I can’t quite see her face. But I’ve never seen the man, a barang, tall,
maybe around my own age, with the curved spine of someone who spends his days bent
forward at a desk. Probably a man on holiday, though he could work for an NGO or aid
agency. The tuk tuk drives away, but the couple do not move, they seem to be talking or
joking. The man gestures at a nearby concrete apartment block, but they turn and begin
walking toward the lights of the vendors, in the direction of a table of sweet bean desserts
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that’s fifty or so feet from Sopheap’s and my noodle cart, and then I obtain a better view
of the woman, and I can’t believe it: I think I recognize Rattana, Rattana of my guilt,
Rattana to whom I gave my money at the OK Club. A coincidence. But an unremarkable
one, because Phnom Penh’s relatively small (compared to Bangkok or Saigon, for
example), and the riverside area for nightlife is even smaller, just a tiny part of the city.
So why do I feel unnerved? Because she’s with another man? Because, in other words,
I’m replaceable, a body among bodies (like Rattana herself, or even Sara, or anyone for
that matter)? No, the reason for my sudden sense of frailty, I realize, is that Rattana’s
following her old lifestyle. Part of me thought my six hundred dollars would, if not
transform her, at least help her to change her habits. How naive of me, how conceited. I
had no right to expect anything.
But maybe it’s not Rattana. I can’t be sure in the darkness, at such a distance. The
man slips his hand around her waist, she leans back into him. There’s a suggestion of
comfort, of intimacy in the way they act together. If it is Rattana, I’d like to know if the
man is a lover or just a customer. Of course I have no right to ask. But all the same I’m
curious. And so, after a moment’s deliberation, I rise and move toward the woman,
leaving Sopheap, who has finished her soup, yawning at the table. Behind the woman I
stop and say, more loudly than I mean to: Rattana! And she turns and I see the fearful
eyes and broad nose and long face of a woman who’s not Rattana, but someone else, and
she shrinks away from me in fear and the man shouts something at me in Khmer, and I
realize he’s not a barang, he’s Cambodian, only tall and very light skinned. I back away
while apologizing in Khmer, though his reaction strikes me as overly protective. And I
understand as I do that I may never learn anything more about Rattana, that she could use
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my money to open a stand in the market, or to begin a savings account, or to send her
sister to the hospital (although as far as I know her sister is healthy), or she could merely
buy very many clothes and continue working at OK Club, it has nothing to do with me,
her life is her own, and my charity was nothing but a whim.
Sopheap’s still seated at the low plastic table in front of the noodle cart. A breeze
comes off the nearby street that leads to the river, bringing with it a scent of decomposing
garbage. She sways slightly. I sit down beside her. I say her name, only to realize that her
eyes are closed. In Khmer I say: Sopheap, let’s go.
She opens her eyes slowly. Twice she says the Khmer word for yes for female
speakers, a single mellifluous syllable that tapers away into nothing: Jaa, jaa.
She stands. I take the rolled-up poster from between the legs of the stool, wiping
off a mango skin stuck to the paper. I give her the poster to hold, then drive her around
the market, whose blank stalls now remind me of a miniature abandoned city, that is, of a
diminutive version of Phnom Penh after it was completely evacuated by the Khmer
Rouge in 1975. She gets off and hands me the poster, which I put under my arm. Then
she says goodbye, turns and goes to a narrow door on one side of a shophouse, a door that
must lead to the apartments above, I think as I look upward at balconies shielded by the
leaves of potted plants and hanging laundry. And I wonder what her apartment looks like,
if it’s as small and cramped as I assume.
I turn my bike around and accelerate away from the recently refurbished and
renamed Freedom Park, on the north side of the market, eager to return home and sleep or
at least rest, I’m not sure if I’ll be able to sleep, and to begin a new day during which I
can go to the Nowhere Party and find the drug dealer. And I’m thankful that my
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determination has endured, despite the day’s failure. But then I hear my name ring
through the night with the abruptness of a gunshot, and, startled, I accidentally press my
foot on the gas, so that my bike flies forward. I brake in the middle of the deserted street.
I turn around and see Sopheap waving at me from the sidewalk in front of her apartment,
shoes and clutch in her raised hand. In her other hand she has a cell phone pressed to her
ear. I drive back to her. She’s speaking into the phone. After a moment she hangs up and
puts the phone in her clutch. She speaks to me in Khmer. I don’t understand. She repeats
herself. She gestures toward her door, opens her clutch to show me the contents: a cell
phone, a few makeup items, American and Cambodian banknotes. I realize she’s locked
out, that she want a ride somewhere else. I tell her to get on, once more she sits
sidesaddle. I take the poster from the crook of my armpit and hand it to her. In Khmer I
say: Where?
Home.
I can’t remember the word for street. I say: Where?
Home.
I switch to English. Whose home?
Still in Khmer she says: Your home. Or, more accurately: Older brother’s home.
I glance back at her, I’ve been facing front, but it’s too dark to see her face. I
realize she must think I’ve offered to let her sleep at my apartment. She’s brave or
careless or both to spend the night with someone she just met, I think, until I realize that
she’s probably accustomed to spending the night with strangers. Or maybe not, I
shouldn’t jump to conclusions. I’ve heard of hostesses who just work their shifts and go
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home, who refuse any proposals. I think a moment. She could sleep on the rattan platform
in my apartment, but I’d rather be alone.
I say in English: Can you call a friend?
She replies in Khmer, and I catch the word for ‘sleep’. She’s tired, that’s not hard
to see, but maybe it’s an act so that she can rob me in the night, even though she knows I
have no cash on me, even though she’d acquire very little: the only objects of value in my
apartment are a camera and a three-year old laptop without a charger (I think I left the
charger in Thailand). But there’s no reason for me to be suspicious. She’s only been
generous with me, she seems tired, she’s locked out of her apartment. So I turn around
and put my motorbike in first.
We arrive in less than five minutes. My apartment’s just across Norodom, one
block north of the Central Market, on an unmarked street that’s completely silent at this
hour. It’s nothing but the ground floor of a shophouse, the first property I visited, and one
I liked immediately, because though it’s actually very close to the Daily Coup and Rock
Bar and the riverside, it’s also in a corner of the city that seems removed from the world
of expatriates. In other words, it’s near enough to make me feel comfortable, but far
enough to give me a sense of isolation. Sopheap says nothing when I yank back the
accordion gate and turn on the light, a fluorescent tube attached to the wall near the
entrance. When I follow her gaze across the white floor tiles, the apartment seems like a
temporary camp: there’s nothing but my large rumpled backpack, a metal-framed lawn
chair I bought from a nearby shop, and the rattan platform, two feet high, that was here
when I moved in, the type used as a bed or all-purpose living space. Sopheap enters,
hands me the poster. Silently she crosses the polished floor and stops at the doorway on
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the other side of the room. After a moment she goes through and disappears from sight.
The doorway leads to a kitchen and bathroom, as well as to a staircase that ascends to the
mezzanine-level bedroom, which looks down on the first or ground floor. The bedroom is
completely empty; I haven’t used it at all. After a moment I see a light turn on upstairs
and Sopheap’s silhouette shows against the translucent mezzanine wall, which is made of
some sort of plastic or glass. The light goes off. I hear her descend the stairs. She appears
in the doorway, approaches, says in Khmer that it’s clean, and the word in Khmer for
‘clean’, sa-aat, also means ‘beautiful,’ but I doubt she wanted to say my apartment is
beautiful. Which remark I take as a sign of delicacy on her part. She sets her shoes and
clutch on the floor, sits on the rattan platform. The two-inch-wide slats creak. She speaks.
I don’t understand. I indicate that she can sleep on the platform and I’ll take the folding
chair. She speaks again, this time at length, and once more I don’t comprehend what
she’s saying or asking. I reflect that this is my perpetual condition as a foreigner, or as a
foreigner with a minimal grasp of the language: non-understanding or partial
understanding. Yet I have to make judgments about the world, like anyone. How difficult
to live with incomplete understanding, to guard constantly against false assumption. I
should speak Khmer fluently. Why don’t I? Because I don’t need to, because (as odd as it
sounds) it is or was a small part of my daily life. At the paper the foreign reporters
conduct their work completely in English, and in Phnom Penh it’s easy to live in the
shade of the expatriate community, the paper’s principal readers and advertisers, a
population rooted in aid work and the pursuit of inexpensive comfort. I’ve known many
barangs who speak no Khmer, as I think I’ve mentioned. I’m hardly better. It’s true that I
learned a bit of the language, that when I first arrived I took lessons with a civil servant, a
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perpetually yawning woman with a deep laugh who only needed to show up for her job at
the Ministry of Social Affairs in the mornings, and so had the rest of her days free, but
after half a year I lost interest, I decided I knew enough, though enough for what? I can
bargain at the market, ask for the toilet, say I have a girlfriend (a favorite area of inquiry
of motodops), but I’m unable to carry on a conversation that departs from banal matters.
How ridiculous, how alienating, to be in a place without being able to speak the language,
to be constantly stripped of the comforts and illusions of communication! And yet how
common.
Sopheap finishes speaking, looks at me expectantly, and I shrug my shoulders and
say, in Khmer: I don’t understand.
She laughs, sits on the bare platform. I rummage in my backpack and give her a
cotton sweater to use as a pillow, a sweater that I brought from the US but have never
needed to wear. In the stifling hot-season heat, in my apartment, which lacks an air
conditioner or fan, she will not need a sheet or blanket. In any case I have neither.
My motorbike. I return to the sidewalk and push it inside, setting it on its
kickstand near the wall, beneath the fluorescent light. I close the gate. The metal rollers
screech in protest. When I turn, I see Sopheap lower herself onto her back, and I glimpse
a triangle of turquoise underwear between her miniskirt and legs. I turn away and cross to
my chair, ignoring the desire that ruffles my insides. But at the chair I look at her again.
She has rolled onto her side so that her back faces me. I wonder what would happen if I
were to lay down beside her, whether she would welcome my company or not, that is,
whether she’s considered the possibility of sleeping with me, or whether she only came to
my apartment for a place to sleep. I imagine her legs intertwined with mine. I marvel
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again at her fearlessness, but maybe that’s the effect of the alcohol, maybe I shouldn’t
have bought her so many drinks, though I can’t remember how many drinks I bought her,
I didn’t pay close attention.
Without warning, Sopheap looks over her shoulder, registers me. I don’t move.
Her eyes probe mine, her face expressionless. Is her gaze an invitation? Then she turns
away, toward the wall. I quickly lower myself into the lawn chair, which faces the gate,
so that I’m out of her line of sight if she looks a second time, and so she’s out of mine.
Beads of sweat roll down the skin under my armpits. The breeze that slips through the
square vents at the top of the gate provides little relief. The damp heat, the daily fever
that precedes the rainy season, seems to thicken and intensify with each passing moment.
I take off my t-shirt, already stuck to my skin, and toss it on my backpack.
I realize that Sopheap’s presence has dispelled the aura of solitude or secrecy, the
mounting feeling of isolation, that encased my apartment for three days and two nights,
after I signed the lease and before I resolved to find the dealer, the period when I
suspected what I must do, what I was bound by conscience to do, only first I wanted to go
over in my mind the events of the night of Sara’s death and of the following days. But I
re-examined the past so many times that I began to question not what was most
important, not the moments on which decisions depended, but seemingly insignificant
details, such as whether Sara wanted to go drinking that night or I suggested it, or what
Alex said to me when he first saw me in the villa in the morning, or if Sara was wearing a
dress or a t-shirt and jeans (I decided she’d been wearing a t-shirt and jeans). And
eventually I decided enough was enough, I needed to make a decision: a break: a rupture.
Which was only earlier today, despite how distant it seems.
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Sweat tickles my skin like hundreds of leaves or ants. I could go and rinse off, but
what’s the point, I will only begin perspiring again, better to let the sweat do its work of
regulating my body temperature. I wonder if Sopheap’s uncomfortable, but I don’t look
at her, instead my eyes wander to the rolled-up poster which I left propped against the
wall, near the motorbike. I rise, cross the room without looking at Sopheap, pick up the
poster and return to the chair. But I don’t sit down. I flatten the poster on the ground,
holding down the corners with my balled shirt and my camera and two pairs of pants
from my bag. Sinn Sisamouth looks up at me with the tranquility of his fame. He has
doughy cheeks, diffident eyes, hair parted ever so subtly on his left. His neckless and
bodyless head, surrounded by a yellow halo, floats in the poster’s bright pink
background. I imagine his nasal but pleasant voice: Francis, you’ll never find the dealer
unless you sleep.
I reply politely: Thanks for your concern.
You can’t go around offering your bed to bar girls.
She had nowhere to sleep.
You’re sabotaging yourself. You want to feel guilty.
That’s not true.
At times it’s easier to blame oneself.
Did you blame yourself when the Khmer Rouge killed you?
Don’t be a fool. The point is that you have to forgive yourself.
I feel perspiration on my temples. I say: For what should I forgive myself?
I can’t tell you that.
I grow suspicious of the two-dimensional Sinn Sisamouth. I say: Who are you?
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I’m Sinn Sisamouth.
And how did you die?
Khmer Rouge cadres executed me.
Everyone knows that. You’re not real.
I am as real as you. You can’t always give into your doubt.
What do you mean?
I wait for him to answer, but he says nothing more. I think: but how can I forgive
myself? If I had stopped us from using drugs, if I had listened to my instincts, muffled by
alcohol and recklessness, Sara would still be alive.
I become aware of a pressure above my groin. I step over the poster, leaving Sinn
Sisamouth staring at the ceiling, and walk as softly as possible to the bathroom. A strong
odor of coffee rises from the dark yellow stream of my urine, though I haven’t had coffee
since midday. Of course: I’m dehydrated, I must drink more water. Then, after I empty
my bladder, I feel a movement in my bowels. I turn, jerk my shorts and underwear down
to my ankles, crouch over the squat toilet, steadying myself with the tips of my fingers on
the tiles in front of me, because I’m accustomed to the seated toilets in the villa and at the
Daily. A burning accompanies my evacuation. Afterward, I realize there’s no toilet paper,
and so I clean myself clumsily with a pitcher and a faucet in the wall, accidentally
splashing water onto my underwear and shorts. To wash my hands I rub them against an
aging piece of soap I found crusted to the sink, work up a lather, rinse. Then I splash the
lukewarm water on my face, let it stream down my neck and bare chest. Although I’ve
read or been told (I can’t remember which) that the tap water is unsafe, I put my mouth
under the faucet and drink until my stomach can’t hold any more.
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I re-cross the main room, my face dripping onto the floor as I walk. Sopheap
seems to be asleep. Once I reach my backpack, I check again to make sure she’s not
watching. Then I hurriedly remove my wet underwear and shorts and throw them against
the wall so that I’m completely naked, my damp ass exposed to the air. I rummage
through my backpack until I find a new pair of underwear and khaki shorts. I throw them
on. Among my belongings, I notice my forgotten journal rolled up inside a pair of jeans. I
hesitate, then pick up the black notebook, which has a pleasant solidity or heft. I bring it
with me to the chair.
How old-fashioned of me to keep a journal. At first, after I arrived, I wrote in a
blog, I posted photos and documented my life for anyone who might be interested, which
probably meant a few friends from Long Beach or Palmdale and also my mother, who
occasionally commented on a post. Then, after one or two months, I can’t remember how
long, I decided that a blog was too much of a performance. And so I bought an expensive
leather notebook at a chic bookstore on Norodom, the foreign-language bookstore with
its elegant glass facade, and began jotting down short entries on whatever came to mind,
but only if the mood struck me, and usually in the morning, before I went to work, or late
at night, before bed. I stopped after Sara’s death, but before then I wrote every few days
or so, sometimes more often, sometimes less. My entries might illuminate her, might
make me see her differently or more clearly, I realize. I open the notebook. The pages
cling together and fall backward and I find myself staring at the very first entry on the
very first page, dated Friday, February 27, 2009, a little over two years ago, about six
weeks after I arrived in Cambodia. The length is typical:
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No more blog. Too distracting for me, or maybe that is not the
right way of describing it. Too consuming. For example, when I went last
weekend to a shadow puppet performance of the Reamker, the Cambodian
version of the Ramayana, I spent most of the show planning out my post,
thinking about what to mention and how to describe it, and that got in the
way of the actual experience.
So now I am beginning this journal, written only for my future
self….
It has been two months since I arrived. The feeling persists. How
lucky I am to live here and not in Palmdale.
I re-read the entry. I realize that my journal offers a slightly different reason than
my memory for why I stopped blogging. I can’t be certain which account is accurate or
more accurate; one might be as much of a lie or self-made fiction as the other.
Alternately, maybe I had multiple reasons.
I read the entry a third time, lingering over the last sentence. I remember the
enthusiasm of my initial months abroad. I repeat aloud, softly: How lucky I am. On the
night of Sara’s death, I was also, in a sense, lucky: my body had a better reaction to the
drug that we took together. Luck separated my life and her death.
I set down the journal. Then there’s a buzzing by my ear. I slap the side of my
head and check my hand, but my palm is bare. I forgot about the mosquitos. I hope they
don’t bother Sopheap.
I flip through the pages, searching for my first mention of Sara. She lived in
Cambodia for just over six months (a fact she mentioned the Saturday before she died,
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while we lay in adjacent hammocks on Rabbit Island). Which means she must have
arrived in September, during the rainy season, possibly during the fifteen-day festival of
Pchum Ben, which fell this year in September, when offerings are made for the dead. But
September has only six pages of entries, one no more than a line, and there is no
reference to Sara in any of them. So maybe I didn’t notice her right away. It’s true that
the shift for copy editors starts around two thirty in the afternoon, after the socializing of
lunchtime and the subsequent torpor of the siesta, when I was usually busy attempting to
contact any sources that I still needed or to gather final pieces of information. But I had to
have noticed her: every new hire was an item of gossip. The explanation must be that I
didn’t see any need to mention her, that I didn’t find her noteworthy, at least initially.
I try to recollect when I first met or saw Sara. Instead of an image, I hear her
voice: feminine, scratchy, without accent or, more accurately (we all speak with an
accent), with the regionless American accent of an American newscaster. And then I see
the two of us: she’s standing beside me on the roof of a building on the riverside,
presumably someone’s apartment. After she finishes talking, I respond at length, my face
animated, and she listens to me with the indulgent expression of someone waiting to
deliver a brilliant counterpoint, but when it’s her turn to reply she says nothing, merely
turns toward the river with a serenity that baffles and intrigues me, because it seems
founded on a truth or certainty or knowledge that’s completely personal. And it occurs to
me that this must not be our first meeting, because we already seem familiar with each
other; for example, she rests her hand on my forearm. But I can’t situate the conversation
in time, nor can I recall or tell the topic: we utter syllables that I can’t quite make out.
And I wonder: what if I’ve summoned not a memory but a fragment of a dream?
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I turn back to the notebook and scan the entries of this past October and
November and December for her name, but I don’t find it. I begin to wonder why I
bothered to keep a journal. I continue to January, then February. For Thursday, February
3, 2011, I read the following:
Last night some of the copy desk showed up at Rock Bar after their
shift. I was with Roland. We had been drinking for a few hours. When
they arrived, Roland announced that his girlfriend was angry with him and
he needed to leave. I probably should have gone home. I was drunk and
tired. But the copy deskers are mostly new these days, and I was curious
enough to stay and talk to them.
I found myself in a corner with Sara. She has been at the paper for
a few months, but keeps to herself. Neither of us had very much to say.
Then, to my surprise, because I never see him at Rock Bar, Alex showed
up. He sat by Sara and me and started a conversation about Borneo, where
he had just spent a two-week vacation. I think he was trying to impress the
newcomers with his friendliness and sophistication, and they were
impressed, as far as I could tell. I was forced to be cordial to him. Maybe I
was too drunk. Maybe I made a fool of myself?
An inauspicious introduction, I think. Maybe that’s why I forgot about it. Even
now I can’t remember the night. I continue to the next entry, Monday, February 7, which
is longer than usual. I read the following:
Stayed home sick with stomach thing today. Pretty rare for me.
Maybe the pineapple I bought the other day? By noon I felt better, so I
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asked Bonavy if I could buy one of the lunches she makes for Cambodian
staff at the paper. I ate alone on the giant table on the first floor. Rice and
a simple sour fish soup. Afterward I went upstairs onto the verandah on
the third floor and sat on the couch. Sara showed up, though she lives on
the second floor. She said that before she goes to work she usually reads
on the leather couch on the third floor because it is more comfortable than
the rattan couch on the second floor. I said there was enough room for her
to sit down. She sat down. In fact there was very little room; our bodies
were almost touching. She carried a copy of Loung Ung’s memoir of
surviving the Khmer Rouge as a child. I said it is a moving book. I began
to feel queasy again as she tried to make conversation. I told her that I was
sick. She did not draw back as some people do when you tell them such
things, and as I myself might have done if she told me the same. She
avoided discussing the paper or herself, though I learned she used to work
as some sort of online editor at the Chicago Sun-Times, so maybe she
wanted to play down her professional credentials. She asked me if I liked
the light show at night in the fountain at Wat Botum Park, which she had
seen for the first time the previous Saturday. She enthusiastically
described the rows of lights in the pool that change from green to pink to
yellow and so on, the slender columns of water that rotate in the air or arc
over each other, the synchronized music that plays from hidden speakers. I
felt as if I had never truly seen it before, only noticed it in passing. After
she finished, after her exuberance began to recede, I felt my bowels lurch
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inside me, and with a few mumbled words I rushed back to my room. By
the time I felt better again I knew she had already left for the office, and so
I did not go back out to offer an excuse or to speak to her again.
As I read the entry, I remember the chance meeting, though not the conversation
about the light show. Instead what comes to mind is the way she sat with her legs crossed
and her head resting in the curve of her right hand, the long and rather ugly, or so I
thought, beige cotton skirt that fell partly on my knee when she took a seat on the small
couch, a tiny mole on the left side of the bridge of her nose that I hadn’t noticed before,
the pleasant way she had of looking me directly in the eyes, and also of course my
embarrassment when I had to rush back to the toilet on which I sat for the better part of
the following hour, a prisoner of my bowels.
Two days later (Thursday, February 10):
Morning. Will leave for work in fifteen minutes. The aroma of rice
cooking rises from the kitchen on the first floor. The windows must be
open, like mine.
Last night I was in my room watching a pirated copy of The
English Patient, saccharine but affecting, when I heard footsteps and doors
opening and closing. I realized the copy desk had just come home. I
waited five minutes, then paused the movie, went downstairs and knocked
on Sara’s door. The day before I had checked with Bonavy to make sure I
knew which room was hers. It took Sara a long time to answer. When she
finally opened the door, she seemed to be in a bad mood. I apologized for
my hasty exit of the previous day. She laughed, as if she understood the
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reason. I suggested we go out on Thursday night, that is, tonight, after she
got off work. She hesitated before she answered, a hesitation which made
me feel as if I should apologize and leave. But she said, without an
explanation, that Friday would be better. So we will go out tomorrow
night but not tonight. Why did I ask her out? I think I liked her openheartedness on the verandah, her sincerity.
The night I asked her out, the night of my anticipation. I remember the staccato croak of a
gecko outside when I entered the hallway, the coolness of the tiles on my bare feet. But
why have these details, and not others, imprinted themselves on my memory?
Also: I recall Sara’s odd initial response, her coolness to me when she opened her
door.
The next entry, dated the following day, Friday, February 11, but apparently
written the morning before Sara and I went out, consists of a maudlin description (so it
seems to me now) of driving home the previous night and finding myself on a side street
lit with a wild abundance of neon. The entry for Saturday, February 12, recounts my first
date with Sara, the date of the previous night, only six weeks ago now. The entry is
especially long. Though I think I remember the evening well, I read what I wrote:
Last night Sara and I ate at 777, the beer garden the Cambodian
staff introduced me to. It took me a while of driving to find because it is
on some hidden side street west of Monivong, not far from the Rock club.
The menus were in Khmer but they eventually found us an English
version. We ordered pleah, the lime-cooked beef dish, like a ceviche, that
is so delicious. Also the more mundane fried rice. Also a large tower of
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Angkor beer. Sara seemed to have regained her enthusiasm of the
afternoon on the verandah. But for some reason I began to feel as if this
very same enthusiasm were oppressive, as if it were an accusation,
because I lacked her zeal. Then I overcame my sourness. She avoided
talking about her background again; apparently she is very private. But I
managed to learn a little more about her. For example, that she grew up
partly in Austin and partly in Columbus, Ohio, and that she majored in
Russian Studies at the University of Chicago. She tried to avoid naming
her university, maybe because it is prestigious. We had a pleasant but, I
think it is fair to say, unremarkable dinner. Then, as we were about to
leave, a man invited us to drink with him. His English was as limited as
my Khmer but I gathered that he was the owner, and that his wife and two
children were asleep. We accepted his invitation. He ordered another beer
tower for the three of us. Then he began a story about what I thought was
a fishing trip until he mentioned a pig in a tree. To illustrate, he made the
face of a pig, his nose scrunched up, his outstretched index fingers on
either side of his head. A pig in a tree? I asked in English, but then he gave
me a confused look. Neither Sara nor I understood the story, and he didn’t
seem to comprehend what we were saying most of the time, but we were
drinking and laughing at the situation and soon we forgot that we had
trouble understanding each other, which made it easier to understand each
other. He refused to let us pay for the beer tower.
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We went back to the villa, both a little drunk. I suggested we go to
my room. She agreed. There was no pretense of disinterest on her part.
Then, after we got to my room, she asked if she could shower. I was
surprised but of course said yes. Fortunately I had a fresh towel. I gave it
to her and waited on the bed. The water in my shower does not get very
hot and I heard her running it for a long time. The thought of her
showering began to excite me. Then I realized that she might find me too
sweaty, especially after she had just showered herself. So when she finally
came out in my thick turquoise towel, with water beaded on her upper
chest, I said I wanted to rinse off too. I jumped in right away and the
water, which had lost any trace of warmth, shocked me despite or maybe
because of the night’s heat. I returned with a towel around my waist,
above the lip of fat around my belly. She was lying on the bed underneath
the thin cotton sheet, so that only her neck, head and arms were visible,
although the sheet hugged the landscape of her body. She had turned on
the air conditioning as high as it could go, and I could feel its icy breath on
my chest. I asked her why she was under the covers. She answered that
she was cold. I threw my towel on the rattan couch, next to hers, and
slipped in bed beside her and she reached over and touched my inner thigh
so that I became aroused. I leaned over to kiss her. She returned my kiss. I
felt oddly timid, unsure of myself. She must have sensed my hesitation,
because after a few moments she threw back the sheet, deliberately
showing me her body for the first time. I noticed that, like me, she had a
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lip of fat around her belly, but I did not find this unattractive. She rose
from the bed and went to my desk and, after leaning her ass against it,
motioned for me to follow. The sight of her standing naked before me,
with her slight belly and high breasts and muscular legs of an athlete (she
later told me she played soccer in high school and briefly in college),
made me forget my caution. I rolled onto the floor only to find myself
looking at my reflection in the darkened windows behind her, the windows
that face my private balcony and the windowless wall of the adjacent villa.
And what I saw was a man with narrow hips and a short torso and an erect
penis, and for some reason it occurred to me that I was no more than that.
And that thought released me from the residue of my anxiety. And Sara
took hold of my penis and drew me to her, and we fucked for a long time
without modesty, as well as without a condom, a mistake. I fucked her on
the desk, with her legs wrapped around me, then from behind, then she got
on top of me on the bed. Though I came first I made her come too, and
afterward we fell asleep together, but when I woke in the morning, happy
with the night’s success, I lay in bed alone. She had already left.
I remember the night almost exactly as I described it, along with the excitement
and uncertainty of the following day. I had never slept with anyone from the paper
before. In fact, I had only had sex erratically since I moved abroad, usually with women I
happened to start talking to at bars or restaurants, such as a French backpacker who left
for Kuala Lumpur the following day, or a Cambodian who worked as an accountant for
some NGO, I forget it’s name, a woman who I did not particularly like and who did not
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seem especially interested in me, so that neither of us called the other afterward, although
we exchanged a few texts.
The morning after Sara and I had sex, I stayed in my room, wrote in my journal,
read Bizot’s elegiac account of being imprisoned by Duch, later the head of Tuol Sleng,
who was convicted by the Khmer Rouge tribunal only last year. Sara showed up at my
door around noon and apologized for not waking me when she left in the morning. She
suggested we go out to dinner later that night, which ended with us back in my bed. She
explained later that she liked to be alone at the beginning of the day, but she didn’t say
why, in fact she never revealed what she did during her mornings of seclusion, which
became a secret built into our relationship. I assumed she read and drank coffee, or
maybe took a motodop to a cafe, or just fell back asleep in her own bed. But maybe she
withdrew from my room because she believed that waking up together would weaken (or
strengthen) whatever bound us together at night. I can’t be sure, I didn’t ask, I respected
her privacy because I could see that’s what she wanted, and so now I am left with our
mutual silence.
I turn back to the journal. Maybe other entries will offer hints about this omission.
Thursday, February 17:
Sara texted last night after her shift. I foolishly suggested we go to Rock
Bar. We did. Today, at work, I was useless.
But work is work. Sara was a welcome relief.
A relief? The word seems slightly dismissive. Was that how I felt about her? Or was I
hiding my own emotions from myself? Before we started seeing each other, I had begun
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to feel like I had no reason to stay in Cambodia or like I was using my time in Cambodia
poorly. Did she make me feel differently?
The next mention of her is, frustratingly, not until Sunday, February 27, or about a
week and a half later:
Sara and I seem to have a routine. On work nights, I text her after I
leave the office, or sometimes she texts me. Her shift ends at around ten.
Nine thirty if she is lucky, ten thirty or even eleven if not. When she
finishes, she comes to my room or we meet first at Rock Bar for a drink
and some dumplings. In my room, she invariably turns on the air
conditioning as high as it will go. Then, more often than not, she takes off
her pants or skirt and sometimes her top. At first I wondered if she liked to
show off her legs, though she doesn’t ever wear shorts. But she says she
gets hot easily. I always strip to underwear and a t-shirt in my room. Then
we discuss the day’s news, national or international, or anything unusual
that happened to either of us. We often talk about the people at work, their
quirks, what we like or dislike about them, or any gossip. This is a subject
that seems to never lose its luster. Eventually one of us reaches for the
other, and one thing leads to another, and we go to the bed if we are not
already there. Afterward, I fall asleep first. When I wake in the morning,
she is gone. She has an internal clock that rouses her just around sunrise,
she says. Once I was half awake and half dreaming when she rose to leave
in the first light of day.
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On the weekend nights, Friday and Saturday for us, since we both
work the Sunday to Thursday shifts, we drink and eat together and return
to my room, always my room, although occasionally we watch a movie in
her room before returning to my room, since she has a television that she
can connect to her laptop. Roland and his girlfriend Srey Thom met us last
Friday and I don’t think Sara liked either of them very much. Not that she
said so.
She enjoys drinking as much as me, but she gets very drunk only
rarely. She is an ecstatic, expressive drunk.
The routine does not actually seem like a routine because it is still
fresh, and because we do not discuss our relationship. I am happy with this
at the moment, but how long will it last?
I ignore the final words and their echo into the present. I look back over the entry.
It contains my second mention of Roland in the pages I’ve read, I realize. Roland, who
helps run an NGO that monitors the adoption by foreigners of Cambodian babies, though
he previously worked as a journalist like me, is the person with whom I probably have
the strongest connection in Phnom Penh after Sara and Kunthea, though our connection is
not, after all, that strong. I haven’t spoken to him since Sara’s death. At one point I’ll
have to tell him what happened, though there’s no reason to tell him tomorrow or any
time soon.
I turn back to the journal. Between Thursday, February 17, and Sunday, Feb 27, I
made three brief entries, none of which mention Sara. The first recounts an especially
savage tongue lashing that Alex gave two new and inexperienced reporters, one
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Cambodian, one recently arrived from Canada; the second an accident I witnessed late at
night, when a SUV struck a motorbike on Norodom and kept going; the third a day trip to
Phirun’s farm or country house in Kandal province, the province that surrounds Phnom
Penh. In fact, Sara was part of the large group from the paper that came to Phirun’s, but
we traveled apart and interacted minimally because we had agreed, at her suggestion, to
keep our relationship a secret from coworkers, some of whom nonetheless knew and
couldn’t help knowing because they lived in the villa with us and noticed her going to or
from my room, and all of whom eventually found out. I re-scan the four lines of the entry
describing that day trip, then read them carefully to be sure, but I don’t find her name.
Why didn’t I mention her? And why did my silence about her in my journal persist for a
week and a half? I’d like to believe that I felt too immersed in the beginning of our
relationship to dissect or analyze it, but I did exactly that by describing our routine on
February 27. Maybe, then, I wanted to wait a while and see where our night together
would lead before I began making judgments about it to my future self, because any
description entails a judgment.
Also, it’s clear to me, after flipping through my entries, that I wrote in my journal
less frequently in the brief five weeks of our relationship, the five weeks from our first
date to her death. Which fact I can interpret as a sign of happiness.
As if to bear this out, I see that after February 27 there are only two entries. The
first, dated Friday, March 4, describes the ennui of the previous day’s conference on a
proposed law regulating NGOs. There’s no mention of Sara. I remember that we went to
Rock Bar and slept together that Friday, but that we’d spent all but one of the previous
nights apart because she’d been on her period. I must have written the entry in the
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morning, before we met. The second entry, dated the following day, or Saturday, March
5, only about two weeks before Sara’s death, recounts that Saturday morning, a surprise
violation of our routine:
Today I woke up and Sara was still in my bed. At first I thought I
was dreaming but then I saw her chest rise and fall with each breath and I
realized that I had never noticed somebody breathing in a dream before, at
least that I could remember. Which is not to say that it is not possible, but
I decided I must be awake.
The previous night we went to Rock Bar and drank Beerlao and
argued about movies and books, including whether the novel Anna
Karenina was too programmatic, given that Anna K. the adulteress
commits suicide, while Levin the dutiful husband attains enlightenment.
To which she answered yes and I no, though I have only read half of the
novel, which I thought a little slow. I don’t remember feeling that drunk
but she was certainly drunk.
In the morning, surprised that she had not slipped away as usual, I
did what seemed most sensible. I let her sleep. She woke up within an
hour, and instead of leaving, agreed to brunch. We ate an American-style
breakfast—eggs, toast and bacon for me, bacon and pancakes for her—at a
cafe near Phsar Tuol Tompong, then returned to her room and lay around
in her bed watching movies.
I think she has begun to dismantle the obstacle created by her need
or instinct for privacy. And this opens up new possibilities.
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I read the entry twice. I remember the exhilaration of that day, the quickening or
heightening of perception. But I wonder if somehow I was deceiving myself, if the
optimism of my journal entry was poorly founded. I flip through the remaining empty
pages in the notebook, hoping for some random scrawl or addition, such as a note on our
trip to Kep the following weekend, an idyllic two days and one night spent largely in the
rickety bed of our bungalow. But there is nothing.
I think back over the entries I’ve just read, and also the memories they summon.
Two images from our first night dominate: Sara lying on my bed, the sheet pulled over
her body; and Sara standing naked at my desk. Privacy and certainty: the axes around
which her behavior oscillated.
I wonder: how should I categorize my feelings for Sara? Despite the emotion that
joined us, an emotion that might have deepened with time, it seems like a concession to
romanticism to say that I loved her. Though maybe I should have loved her; that might
have made her death more meaningful, or less arbitrary. But no, that’s nonsense,
rambling engendered by sleeplessness. Love can’t change her death.
I close the journal and glance at Sopheap. She hasn’t changed position. If I listen
carefully, I can hear the wheeze of her every breath. I slide the journal under my seat.
Then I settle into the rough fabric, shifting so as to avoid putting my weight on a cross
bar that runs across the bottom of the seat back.
The fluorescent light seeps through my closed eyelids. I rise and turn off the light,
slowly make my way back to my chair in complete darkness. I remind myself that
tomorrow is the Nowhere Party and a new day in which anything or in which many
things are possible.
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My eyes close again. Soon I am drifting in the border between sleep and
wakefulness. I see a sorrel horse. It trots along the edge of a dark river in the countryside.
After a while, I realize that I’m riding the horse, though it’s so large that I could fit inside
its ear. In fact, compared to me, everything is gigantic: the stilt house on a dirt patch
between flooded rice fields, the bushy-headed sugar palms that rise from the edges of the
fields, the three mud-caked water buffalo grazing in the distance. Suddenly, the horse
turns its head to bite its neck, baring its square teeth and sending its hot, sour breath over
me. Then it faces front and wades across the river, which proves relatively shallow,
though I’d need to swim to cross on my own. Once we reach the other side, the horse
shakes its body to dry off, like a dog. I can’t hold on; I tumble down its mountainous
flank and land on the ground. The horse turns to look at me, then trots away. A man
emerges from the river, water dripping from his naked body. He is singing a cheerful
song. After gesturing for me to follow him, he leads me along a broad strip of raised earth
that cuts through the rice fields. Finally we reach a circle of soaring sugar palms. Inside
the circle, naked men and women sit on a mat, eating and drinking. The man and I join
the group. A large wooden bowl rests on the mat in front of me, and I eat from it with my
hands. The food’s delicious. The man asks: Do you want more? I say: Please. He doesn’t
serve me any more, but I continue eating because I have plenty of food in my bowl. Then
I realize that I’ve been deceived. I set the bowl on the mat. A great rage overtakes me.
With both hands I turn over the bowl and smash it against the man’s head. Blood seeps
from his eyes, but he continues eating. I rise to leave. Then I notice the huge corpse of the
horse lying on the ground on the other side of the circle of palms, with a bloody gash in
its rear thigh. I understand that I’ve been eating the flesh of the horse. I turn around and
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vomit, but nobody pays any attention. Then I wipe my mouth with my forearm and sit
back down to continue eating, because I’ve realized that in fact I like the taste.

7

Francis, wake up!
I open my eyes. Complete darkness. No, not complete. Above me, a banner of
radiant squares, what must be the vents at the top of my apartment gate. So: I’m in my
apartment. I stand. My back tightens in pain while my shoulder brushes against someone
or something. I fall back into the chair.
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Footsteps on tile. Then the unfamiliar voice again, from farther away:
I can’t find the light.
I rise a second time. I move in what I guess to be the direction of the lamp fixture
and switch, my arms outstretched. My knees knock painfully against the body of my
motorbike. Then a light erupts to my left. I shut my eyes. When I open them, I see a
young Cambodian woman, barefoot, attractive, in a tank top and miniskirt, her
eyeshadow a little smudged, her hair loose and unkempt. I don’t know her; I don’t know
why she’s in my apartment.
I say: Who are you?
I’m Sopheap.
And then I remember Sopheap of the OK Club, Sopheap of my bar fine, Sopheap
of our late night snack.
She says: You were talking in your sleep. You must have been dreaming.
I think a moment, and then my dream comes back to me with startling clarity: the
giant horse, the circle of naked men and women, the nauseating but delicious food. I
shudder.
She asks: What did you dream?
I’m silent a moment. I say: I dreamed that I rode a horse.
She waits for me to go on, but I say nothing more. She says: I don’t dream at all.
Never?
She shakes her head.
Maybe you don’t remember. I don’t usually remember my dreams.
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But you remember that you dreamed something, right? When we were young, my
older brother would tell me stories that he lived while he slept. When I said I had no
stories, he began to wake me at night to see if I could remember anything. I never could.
I imagine Sopheap sleeping beside her brother, her mind completely free of
dreams, her nights serene. I say: Do you wish that you dreamed?
She shrugs and says: Why do I need dreams? I have my imagination.
I don’t say anything. My dreams may be beautiful or terrifying, but I don’t know
if they’ve ever been of any use to me. What does it matter if she doesn’t dream?
Sweat trickles down my bare chest. I glance at the slight bulge of my stomach and
feel a twinge of embarrassment; I’m not as thin as I would like. I move to my backpack
and grab the first t-shirt I find, a white v-neck. I put it on. I say: What time is it?
She checks the cell phone in her clutch and says: Nine.
I realize that Sopheap has been speaking to me in fluent English. I say: I thought
you didn’t speak English.
She smiles, says: I learned at school, but I don’t like to speak English when I’m
drunk. And I wanted to help you learn Khmai.
I stare at her a moment. Then I say: So you are my neh kruu.
Neh kruu: Khmer for female teacher. But she doesn’t seem to hear my joke, or
maybe I mixed up my Khmer or mispronounced the words and she didn’t understand.
She reads a text on her cell phone, types a reply, looks up again, says: Your face looks
better.
My face. I go to the bathroom and inspect my cut in the mirror. Despite the
reactions of the previous night, it’s no more than a scratch, a one-inch line angled across
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my left cheek, and while it shows some redness, my body has already begun to heal: a
faint scab shows.
I return to find Sopheap texting on her phone again. I want to repay the meal she
bought me yesterday, though I realize that I don’t need to repay her, that she didn’t
expect repayment. All the same I ask: Do you want to eat breakfast?
She nods. I pull back the gate a third of the way, letting in the gray light of a
cloudy sky, unusual for the hot season, and the exhaust of a passing flat-bed truck loaded
with green bananas. Across the narrow street two men sit outside a small cafe drinking
coffee and green tea. I remember that I need cash and so I return inside and rummage
through my backpack until I find the ATM card for my Oceanside credit union. When I
stand, Sopheap asks to borrow a shirt, and so I bend down again to look for a t-shirt that I
can give her. The first t-shirt I find is one that’s popular among tourists. I don’t think I’ve
ever worn it. On the front it reads ‘Same Same’ and on the back ‘But Different’. Same
same but different: an expression used in conversation or negotiations with foreigners. I
rise to give it to her, then change my mind and choose a neutral white v-neck instead,
identical to the shirt I’m wearing. Sopheap has pushed my motorbike onto the sidewalk
and is waiting for me. She throws the shirt on over her tank top. It reaches almost to the
bottom of her skirt. I notice her heels dangling from her left hand. I return to my bag and
give her blue rubber flip flops that I bought at the market for two dollars, the kind
motodops wear.
I drive around the block, in the opposite direction from the Central Market, then
west onto a boulevard whose name I do not know but which, after Monivong, widens and
becomes the Confederation de la Russie, a frangipani-lined thoroughfare that leads to the
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prime minister’s luminous Peace Palace and to the triangular, futuristic, Chinese-built
Council of Ministers and after that to the distant airport and the Khmer Rouge tribunal. I
brake before Monivong at the glassed-in ATM of an Australian bank. The capital’s first
skyscraper rises on my left, from Monivong, a reminder of the prosperity made possible
by the race for development, but despite such a backdrop the ATM doesn’t allow me to
withdraw any of the two thousand dollars I’m certain I have in my Oceanside credit
union, it only gives me a bland message of rejection: Transaction not allowed. And so,
after mumbling an excuse to Sopheap, I drive around to the other side of the boulevard
and stop at the ATM of a Cambodian bank, where I get a variation of the same rejection:
Transaction unsuccessful. And I realize that one ATM is probably the same model as the
other, and I don’t know what to do, there isn’t an American bank in the capital that I
know of, and even if there were, it would likely use the exact same model of ATM. There
must be something wrong with my account, which means I need to call my credit union
in Oceanside, despite the fourteen or fifteen hour time difference, or log in online,
because I don’t have a single piece of money other than a ten thousand dong note from a
weekend trip to Saigon that, if I remember right, I stuffed in an inner sleeve of my
journal. And that bill is only worth around half a dollar or two thousand riel, enough for a
sliced mango or fried street noodles but not for a breakfast for two.
Sopheap says: What happened?
My ATM card isn’t working.
She stares at me a moment and then says: Let’s go to Phsar Cha.
The Old Market. She must want to go home. Embarrassed at my unexpected
poverty, I start my bike and drive, wondering how much gas I have left, since for the
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moment I can’t buy more. Soon I see the crowds around the market, but Sopheap tells me
to turn onto a side street and I turn, and then she motions for me to stop at an open-air
restaurant that’s run out of a shophouse like my own, a restaurant that serves a breakfast
of barbecued pork and rice. She hops off my bike and takes a seat at one of the foldable
tables that cover the sidewalk. The sun has emerged, but a tamarind tree shades the area
in front of the restaurant, its roots buckling the surrounding pavers. A shaggy brown
terrier lies in a crook at the tree’s base.
She says: Let’s eat.
But I don’t have any money.
I’ll buy breakfast.
I start to object that she’s too poor, but I don’t want to insult her by questioning
her generosity, and anyway, she can do whatever she wants with her money.
And so I take a seat next to her, and the aroma of the thin strips of pork sizzling
on the outdoor grill awakens my hunger. A woman comes and takes our orders. In
addition to the usual dish of rice and pork and a fried egg and pickled vegetables, I ask
for, without thinking, hot coffee with condensed milk. She quickly brings us two plates of
food, a pot of green tea with two cups, and a cup of hot coffee with a dollop of condensed
milk.
We begin eating. I belch without meaning to and Sopheap smiles, her mouth full.
Two men in green military uniforms, seated behind us and to the right, look in her
direction every so often. I realize she’s the only woman in sight who’s wearing a
miniskirt. But Sopheap doesn’t pay any attention to the men. I finish eating first, then
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alternate sips of hot coffee with hot green tea. I begin to sweat but I don’t mind the
sensation of the perspiration coating my body.
I think of the Nowhere Party. I wonder if Sopheap knows of any barang drug
dealers. All sorts of foreigners must frequent OK Club, from the stockbroker types who
work at the financial services firm on Sihanouk to the soldiers who guard the embassies
to the unlikely businessmen who run expat restaurants or bars and return to their home
countries or homelands once or twice a year. What does Sopheap think of these
customers? Who is Sopheap?
I’m not sure what to say, so I thank her for breakfast and say: You were drunk last
night?
She finishes chewing a piece of gristle, then smiles and says: Drink for drunk. If
not, drink for what?
I’ve heard this saying many times, including from some of the Cambodian staff at
the paper. I say: You always drink at work?
Only sometimes.
And you like working at OK?
I started last week. But it’s better than a factory.
I sip the last of my coffee, considering her statement. I say: So how will you get
into your apartment?
My roommate returns today from her homeland.
Your sister?
She shakes her head and says: A friend. My sister is dead. I have a brother, but he
grows rice with my parents. In the countryside.
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I hesitate, but decide not to ask about her sister. I say: Why did you leave your
family?
I visit them sometimes. I have more fun in Phnom Penh. Why so many questions?
A moment of silence. I ask: Do you know any drug dealers?
She frowns, shakes her head, says: Why?
I need to find the person who sold drugs to my friend.
She stares at me, says again: Why?
My first instinct is to lie, but then I remember my lie to the police, and so I say:
My friend used drugs and died.
She pushes aside her plate. She says: I don’t use drugs. What will you do if you
find the person?
I don’t know.
She and I remain silent a moment. Then I say: What do you think I should do?
Forget about that person.
She pronounces the words with a sour finality, and I sense that the cheer of last
night’s Sopheap has disappeared. But maybe that was not the true Sopheap, or only a part
of the true Sopheap. Under the shade of the tamarind, she seems suddenly melancholy but
also maybe too certain of her own melancholy, unless I’m wrong and it is impossible to
be certain or uncertain in relation to melancholy or any other emotion.
She drinks from her cup of green tea, removes a tea leaf from the inner edge. She
says: My sister was one year younger than me. One day she was playing in the road and
she didn’t see a car coming, and the car hit and killed her. The man in the car gave my
father money. This man is a politician.
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I remember how I gave money to Rattana last night. I ask Sopheap if the
politician’s in the party of the prime minister, the ruling party, but she shakes her head,
names the political opposition.
She says: In the past, I thought about killing him. Sometimes when I go back to
my homeland, I see him. He’s an important man. But if I killed him, then what? He
would be dead and my sister would be dead. The best thing I can do is to try to live with
her memory.
What do you mean?
I mean to use the opportunity that was taken from her.
I’m silent for a while. The death of her sister must be a delicate subject, and I
don’t want to upset her or the peace she’s found. Nevertheless, I say: But he at least paid
money to your parents.
You want money?
I shake my head and say: Whoever sold the drugs should acknowledge what’s
happened. At the very least. I don’t know.
What difference will that make?
It will make a difference. And maybe I can stop the dealer from selling more
drugs.
How can you be sure to stop him? And what if something else happens because
you find him?
I say nothing, though I can think of one way to stop the dealer from selling more
drugs, namely, by killing him, but again I don’t know if that’s something of which I’m
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capable even if I decide it’s desirable. I say: I need to find the dealer. That’s what I must
do. There’s no way to avoid doing it or at least trying to do it. I’ve already decided.
She looks out at the street. Neither of us speak for a while. Across the street, a
vendor extracts liquid from sugarcane by pushing the stalks through a cart’s handpowered metal press. I’d like some of the saccharine juice, but I have no money to buy
any.
Sopheap says: Why don’t you come to my house? In Kompong Chhnang. My
parents will be happy to have a guest. We can swim and eat fresh fish. You can put your
hand in my parent’s pond and pick out a fish.
I watch the vendor crushing more sugarcane, taking the light brown stalks and
forcing them through the crusher, then scooping the yellow juice from a trough into a
plastic bag and adding a slice of lime. A boy hands the vendor a one thousand riel note.
I say: You don’t have to work?
I can take off.
I’d like to go, but I can’t.
You’ll feel better in the countryside.
I say, raising my voice: Why should I feel better?
Sopheap says no more, and I watch the vendor retreat into his shophouse, leaving
the sugarcane juice cart on the sidewalk. I can feel the eyes of the two men in green
military uniforms. I don’t wish to be rude to Sopheap, but I need to demonstrate to her
the strength of my commitment. Even if she’s right that I should use the opportunity
taken from Sara, all the same I need to find or try to find the dealer, I can’t deviate from
that task, the task I have set for myself, or at least not until a week’s passed.
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I say: Do you want a ride to the market?
She shakes her head and calls to the server and pays and collects her change. Then
she says: I can walk. Good luck.
And she gets up to leave, and I want to say something more to her, for example to
thank her for her kindness, but already she’s walking toward the street that leads to the
Old Market, moving with a slight limp from her fall the night before, and I do nothing, I
sit and wait until she’s turned the corner without once looking back at me, not that I
expected her to look back at me, but nevertheless I follow her with my eyes in case she
might.
I pour myself another cup of green tea, but I don’t drink. Across the street the
vendor emerges. He picks up two cut sugarcane stalks, each around two feet long, from
the bunch leaning against the exterior wall, then forces them through the mechanical
crusher, turning its crank with one hand while he guides the stalks into the metal rollers
with the other. Afterward he removes the flattened stalks, folds them and runs them
through once more to be sure they’re completely drained or emptied, then tosses the
masticated fibers into a pile of rubbish by the side of the metal cart. I realize that I should
learn from the example of the sugarcane juice machine, that is, I should adapt the
principle by which the machine works and extract what’s important or useful from the
past, discarding the rest: I should crush the past.
But this insight, despite its apparent or self-evident truth, brings me no comfort.
Instead it fills me with sadness, because to crush the past is to commit violence against
the past, which intuitively seems like a dishonoring or debasing of what’s happened.
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The vendor disappears into his shophouse again. One of the soldiers behind me
shouts loudly to the waitress, calling her ‘younger one’, as is common. When he asks
how much he owes, I think of my ATM card. Eventually I’ll need to buy more gas for my
motorbike, also I must eat, etc. California is fourteen or fifteen hours behind Cambodia,
which means that now it’s Thursday night in Oceanside, so nobody at my credit union
will answer if I call, but if I send a message on the internet, maybe they can fix the
problem at the start of business tomorrow, so that I can withdraw money when I wake up.
I’d rather not ask anyone for a loan.
At my apartment I find the folded ten thousand dong note in an inner sleeve of my
journal, where I remember leaving it. I decide I should use my gas sparingly. I gaze for a
moment at the smile of Sinn Sisamouth, then roll up the poster and set out on foot for the
internet cafe that Po and I visited on Street 51.
The clouds have fled, the sun rests on the city’s brow. Poster in hand, I walk on
the edge of the street, avoiding the sidewalk and its daily clutter of restaurant tables,
parked motorbikes, baskets of fish or drying rice scraped from the bottom of the pot for
pig feed, potted plants, vendor carts, shop wares. A motodop slows in the street and
pesters me to hire him. I shake my head ever so faintly, without looking in his direction;
he drives on. I’ve mastered my response to motodops. I turn right and soon I can see the
stepped dome of the Central Market, the brilliant canary-yellow dome, recently repainted
with French donor money, a market that seems like such an integral part of the city,
though it was built during French rule, meaning it’s an artifact of a foreign intrusion. Or
was such an artifact. It’s become something else or more, the city has assimilated it, cities
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are natural assimilators or maybe just collectors, as Phnom Penh has collected but not
assimilated me, and vice versa.
More motodops call to me, but I shake my head and walk toward a money
changer in the arcade facing the east side of the market. For a moment I catch a whiff of
barbecued squid, but when I look around I only see parked motorbikes, and I seem to
remember that the seafood vendors are on the other side of the market.
The money changer, a woman in a glass stall plastered with Cambodian and
foreign banknotes, gives me one thousand seven hundred riel for my ten thousand dong
note, enough for a brief session at the internet cafe and little else. I walk south, skirting a
guard outside a jewelry store with the standard equipment of an aged AK-47. At the
corner I make a left, and after another block I turn right onto Street 51. I see a boy vendor
take a green coconut from a wagon of green coconuts and cut off the top with a machete,
and my mouth waters at the thought of the sweet coconut water inside. The pattern
repeats itself: a woman feeds rice porridge to her child in the entryway of her hardware
shop, and my stomach rumbles. A vendor in a lawn chair, beside a cart of cigarettes and
phone cards, sings along to a syrupy love song on the radio, a contemporary song by
Preap Sovath, I think, and I feel an urge to sing with her, though I don’t know the words.
An open-bed truck rumbles past with two teenage or very young workers seated on a tarp
that partly covers giant blocks of gleaming ice, and I’m struck by a need to touch the
frozen water. I quicken my pace, wondering what desires might strike me next, and then I
hear my name being shouted. At a restaurant across the street, Clare sits with Phirun, one
of the reporters I used to work with at the Daily. I look at the awning and the waiter
standing against a wall, and I realize it’s the same restaurant where I met Kunthea, which
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means I’ve already reached Street 51’s intersection with Street 154. A few blocks in the
distance, down Street 154 and across Norodom, I can make out a corner of the Daily
Coup’s office.
Phirun and Clare are waving at me. The Internet cafe is only a block farther on
Street 51, but I don’t want to decline the invitation of Phirun, who has always been kind
to me, who I consider a friend. I cross the street, ignoring a motodop’s question, then join
them at the table, and almost immediately the waiter brings me an iced green tea and
gestures at the menu. I shake my head and he withdraws.
Oddly, neither Phirun nor Clare say anything after I sit down. Phirun sips from the
straw in his iced coffee and stares for a moment at the cut on my cheek and at the rolledup poster, then looks out at the street. Clare faces the table, ignoring her iced green tea,
and fingers a pocket-size reporter’s notebook.
The seconds pass and the silence grows awkward. I clear my throat to speak, but
then both Phirun and Clare start talking at once, making it so I can’t understand what
either is saying.
They grow quiet again and I ask: Were you searching for me?
Phirun says: What? We just came from a press conference at the Council of
Ministers. I asked Clare to cover it with me. We’re arguing because of what she told me.
Clare says to me: Last night, after we went to see Rainer, I thought more about
how the paper treated you. I’m still going to freelance a story about what happened, and
about your search for the dealer. I also decided I should quit.
Phirun says: You saw each other last night?
A moment of silence. I say: She helped me find Rainer.
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He nods, his eyes shifting to Clare, then back to me. He says: Help me convince
her to keep working at the Daily.
I turn away from Phirun’s gaze. I ask her, my eyes on the table: Why are you
going to quit?
She says: In protest! When you see a wrong, you have to do something about it.
Phirun says: You can’t quit every time something wrong happens!
She says: What if something happened to me? What would you do?
Phirun looks down and says: Richie and Alex are motherfuckers, but you don’t
need to quit. Francis is going to be OK, right?
He reaches across the table and squeezes my forearm. I turn toward Phirun, with
his wavy hair, brushed back from his forehead, and his earnest optimist’s smile. He is my
own age, but with more reporting experience than me, and Alex used to pair us to cover
the PM’s marathon speeches, which often last for two or three hours, assignments that
entailed very little reporting on my part because the prime minister spoke in Khmer, of
course, and also because most of the follow-up sources only spoke Khmer or preferred to
speak Khmer, and so usually Phirun had the sole byline; I would merely take his copy
and trim the excess and polish and rewrite or partly rewrite and maybe ask him to add
more reaction quotes, and maybe I’d call the opposition party’s spokesman or an NGO
representative for a quote and a credit for additional reporting. Then I’d give the story
back to him to approve. We got along well, and I can see the sympathy in his eyes, but I
also wonder if he’s right. Secretly I wanted someone to object to my being fired, and now
Clare has volunteered to quit.
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I imagine her going into Alex’s office and the resulting argument and the
disruption in her life and other lives, disruptions for which I would bear partial
responsibility, a prospect that unsettles me. And so I say to her: Don’t.
She says: Why not?
It’s a waste. And anyway, why are you so certain they’re in the wrong?
What do you mean?
My eyelids and cheeks feel as if they are quivering. I say: Maybe it’s not so
unreasonable to have fired me.
I realize, to my surprise, that I believe what I’ve just said. She says: How can you
say that?
I look away from her, from both of them, and say: I used drugs at the villa, on the
paper’s property. And I lied to the police. And Sara is dead. She’s dead because we used
drugs together.
It’s callous. And it makes you into a scapegoat.
I shift in my seat and glance at Phirun. I say: If you want to quit, don’t do it for
me.
Clare falls silent. A beggar, an elderly man, approaches the table and Phirun gives
him a few hundred riel notes and shoos him away. Phirun turns back to Clare. Finally she
waves her hands in the air and almost shouts: Fine, I won’t quit, are you happy? We’ll all
let the paper get away with anything, just like we let the government get away with
anything. But I’m still going to write the article.
Phirun smiles faintly and leans back and I think but do not say: the paper and the
government aren’t the same, that’s a naive, hasty, unfair comparison.
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I don’t feel any relief after helping to dissuade Clare; instead, I find it
disconcerting that she changed her mind so easily. I can’t help wondering if she was just
putting on a show for Phirun and me so as to better justify whatever position she takes in
the article she intends to write, or to convince me to help her write the article, though I
doubt she’ll actually write an article, she has very little experience as a journalist, and
anyway I don’t care if she does, I feel almost as if it has nothing to do with me.
Phirun says, tentatively, as if he doesn’t want to damage our recent achievement: I
don’t think it will be a very good article. What do you think, Francis?
The waiter appears at the table and sets down a bowl of what looks to be a
pumpkin or squash curry and a plate of stir fried beef cubes, or lok lak, and another with
sliced uncooked vegetables and prahok, a traditional fermented fish paste or paté, mixed
with peanuts and chili. I’m surprised to see prahok, a pungent food usually considered an
acquired taste and not a favorite among foreigners. I assume Phirun has convinced Clare
to try it. The waiter returns with two plates and a covered bowl of rice. As he walks
away, I hear him speaking not in Khmer but in Chinese, in a dialect other than Mandarin,
to a woman inside the restaurant, and the strident sound of the Chinese words surprises
me, I always assumed the restaurant was run by Cambodians. He must be ChineseCambodian, and I think again of my idea of the previous night, of opening an AmericanCambodian fusion noodle shop, and I imagine a future for myself as an expat
restaurateur, maybe it’s not such a bad idea after all, maybe I should give it more thought.
Then Phirun says, drawing me out of my reverie:
Francis, what do you think about the article?
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I say: I told her I don’t want to be interviewed and that I don’t want her to speak
for me. I don’t care about her article.
Clare says: How can you say that? Others have died too. I looked through the
back issues and found a case a year ago.
Phirun says: Cambodians?
Clare shakes her head and says: Two Brits. It’s more of a tourist problem, I think.
Then she glances at me and quickly adds: An expat problem.
Phirun says to Clare: I doubt the embassies will talk to you.
Clare says: I have an interview tomorrow with an officer at the UN’s drug agency.
I think: the UN drug agency. And I remember the chief project officer, a Belgian
who I interviewed in person once, not too long ago, for an article on an increase in meth
use among Cambodians, a Mr. Montreaux or maybe Perrault, and I realize of course that
he might be able to tell me more about the traffic in heroin or heroin disguised as
cocaine, and to help me find the dealer, and so suddenly I’m eager to leave, but just then
Phirun reaches out and touches Clare’s hand, and Clare, noticing my eyes, drops her arms
to her lap. I understand then that I’m witnessing the excitement of a newly initiated
intimacy, an emotion that I know well, that I experienced only recently with Sara. I
remember that Clare said she had a boyfriend in New York, but she mentioned they were
fighting, and I don’t wish to spoil the beginning of a relationship, of her relationship with
Phirun, so I only say: How long have you been seeing each other?
Phirun looks at me blankly. Then he turns to Clare and back to me and shrugs and
says: Two weeks.
Clare says: We decided to keep it a secret.
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I say: Sara and I decided the same.
Clare says, quietly: Everyone knew.
Phirun says: I didn’t know until Clare told me.
I see Clare’s eyes wander to the plate of lok lak. Neither she nor Phirun has
touched the food. I ask: Why keep it a secret?
Phirun laughs and says: She wants to.
Clare says: I just started at the paper. I don’t want to give anyone the wrong idea.
She reaches out and runs her hand through Phirun’s hair and he shakes her hand
off. Her dimples show as she smiles, and for the first time I think she’s attractive. She
says: I seduced him.
Phirun shouts: She’s lying! I took her to dinner!
I remember the way Sara smiled after our first date, when I suggested we go to
my room. I say, quietly: I’m happy for you.
Phirun’s laughter subsides and his eyes shift to me. Clare also stares at me. She
says: What’s wrong, Francis?
Phirun says: Here, take this napkin.
I try to steady my breathing. I realize I’m about to cry, that I’m already crying. I
set my poster on the table and take the napkin Phirun has offered and press it against my
face, but I use such force that my cut burns and causes more tears to spring from my eyes,
and then Phirun’s standing by my side, he pulls me up and hugs me, and I want to push
him away, but I cannot, he grips me firmly and I sag into his arms. Then he releases me
and I look from him to Clare, my vision blurred. In their faces I recognize the
helplessness and dread that seem to pursue me, and I grab my poster and dash across the
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street, dodging a slow-moving cyclo or bicycle-powered carriage, an artifact of an older
Phnom Penh. I hear Phirun shout: I’ll call you tonight, Francis!
I can imagine Clare telling him I have lost my phone, if she remembers. And I’m
happy for Clare and Phirun, but I can’t help seeing the distance that separates us and that
must separate us, at least while I search for the drug dealer, and this distance is a burden
that I’ve shouldered, a welcome burden, at least so it seems to me as I walk south on
Street 51, with my left cheek stinging from my tears.
In a few hundred feet, I reach the internet cafe. I enter and sit down at a computer
and open a web browser and quickly log in to my account on my credit union’s website.
Then I send a secure message in which I explain that ATMs in Phnom Penh, Cambodia,
are denying me access to the money that I need. I request a speedy resolution so that I can
withdraw cash as soon as possible. I close the browser. I don’t wish to see any posts on
my Facebook account, no doubt some of which will mention Sara, who lacked a
Facebook account herself, who avoided social media despite her previous position as an
online editor; nor do I wish to see if my mother or anyone else has emailed me, but I
can’t help at least checking my email, and so I re-open the browser and login to Gmail
and scan subject line after subject line of press releases and alerts and that’s all, nothing
from my mother, for some reason I feared she might write although she has no way of
knowing what’s happened because I haven’t written or spoken to her, I don’t want to
worry her. I close the browser, only I’m tempted to check Facebook, so I open it again,
but there’s no reason to check Facebook, it will only upset me or make me lose focus,
and so I close the browser and log off. The young man seated against the back wall barely
glances at me when he takes my one thousand riel, the minimum, as I haven’t gone over
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the time limit for which the minimum is charged. I leave the shop, my right hand on the
remaining five hundred and two one hundred riel notes in the pocket of my shorts and my
left on the poster. The sun illuminates every crevice in the shuttered facade of Heart of
Darkness, as well as the dark stains covering the sidewalk in front of its doors. As I walk,
I inspect the section of Street 51 that Sara and I visited so often, including on the night of
her death. In the day, with its bars closed, it’s just another sleepy corner of the city,
scattered with shops and hawkers and motodops. I continue walking. Rock Bar is dark, a
metal screen pulled across the narrow facade. I realize I’ll have to hold on to the poster a
little longer, until the bar opens.
The UN drug agency occupies a villa south of Sihanouk Boulevard, near
Independent Monument and Wat Langka, in a neighborhood filled with the offices of aid
agencies and NGOs. A long walk, but not too long. After a moment of hesitation I set
out, south down 51. I pass the Walkabout and a few more restaurants and bars and then
I’m out of the area for nightlife for expats and back in the other city, although in fact the
different cities merge together seamlessly, I can’t tell where one begins and another ends.
Motodops call to me every so often, and I begin to sweat. The sweat pours down my
temples and the sides of my torso at an alarming rate. Phnom Penh is not a city for
walking, at least not at midday in the hot season. I seek shade whenever I can find it, but
except for one stretch of golden shower trees, most of the trees, frangipani and rumduol
and other flowering species, not to mention tamarinds and fruit varieties, the names of
which I learned when writing about a donor-backed planting program, grow in gardens
and courtyards and so provide minimal cover. I stop at a shophouse and try to buy a
bottle of water, but the shopkeeper seated inside asks for one thousand riel without
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looking away from a televised performance by Apsara dancers, the dancers in elaborate
golden headdresses, their fingers curved gracefully backward, and I only have seven
hundred riel, and I can’t persuade her to lower her price. But further down the street, I
find a stall owner, a woman in cartoon-print pyjamas, who sells me a cheap brand for five
hundred riel, a bottle whose label comes off when she hands it to me. I drink down the
water in three gulps.
In twenty minutes I reach Sihanouk Boulevard. I turn to look at Independence
Monument, towering over the traffic one block to the east or to my left, and as I gaze at
the monument, I remember my interview with the architect, the French-educated Vann
Molyvann, famous for blending modern and Cambodian vernacular architectural styles. I
met him in his spectacular house near the Olympic Stadium, both of which he also
designed, but the article I wrote afterward was never published; Alex said Vann
Molyvann had already been written on too much, and this of course was my serious
problem or failing as a journalist: I desired to write about what had already been written
about, but of course in my own way. As I stare at the monument, I make out someone
speaking over a bullhorn. I walk toward the sound of the amplified voice. Soon I spot a
crowd of maybe fifty people on the opposite side of the roundabout, at the northwest
corner of the broad median of grass and pathways that separates the two halves of
Sihanouk. The crowd has gathered across from the prime minister’s mansion of polished
white stone, a customary site for protests, although the compound has high walls that
obstruct views of the street and the prime minister, who keeps a busy schedule, must have
many residences, so who’s to say he’s in his Sihanouk home and not elsewhere?
Nevertheless, the protesters chant and wave posters with writing in the Khmer script,
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while police officers in khaki uniforms watch from across the boulevard. I can’t read
Khmer; I’m embarrassed to admit that I never tried to learn the looping letters,
representatives of an alphabet adapted long ago from an Indian script, like Thai or
Burmese, as I learned when I researched an article, abandoned because Alex considered
the subject as un-newsworthy as Vann Molyvann, on the lack of a standard romanization
system for Khmer, a topic that interested me because a Khmer word can have multiple
acceptable English spellings, each of which approximates, often poorly, the sound of the
spoken word, which itself has varieties based on dialect. In any case, the posters are too
distant for me to read even if I could read Khmer. Also, I can’t understand the chant or
the intermittent words projected through the bullhorn. And so while I wonder if the
protesters are garment workers complaining about poor factory conditions, or evicted
farmers asking for the return of their land, or members of some other abused group, I
don’t have any way of finding out, unless I find a protester who speaks English or who
can make me understand with my limited Khmer. But I don’t have any time or need for
that: I must go see Mr. Montreaux or Perrault. And so I walk back to 51, then dash across
Sihanouk during a lull in traffic.
On the opposite side of the street, among the pinned Khmer newspapers hanging
like fruit from a row of newsstands, I spot a copy of the Daily Coup, but I overcome an
urge to check the headlines. In another hundred feet, on the corner, I pause across the
street from the western entrance to Wat Langka, whose stone gate supports a roughly
triangular relief sculpture, edged by a naga or serpent. In the center of the sculpture sits a
slender Buddha, the enlightened one, who rejected or conquered desire, which
achievement has always seemed inhuman or superhuman to me. Inside the temple or
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monastery compound, I see a monk in the typical saffron robes exit a pale yellow
building, probably the residence for monks, light a cigarette, cross the path leading from
the gate, then disappear under the abundant dark green leaves of a mango tree. I
remember that men can become monks for short periods, which means that tomorrow, for
all I know, the monk I just saw may be a shopkeeper or a farmer again. Deeper inside the
compound, a small black bird lands on the first of the steps that rise to the slim square
columns and stacked golden roofs of the main sanctuary. My eyes wander to the right of
the gate, to the peaks of the stupas visible above the whitewashed compound wall, stupas
that hold the ashes of the dead, as Phirun once informed me. I assume that Sara was
cremated at one of the wats or temples in the capital, but I don’t know which one, for all I
know it was Wat Langka, nor do I know what will happen to her ashes because Alex and
the US Embassy handled the process, and that’s fine, why should I be informed?
I allow myself to continue standing on the corner, across from the gate. Although
I know the Khmer Rouge razed Buddhist temples or used them as interrogation centers or
storehouses (and that they destroyed all of the churches built by the French), temples or
wats have always struck me as invincibly or permanently tranquil. In fact, I’ve always
felt drawn to the sacred structures of any religion, Buddhist, Christian, Muslim, despite or
maybe because of the fact that neither my father nor mother took me to church when I
was young (over the protests of my mother’s mother, a devout Catholic). Why my
attraction? I think I secretly desire the peace available through the pursuit of the religious
life, though I know that such a life’s denied to me by my nature.
I turn in the opposite direction and look down Street 278, which begins or ends at
the wat’s western gate, a narrow street bordered by restaurants and shops and
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guesthouses that cater to foreigners. I locate the South Indian restaurant from which I
sometimes ordered the lunch special, the French bakery where I occasionally treated
myself to a morning croissant. And though I feel removed from the life of Street 278, in
truth I’m not removed, I’m still an expatriate with a taste for lamb vindaloo and butter
pastries.
I continue on 51, which, in this part of the city, seems perpetually stuck in a
siesta. I pass boutique hotels and villas converted into NGO offices, and also, on a side
street, a large pink and gold tent erected for a wedding reception. I recognize a new
apartment complex and turn right, then come to a familiar walled villa with a partly-open
white gate and a metal plaque that reads: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime,
Cambodia Office.
A guard approaches me when I step into the front courtyard. I mumble the chief
project officer’s name, opting for Mr. Montreux, and he nods. A sense of deja vu strikes
me, like when I entered the staff villa last night. It’s as if I’m still a journalist, as if the
forms of my past refuse to let me free myself of them. But I can’t accept such a
constraint: I have to discard the limitations of being a reporter: I have to crush the past,
extracting what’s useful or important. And so, bracing myself, I open the front door,
stride past the female receptionist and hurry up the stairs, ignoring her protests. I reach
the second floor and walk between two rows of empty desks, watched by men and
women who for some reason have gathered by the front windows. The door to the office
at the opposite end of the room is locked. I knock repeatedly. I hear the steps of the
receptionist behind me, then the door opens and I leap inside, forcing the chief project
officer, a stocky man with a diagonal scar across the front of his chin, back. He shouts in
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English, his accent thicker than I remember: What do you want? Then he gives me a look
of disgust: Have you seen a doctor?
The receptionist appears at my side, breathing heavily. She turns from me to the
chief project officer. I realize then that I’ve behaved exactly as a journalist like Alex
might if he thought he were owed some answer or information. I have to change my
approach. And so I say, to both of them: I’m very sorry, I wasn’t thinking. And then, to
the officer: Please, I need to talk to you.
A look of recognition flits across his face and he says: Francis?
I say: Please!
He scowls at the receptionist, then gestures at the flat-panel computer screen on
his desk, from which a steady drone of talking emerges, and says to me: I’m on a call.
Wait for me downstairs.
He smiles without showing his teeth, steers me and the receptionist out of his
office, shuts the door behind us. The receptionist tells me in a clipped voice to follow her.
I walk back downstairs, eyed by the men and women in the corner, who I see now are
eating lunch. I keep my head raised despite feeling ashamed of my brashness, the
brashness of a journalist.
In the reception room I sit on a rattan couch facing a painting of Angkor Wat. A
clock mounted on the wall above me shows that it’s almost 1 pm. The receptionist stacks
three stainless steel containers with the remains of a lunch of rice and what smells liked
fried fish, puts them in a drawer of her desk. She avoids meeting my eyes. The phone
rings. She greets the caller in English, then speaks in Khmer. She hangs up and busies
herself at her computer.
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I turn and check the clock on the wall, but only ten minutes have elapsed. It
occurs to me that the chief project officer has lied to or misled me, that I’ve spoiled my
chance of talking to him. I remember how, during our interview, he acted as if my every
question fatigued him. I clear my throat to speak to the receptionist but I can tell, from
the tensing of her shoulders, that any request I make will only be rebuffed, that I’m faced
inevitably with rejection. My only choice is to wait.
I study the painting of Angkor Wat that hangs on the wall in front of me, the type
of painting that seems to decorate every bar and restaurant and office, identical or nearly
identical in viewpoint, color palette, style. The iteration on the wall, with its large
brushstrokes, strikes me as more poorly made than most. I attempt to recall Angkor Wat
as I saw it in person, during the vacation I took alone to Siem Reap, Bangkok and Chiang
Mai, after my first year at the paper. But I have difficulty summoning an image from my
trip; instead, I picture a montage of common elements from photographs and paintings
like the one before me: a shimmering pond (empty during my visit in the dry season), the
lotus bud-shaped towers of the temple, the long stone galleries, an electric yellow-orange
sunrise or sunset, the slender trunks and bushy green tops of sugar palms.
I concentrate. I recall my tour guide’s obvious inaccuracies and exaggerations, the
iron weight of the heat, the fatigue that overtook me as I attempted to study or at least
scan what seemed like miles of bas-relief sculptures. Then I remember a photograph that
Sara showed me once, a photo she didn’t put up on her wall. It was taken during a trip to
Angkor on a weekend of maybe her fifth month in Cambodia, not long before we slept
together for the first time, and showed her standing beside one of the giant smiling faces
of the temple of Bayon, her hands clasped at her waist in front of her, her eyebrows
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raised. I was surprised because she usually avoided posing for photos of herself. I
imagined that her tour guide or tuk tuk driver or maybe another tourist saw her staring at
one of the temple’s sedate stone faces and offered to photograph her beside it, and that
she decided to embrace the pleasure of the moment.
I hear the thwap thwap of rubber flip flops against the soles of feet. A woman
appears at the foot of the stairs. She asks the receptionist in Khmer if she wants a mango.
The receptionist produces two one-thousand riel notes and gives them to her and the
woman glances at me, as if wondering whether to ask me, or maybe because she’s
curious about the cut on my face. But she says nothing more and leaves through the front
door.
Soon the woman returns with a handful of clear plastic bags that hold skinned and
sliced mangos. She hands one to the receptionist, eyes me again, disappears up the stairs.
The receptionist bites into a piece, producing a loud snap. The fruit must be
unripe and so firm. She chews and swallows and takes another mouthful, resulting in the
same sound, and the repetition seems more jarring than the original. She peeks at me and
sees that I’m watching her out of the corner of my eyes. She looks down. Then she sighs
and offers me some of her snack. I thank her and rise and select one of the greenishyellow sections and dip it into a plastic pouch of salt and chili. The fruit’s pleasantly tart,
and my saliva dries up for a moment.
A muted tap on the glass door interrupts us. The guard pokes his head inside and
speaks to the receptionist and she rises and follows him into the courtyard. I glance at the
stairs to the second floor. A minute or maybe multiple minutes elapse. I stand. Through
the glass door and the opening in the gate I see the receptionist and the guard talking to a
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man in front of a parked truck. On the wall above the couch, the clock shows that it’s
almost two. The chief project officer’s probably available now, I bet he’s forgotten about
me. In any case he said that he’d see me. I start toward the steps.
On the second floor, the men and women have returned to their desks. I avoid
meeting any eyes. I walk down the middle of the room and smile as if I’m doing exactly
what I’m supposed to be doing, and I realize that I’m using a skill I learned as a
journalist, that I’m pretending to belong, to have a right to be where I am, but I don’t let
that bother me: I must extract what’s useful from the past.
I try the handle to the office, open the door, step inside. At first I can’t locate the
chief project officer. Then I see that he’s sunk in his chair and so partly hidden by his
computer screen. He sits up and says, peering over the silver screen: Yes?
I don’t reply. He flinches when he sees me, looks away. I notice a red stain on the
collar of his long sleeved collared shirt. Ketchup, maybe. His eyes wander back to the cut
on my face. He says: Are you taking antibiotics? My friend lost his arm because he
refused antibiotics. Up to the elbow.
I sit down on the metal-frame chair facing his desk. I don’t answer his question.
The anecdote about his friend seems too fitting to be true, but I wonder if my cut has
worsened in appearance since the morning, if it’s begun to show signs of infection,
though my face feels the same as before. I push such thoughts from my mind.
I say: I want to ask you about drug traffic in Phnom Penh.
He reaches for what I assume to be his mouse, I can’t see because of the large
screen in the center of his desk, only his head is visible. The mouse button emits a precise
click. He says: I just received bad news.
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Do you have the names of any suspected heroin or cocaine dealers?
They aren’t transferring me. I requested Europe, though I’d be happy enough for
North Africa or even the Middle East.
He’s not listening to me, I realize. I stop myself from calling him by name
because I’m not sure which of the names I remember is correct. Another click of the
mouse. I have to engage him somehow. I ask: What happened?
Haven’t you been paying attention? I’ll be here at least another year, maybe
longer. I’m thirty three, for god’s sake. I’ve spent half my career in Cambodia.
He looks at me again.
He says: You must want to move on. The Daily isn’t exactly The New York
Times.
I realize I’m being insulted, or that my former paper’s being insulted, but I only
nod, and say: I don’t have a firm plan.
A knock, and the door scrapes open behind me. I don’t turn, but I imagine the
receptionist standing in the entrance, glaring at me. I remember the mango slice she gave
me and I feel a pang of regret. He shakes his head. The door closes and he turns back to
me. After a moment he sits up straight. He says: It’s not only that I don’t like it here. My
mother’s very sick.
I’m sorry.
Alzheimers. Early onset. She has a nurse, but I should see her more often.
Sometimes she calls in the night and asks me to make her waterzooi. I don’t know how
she manages to call when she can’t even remember that I’m abroad.
I nod. I don’t know what ‘waterzooi’ is.
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He leans back in his chair, then sits forward and says: That’s it! Do you remember
when Geneva replaced Mr. Blassingame? The PM tired of his criticism, refused to
cooperate with him. I’m no human rights chief, but you can interview me right now.
Ineffective law enforcement, endemic corruption, medieval drug rehabilitation programs.
I’ll speak in such strong language that the government will have no choice but to
denounce me and headquarters will offer me a new assignment, hopefully closer to
Brussels or, if I’m lucky, Brussels itself. What do you think?
I clear my throat to tell him that I’m no longer a journalist, but I stop myself. How
will he treat me if he knows I can’t help him?
He sinks down a little in his chair and says: You’re right. It’s been done. What if
headquarters decides enough is enough, that I should remain in my position to make a
point?
Click, click, click goes the mouse button. The chief project breathes in deeply.
After a moment he smiles and says:
I could also take the prime minister’s stance. Criticize the NGO community for
lining its pockets. I have your headline: ‘Head of UN Drug Office Blasts Aid Groups’.
What do you say?
I shift in my seat. I’ve long felt suspicious of NGOs, that is, I’ve wondered
whether they don’t contribute to a new kind of imperialism, an informal system of
undermining local control. But many of them provide important services, as he well
knows. I remember suddenly how much I disliked the chief project officer during our
first meeting, how he struck me as self-important or arrogant. But I decide the only way
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I’ll get any information from him is if I pretend I’m a reporter. I say: Let me interview
you about something else first.
An exchange, then?
I want to learn about the drug trade in Phnom Penh. Specifically heroin or
cocaine.
He sighs and says: Oh. Yes, I forgot. The woman at your paper. I’m very sorry to
hear about her death.
A moment of silence. I look away. Then I say: Did you know her?
Me? No.
Another silence. Then he launches into what sounds like a memorized description
of the drug trade: As you know, Cambodia is a transhipment point for heroin and other
illegal substances that originate from the Golden Triangle, the area where Burma, Laos
and Thailand meet. We know that the traffic has been gradually increasing, but we don’t
have a very good sense of its extent, or how much it’s increased.
Can you give me any information on local distributors? I’m interested,
specifically, in foreigners.
The chief project officer smiles. He says: Our projects focus on training and
cooperating with government agencies, educating the public, implementing strategic
plans.
He shuffles through a drawer of his desk.
He says: I can give you our latest report. It has figures on drug arrests for Phnom
Penh and each province. Along with some other facts that you will find useful.
You have no information on individual dealers?
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He sets a bound sheaf of papers with a glossy cover on a corner of the desk and
says: For that you’d need to go to the Ministry of Interior or the municipal police. Good
luck!
I say nothing. I’m not sure what exactly I expected, but I thought I’d obtain more
than a report of the type that I formerly sifted through for stories on slow news days. I
feel like a fool, and it occurs to me that maybe I’ve been pursuing chimeras all along. But
then I recognize this thought for what it is: the temptation of despair. I can’t give up hope
or abandon my resolution after a setback or a few setbacks. I may still find the dealer.
The chief project officer taps the cover of the report with his knuckle and asks:
Can we move on to my interview? You aren’t going to write on that poster, are you?
For a moment I examine his face, but I find no malice, only a self-satisfied
cynicism. I rise to leave.
What are you doing?
I’m sorry but I misled you. The Daily fired me. Call the office if you want to talk
to a reporter.
The chief project officer leans far back in his adjustable leather seat. Again he
smiles without showing his teeth. He says: Well, at least you get to go home.
I turn around, and I hear him pick up his phone, but he waits to dial until I leave
the room.
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I set out again, intending to take temporary refuge in my apartment and go later to
the Nowhere Party, where I may have a chance of finding the drug dealer or someone
who knows the drug dealer. I retrace my steps but walk quickly, overcoming for a second
time the temptation to enter Wat Langka’s compound. After I cross Sihanouk, rivers of
sweat begin to course down the sides of my chest and the shallow depression between my
pectoral muscles and my temples and forehead and even my thighs and the small of my
back. Though I do not feel especially thirsty, I sense that my body’s equilibrium is in
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danger, and so I try to find a vendor who will sell me a bottle of chilled water for two
hundred riel, but without success, I’m turned down again and again, one woman is even
very rude, until finally I stop at a small cafe and the female server or owner offers me a
plastic bag of iced green tea for one hundred riel. Two please, I say, and watch
impatiently as she scoops ice into sandwich-sized bags, pours in lukewarm tea, inserts
straws, seals the tops with rubber bands. I stuff the poster under the crook of my right
arm and drink in the shade of what I realize is a golden shower or cassia tree that has yet
to produce its annual profusion of golden flowers.
After my sweat slows, I set off again, though I still feel somewhat weak, and toss
the drained plastic bags onto a mound of garbage along the curb. More cassia trees line
the next block, forming a cloud of light green leaves whose magnificence I never noticed
before, which makes me wonder what else I failed to notice in or about Phnom Penh,
whether after two years I started to take the city for granted, though how could I not take
it at least a little for granted after two years? I feel as if I’ve been roused suddenly from a
long episode of sleepwalking, or thrust into the unmistakable terrain of a world that
resembles the one I know but is not. So it shouldn’t surprise me that the canopy of cassia
leaves appears especially beautiful, particularly with the shade it supplies, a shade so
complete in certain spots as to seem almost like darkness.
On the next block, the sunlight lacks any obstacle except an occasional tamarind
tree. In the distance I see Walkabout, which is open twenty four hours a day. Music limps
from the windows. I cross the street. A few doors down, Rock Bar’s gate is partly pulled
back and the interior glows with a faint light. There’s no one inside except for a young
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woman behind the counter, her back to me. She turns around when I enter. For a moment
I don’t recognize her and then I see, I can’t believe it: it’s Po.
I ask: What are you doing here?
She doesn’t answer immediately; it appears to take her a moment to recognize me.
Then she says: After last night, I decided to talk to my aunt. I’m going to work here until
Cliff gets better.
Your aunt?
Vanny, the owner. She’s my aunt.
I find it difficult to believe anything she says, though I don’t know why she would
lie, or why she’d be in the bar if she were lying. She eyes me with mild curiosity. I recall
the moment or moments when I woke in the claustrophobic room near Boeng Kak only to
find myself alone with the drug dealer, her drug dealer. I ask: Why did you leave me last
night?
I brought you to a drug dealer.
He attacked me!
I’m sorry. He was acting crazy, but he said he would take care of you. I needed to
check on Cliff. He called me. He couldn’t speak clearly. I was worried.
We stare at each other in silence.
She brings the tip of her forefinger across her cheek and says: Are you OK?
How is Cliff?
She nods and says: Slowly, slowly.
I realize that no music is playing. I re-scan the empty interior of the bar. I say: Are
you alone?
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She glances at the poster in my hand, shakes her head and says: You brought the
poster.
Where’s the owner?
I can give it to her.
After a moment, I shake my head.
You don’t trust me?
I’ll give it to her myself.
Why?
You gave it to me in the first place.
She raises her voice: I can give it to her.
I shake my head again. She opens her mouth, but then a shout from the rear of the
bar draws our attention. The owner stands in the doorway to the back hallway. In her
hands she holds a plate of the dumplings for which Rock Bar is known, the dumplings
that I ordered and devoured drunkenly (as I now remember; the memory comes to me in
the interval of a breath) while I waited for Sara to buy the supposed cocaine the night of
her death, the fake cocaine from the drug dealer who I’ve resolved to find, who I may
still find. The owner approaches and sets the plate down on the counter. When she sees
the rolled-up poster in my hand, she smiles and says: You returned!
She reaches for the poster and takes hold of one end, but I don’t let go
immediately. I’m reluctant to relinquish what I’m carrying, to part from the company of
the two-dimensional representation of Sinn Sisamouth, even though it’s not my
representation, but of course I must give it to her, so when she pulls a little harder, her
face showing a mounting confusion, I loosen my grip and she yanks it from me.
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She frowns at the damp stain from my hand and the fresh marks on the white
backside, then unrolls the poster so that only the back is visible to me. She rolls it up
again and moves behind the counter and asks for Po’s help and together they remove two
vinyl record covers from the wall and pin the poster in their place. The owner steps back
and examines the poster again, her back to me. It looks less worn on the wall beside the
other aging memorabilia, but Sinn Sisamouth seems out of place among the foreign rock
stars. Then I see that, if I look at him in another way, he’s not out of place at all, he’s
merely another rock or pop star, and what sets him apart, besides my knowledge of his
unfortunate end and his special status in Cambodian music, is the beauty of his smile.
And the owner turns around and claps her hands and says to me: Do you want a
beer?
She wants to celebrate, that’s clear enough, she’s happy to have her poster back,
though I can’t imagine she cares all that much about it, there must be many similar
posters, she could have bought another and put it on the wall, unless maybe it’s the
specific or individual poster that she’s fond of, I’m not sure, and I look from the owner to
Po and I say: I don’t want any alcohol, but thank you.
And I turn and walk out of the bar, knowing that I’ve fulfilled my promise or vow
to return the poster, even though I made the promise or vow lightly, without thinking
deeply about it, but I don’t feel particularly satisfied with my achievement: I’ve returned
a poster, nothing more. Actually, I wish I still had the poster in my hand or the crook of
my arm, because now I feel somehow more alone, but I also desire to be alone, and so I
hope I don’t run into anyone I know as I continue toward my apartment, such as at the
restaurant where I encountered Phirun and Clare earlier and which I’m now approaching,
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and I put my head down and walk quickly, but I can’t help glancing at the restaurant as I
pass, luckily nobody I know is there except for the waiter who I suspect is also the owner,
and who I heard speaking Chinese earlier. He notices me from across the street and nods
politely.
After a few more blocks, I turn left. In front of me, rising against the azure sky
with the splendor of a train station, is the expected golden dome of the Central Market,
which is what foreigners call it; in Khmer it’s Phsar Thmei or New Market. These days
it’s neither especially central nor very new, which is to say that the name has diverged
from the named. Similarly, my own name has never seemed particularly appropriate. I
don’t recognize any personal connection to St. Francis, nor am I a Frenchman, the
original derivation or meaning of ‘Francis’: my mother’s ancestors came from the Baltic
areas of Germany and Poland and my father’s from Sweden, both long ago. But I’ve
accepted the tyranny or arbitrariness of my name, which like all names nevertheless has a
reason, however superficial: my mother, who didn’t raise me Catholic, but who grew up
Catholic herself, said she liked how it sounded.
I feel as if my heart’s beating erratically. I want to sit down in my apartment and
rest for a moment. I quicken my pace until I reach my street. The sun has yet to sink
behind the tops of the buildings to the west, and, because the street runs east to west or
west to east, everything’s illuminated with an uncompromising light, so that I must squint
as I walk. I feel faint or tired or maybe hungry. At the outdoor cafe across from my
apartment, I spot four men in khaki uniforms, the uniforms of the national police. Maybe
the officers are simply enjoying a late afternoon or early evening coffee, but it’s also
possible that they’re waiting for me, because Alex said the police wanted to interview me
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again, and if that’s the case, what will I do? They may arrest me if they’ve figured out
that I lied when I denied that Sara and I used drugs the night of her death, though I left
open the possibility that she’d used drugs before we met that evening, I’d decided that
was the best strategy: Sara was dead and I was alive, and I didn’t want to go to prison.
Months before her death, Phirun and I visited Prey Sar prison, on the outskirts of Phnom
Penh, to cover the release of a Cambodian radio journalist, a reporter convicted of
subversive statements about the government, which sentence was only overturned after
substantial pressure from foreign donors, because while the English-language journalists
and especially the barang journalists have more or less a free hand as long as they supply
the illusion of balance, their Khmer-language counterparts are less fortunate. We were
escorted to a tidy structure with an aluminum or metal roof, surrounded by well-tended
gardens, outside the main compound, and what we saw didn’t look bad at all, but there
are frequent reports of the poor conditions in the prisons, from overcrowding to
mistreatment to the necessity of bribing officials, and so I assume that’s what I’d face if
arrested. Unless of course I bribe the police officers who are waiting for me at the cafe
and so escape incarceration. Assuming they’re willing to be bribed.
But I can’t bribe them: I have no money.
I stop less than one hundred feet from my apartment, unsure if I should continue
to my gate and confront the possibility of prison, or turn and flee and try to return at night
for my passport and few belongings. How pointless: to go to prison after I lied to escape
such a fate the morning of Sara’s death. When Alex called me after work on Sunday,
after the memorial dinner for Sara, the night before he fired me, twice he said: You lied
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to the police! And yes, I did lie, I lied to save myself, is that so wrong? I lied to save
myself.
But I prefer not to lie about that night anymore. I prefer to tell the truth about that
night, and I wish to know the truth, which is to say I want to extract what’s useful from
the past and discard the rest. And if that means going to prison, I accept that.
And so I move toward my apartment, fortified by my certainty. The four men at
the table stand. I reach my gate and take out my key, my hand shakes, finally I manage to
insert the shaft of the key into the lock, I hear steps behind me, a motorbike engine
growls, and despite my recent resolution my fear almost immobilizes me, but I push back
the gate a few feet and see my motorbike, an object for which I have a deep fondness, and
at that precise moment I hear my name.
I turn. A single police officer stands ten feet from me, on the curb. The others are
still seated across the street. I wonder if my mind deceived me when I saw all four
officers rise. Or maybe they did stand together and the one in front of me has a higher
rank and wanted to speak to me alone.
The officer says, in a wheezy baritone: My name is Major Meas Viseth.
I feel an overwhelming sensation of deja vu, as if I have met Viseth before, and in
similar circumstances. Or maybe I have never met him, only heard his name or seen him
somewhere. He has salt and pepper stubble around his chin, small protruding ears, broad
cheekbones that give him an appearance of solidity. His face lacks any expression. When
he readjusts his peaked dark police cap, with its golden insignia on the front, I notice a
faded tattoo under the rolled-up sleeve of his right arm, a magical tattoo of the sort used
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to protect against bullets during the war years, so I guess he’s a veteran of one side or
another. I ask: Do I know you?
He shakes his head and says: I don’t usually talk to journalists.
A pause. I say: How did you find me?
He smiles and says: This is my job.
He gestures inside my apartment. I take off my sandals, turn on the fluorescent
light. He slips off his laceless black leather shoes. His feet are bare, calloused. I move to
the rattan platform to sit down. My heart is racing. I change my mind and walk back to
the lawn chair and drag it deeper inside so that it faces the platform. I invite him to sit on
the platform or the chair, but he doesn’t move from his position by the entrance, and I
don’t want to be the only one seated, so I remain standing.
He says: We have the results of the tests on your friend.
Again: an acute attack of deja vu, a sense of the repetition of past experience. I
feel as if I’ve fallen unexpectedly into a pool or body of water. I sit on the platform.
He says: She tested positive for opiates.
I only nod, this is what I assumed, it must have been heroin that we snorted.
Did you use the drug with her?
I glance past him at the street. This is my opportunity to tell the truth, as I’ve
resolved to do, as I must do, but I hesitate when I think again of the specter of prison,
with its promise of fear and humiliation.
He says: Please don’t lie.
Yes, we used it together. You’ve come to arrest me?
He shakes his head.
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I say, weakly: Maybe I deserve to go to prison.
That’s not why I’m here.
He sits opposite me on the platform, rotating his body toward me, but leaving his
feet on the ground. His face is an arm’s length from mine. I can see the pores on his nose
and on the skin under his eyes, and I notice a small mole on his chin, almost hidden
among his stubble, from which a long hair springs that he has not trimmed, as is a custom
among Cambodians. He takes off his cap, revealing a receding hairline. He seems more
friendly with his head bared, and I wonder if he has brought good news. In a surge of
excitement, or excitement tinged with anxiety, I ask: Have you arrested the drug dealer?
He shakes his head and says: I act as a liaison with the US embassy. We’re
monitoring drug traffic in Phnom Penh, and the embassy is especially interested in
foreigners. I’ve come for information.
I sigh. A pause, then I say: I don’t have much information. We were drinking and
she said she knew someone. She left on a motodop and returned in twenty minutes.
Please don’t lie. You’re in no danger of being arrested.
I’m not lying. I’m looking for the drug dealer myself.
Viseth scratches his chin. Suddenly I remember the moment or moments when
Sara first mentioned the cocaine.
I say: We had just taken a shot of whiskey, and I said I didn’t want the night to
end. Then she asked me if I wanted to buy cocaine. I said yes. An enthusiastic yes. It
seemed like a good idea.
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He stares at me blankly. I realize that what I’ve just recounted is of little interest
to him. He says: Did she use someone else’s mobile that night? Hers shows messages to
you, but not to anyone else.
I shake my head, but I did not think to look at her phone, which in any case must
be in the possession of the police. I say: I think she knew where he lived or maybe where
he worked. He was probably an expat.
Why do you think that?
She only really knew expats. At least as far as I know. She spoke no Khmai.
He looks down. He says: I admit I have another reason for coming to see you.
He produces a photo from his shirt pocket. It shows a man with a crew cut and
thick eyebrows standing in front of two banana trees in the countryside. His shirt is off,
and though he has a slight belly, his pectoral muscles are sharply defined, his arms
muscular. When I look closely, I make out a large tattoo of a heavy chain, an Americanstyle tattoo, that dives in and out of the skin of his arms.
Viseth puts the photo back in a shirt pocket and says: His name is Meas Thirith.
Do you know him?
He looks at me expectantly. I shake my head.
He also uses the name Tony. In America it’s difficult for people to say ‘Thirith’.
That’s what he told me. I’ve never been to America.
He falls silent. He appears to want me to acknowledge his statement, and so I say:
He’s American?
He shakes his head and says: How can he be American? He’s Cambodian.
He waits to see if I will contradict him. I remain silent.
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He says: After the Khmer Rouge time, my brother and his family went to a camp
on the Thai border. Then they went to the US, to California, as refugees. To a city named
Long Beach. Thirith was a baby at the time, and when he grew older, he made the wrong
friends. Then, a few years ago, he was arrested for robbing a rich man’s house. I don’t
know the details, but someone with him shot and killed the man’s wife during the
robbery. The killer’s in prison in America, but your government deported Thirith to
Cambodia. You see, he had refugee status, but he had never applied for citizenship.
I murmur a phrase of commiseration. I’ve met or read about a number of such
returnees in Phnom Penh.
He says: I knew people at the embassy when he was arrested, and I tried to help
him, but I couldn’t. I’m not sure if I knew the wrong people, or if this is the American
way. In any case, when he returned, he came to live with me. He had forgotten most of
his Khmer, but he began to speak again. When I saw him learning, I felt proud, and I
remember thinking: maybe it’s good that he’s returned. Then, at the end of the last rainy
season, we got into an argument and he left my house. I’ve been looking for him since
then. I asked for my assignment, to work with the US embassy, because I thought I might
be able to find him that way. He has many friends who are Americans. I know he was
selling methamphetamine, not heroin. Still, I thought he might have helped you and your
friend.
Another feeling of deja vu, weaker than before, rises up inside me but quickly
dissipates. I realize it’s possible that Sara knew Thirith or Tony, that he may even be the
dealer, though I suspect otherwise. In any case, I feel an immediate sympathy for Viseth,
a sympathy that seems stronger than what is warranted by the situation.
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He toys with his cap. Then he rises from the platform, leaving the hat on the edge,
and faces the street, his back to me.
I say again: I think she bought from a foreigner.
Without turning around, he says: But what reason do you have to think that? Also,
how do I know you aren’t lying? You lied before.
Yes, I lied.
He turns around, looks me in the eyes. Can you give a message to Thirith?
I don’t know your nephew.
If you see him, tell him that I don’t care if he’s a criminal. We can work out a
solution. Please, tell him that we’re family, that I love him and want him to come live
with me again.
For a moment I think I discern a tear on Viseth’s cheek, but I’m not sure, and I
wonder if my own tears have made me more willing to see tears in the eyes of others. If
he has shed a tear, I should attempt to comfort him; it’s wrong, it must be wrong, to
ignore a clear sign of sorrow. On the other hand, how can I offer solace to a police
officer? I’m just a lowly foreigner, I’m nobody, what can I say or do?
An answer occurs to me: I can eschew words, and merely hug him as Phirun
hugged me, with the strength of compassion.
I hesitate, and Viseth approaches the platform again and picks up his hat with his
head lowered, and I catch a glimpse of his cheeks, neither of which appear wet. He leaves
a business card on the platform. At the gate he slides his feet into his shoes and says,
without turning to face me: Please, tell him.
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And then he leaves. I rise and move to the gate and look out into the street. Viseth
and the other officers have climbed into a white, unmarked Toyota Camry. The car rolls
off the sidewalk and disappears around the corner.
I think back to my previous and first police interview, the afternoon of the day
when I found Sara, six days ago now. The officer, a man who clearly didn’t relish his
assigned task, a lean man with three horizontal creases in the skin at the front his neck,
interviewed me in Khmer through a police translator, at a table on the second-floor
verandah, while other officers milled about and smoked cigarettes and sipped tea. He
took diligent notes while I recapitulated the events of the previous night, saving his
important question until the end, which was whether Sara or I had used drugs. I answered
that we drank heavily but that I hadn’t used drugs and that to my knowledge Sara hadn’t
either, thus leaving open the possibility that she’d used drugs on her own and in secret.
Earlier that morning, just before the ambulance had arrived, I’d instinctively flushed the
tiny plastic bag of off-white powder, so the police had no direct evidence of drug use, but
drug use was the obvious and probably even at that time the rumored explanation,
because I’d confessed the truth to Alex and to anyone from the paper who’d asked. At
Calmette hospital, where I briefly saw a doctor, I’d prepared my official story, so that by
the time I went back to the villa to be interviewed I was ready to lie, and when I did lie to
the officer on the second-floor verandah he looked up swiftly from his notebook, and I
tried not to blink, I returned his gaze, then he turned back down to his notebook and
wrote down my answer in the Khmer letters which I could not and cannot read. He
copied down my answers and the police stayed for a few more hours and then they left,
and nobody arrested me, nobody seemed to have any interest in arresting me, just like
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Viseth didn’t wish to arrest me. Nor did any of the police officers at the staff villa ask for
a bribe, despite the conventional wisdom that corruption permeates Cambodian
government and society, so maybe the conventional wisdom is an exaggeration or
distortion, although I wouldn’t be quick to contradict it, because I’ve been asked for
money by traffic cops on numerous occasions, as I’ve mentioned, and I’ve heard many
reports of bribery. And it’s possible that somebody from the paper’s business office,
located near the intersection of Monivong and Sihanouk, facilitated the handling of the
case with a payment unknown to me. But it’s also possible that the police handled the
case honestly, which may or may not have a wider significance: even in supposedly
corrupt places, there must be many instances of non-corruption, just like in supposedly
non-corrupt places (if such places exist), there must be many instances of corruption.
In any case, I can safely conclude that I don’t have to worry about the police
anymore. They’re just not interested in me: I’m not that important.
I return to the platform and pick up Viseth’s business card from the edge. I flip it
over. There are sinuous, rounded Khmer letters on one side and angular, san serif roman
letters on the other. I slide it into my pocket.
The Nowhere Party doesn’t begin until later in the evening, if I remember
correctly, though I’ve only gone twice, once with Alex at the end of my first month, and a
second time at the end of my second. At that time Alex and I were friends or in the stage
when it was possible for us to become friends. He’d arrived from Virginia two months
before me, though his family lived in Manhattan, and had yet to devote himself entirely
to his work as a journalist, and we drank a few times together in our mutual exploration
of Phnom Penh. We both eventually realized that we didn’t take much pleasure in the
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Nowhere Party. Alex probably decided he should be doing something more important
with his time, while large parties have always made me uncomfortable: who can say what
will happen when so many people start drinking together?
Also, for me, the Nowhere Party carried a whiff of excess. Which is not to say
that it’s especially excessive, it’s more or less like any sizable gathering. Liquor, a DJ,
dancing, that sort of thing. It distinguishes itself by its location in Phnom Penh, in the
colonial train station, unused because the railways have fallen into disrepair, and by
attracting all sorts of foreigners. I think it even had a write-up once in the travel section of
The New York Times.
But again, the party does not start until well after dark, and the sun has not even
set, so I have at least two or three hours to wait and think. I’m afraid that I’ll
inadvertently enter the dead labyrinths of thought that I found myself in when I first
moved into my apartment, when I spent three days, not four as I thought yesterday, seated
in my lawn chair with the gate open a few feet and the fluorescent light off while the sun
was up, leaving only to eat a small meal at midday or use the bathroom, the dream state
of indecision that I finally demolished by resolving to find the drug dealer. The hours in
front of me seem as forlorn as the sere hills outside the trailer that I rented when I lived in
Palmdale, or as unforgiving as the swath of scrubland in Kompong Thom that Kunthea
and I visited on a reporting trip during last year’s hot season, land seized by a wellconnected company for the purpose of development, of course. And so to make sure I’m
not overcome by the inertia of my own inactivity, I sit up, I rise from the platform and
slip on my sandals without clasping the buckles, push back the gate all the way and drag
my lawn chair onto the gently sloping pavers of the sidewalk, so that I can observe or
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watch my street and thus be engaged in the world around me in some minimal way while
I wait to go to the Nowhere Party, which may be my last or best hope for finding the drug
dealer.
The cafe across the street has closed and the street, my street, is quiet. A woman
in a sarong, with a krama wrapped like a turban around the top of her head, sits in the
entryway of one of the shophouses across from and identical to mine. She smiles at me,
showing teeth that even at this distance I can see are stained dark red from chewing betel
nut. I smile back.
The sun sets rapidly, filling the street with muted orange light. I try to ignore the
groans of my stomach. Though I don’t have a watch, though I’ve lost my cell phone, I
know it must be around six pm because the sun sets around six pm throughout the year,
give or take a half hour, Phnom Penh’s only eleven degrees from the equator, a fact I
remember reading in the travel guide that I admit I used after I first arrived.
I begin to wonder, once again, what I’ll do if I find the drug dealer. After
attacking the man to whom Po introduced me at Boeng Kak, after sensing the foolishness
of my supposed revenge against him, I don’t think I should do anything similar to the
drug dealer: such an assault would be unequal to his crime. Nevertheless, I want to
punish him, to make him pay in some acute and meaningful way. But maybe this desire is
no more than a means of comforting myself. In other words, maybe there’s no way he can
pay except possibly with his life, and am I prepared or even capable of taking another
human being’s life? I can’t be sure; I didn’t think I was the kind of person who would
attack Po’s drug dealer after he attacked me. I wonder what Sara would want me to do, or
what she would do if I were the one who died and she were alive. At the very least she
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would confront the drug dealer, I suspect, and she might do much more, at times she
showed a surprising fury, such as when I unthinkingly opened a notebook on her desk
and she snatched it from me and hit me on the shoulder with it, only once but fairly hard,
and without any explanation.
So at the very least I should confront the drug dealer. And maybe I should do
much more than merely confront him, but again I can only conclude or hope that at the
moment I find him I’ll know what exactly is appropriate or just.
And so I slouch in my lawn chair and avoid trying to gauge the passage of time in
the darkness of the lengthening night, a darkness complete on my street except for the
glow from the entrances of shophouses and the fluorescent light hanging from a tamarind
tree above a table of men who are drinking and eating with gusto near the corner.
Time seems to pass, time must be passing, but it’s hard to tell.
Gradually I begin to feel light-headed. I’m not accustomed to exercise, to walking
back and forth across the city. I realize I need to eat something. But I have neither food
nor money. I consider my options. I could ask Kunthea for a loan, or to buy me a meal.
She’s probably already returned to the apartment that she shares with her sister and
parents, just across Monivong. And if not, her family would tell me how to find her. Only
I’m not sure I want to see Kunthea. There’s also Roland, who lives and works across
town, by Phsar Tuol Tom Poung or, as foreigners call it, the Russian Market. He would
certainly give me cash, but if I went to see him I’d have to tell him everything, he’s a
person whose presence elicits confession, and that would mean facing his pity and
hearing the advice I’m sure he’d deliver in a calm and seemingly rational manner, a
manner intended to discourage action regardless of whether action’s appropriate.
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Who else? After a moment, I think of Sopheap. Her shift’s probably just starting.
It may be a little rude, after her generosity, to ask her for a loan, but I doubt she’d refuse
me. And I’d pay her back tomorrow, once I withdraw money from my credit union.
I hesitate, then decide to ask Sopheap. I drag my chair inside, fasten my sandals.
With each passing minute, my strength seems to dwindle, so that it’s even difficult for me
to push my motorbike onto the sidewalk.
The two-block section of Street 136, the section with hostess bars, is quiet at this
early evening hour, with half of the neon bar signs dark. I park outside the OK Club,
leave my helmet hanging from the handlebars. No guard greets me, though four women
or bar girls sit in the facing rattan couches outside the entrance. I scan their faces, but I
don’t know them, and they don’t pay any attention to me until I approach, at which point
they grow silent. My eyes are drawn to the simple meal of rice and fried, finger-size fish
they’re sharing.
The music and air conditioning are off inside; the only sounds are the swish of
wall-mounted fans and the chatter of a few scattered groups of women, maybe ten or
fifteen women in all, as opposed to the thirty or so working during my visit last night. I
conclude that most of the hostesses have yet to show up. I hope Sopheap’s arrived. I
recognize two bar girls at the counter on my left, probably I saw them last night, I’m not
sure. They stare at me. I ask in Khmer if Sopheap’s in the bar, but they don’t appear to
understand, and so I repeat my question in English. The woman on the left shakes her
head. Maybe she’s mistaken. I advance farther into the bar. Then I see, seated facing me
at one of the booths on the right, across from two other hostesses, not Sopheap, not Malis,
but Rattana. Rattana of my guilt, Rattana to whom I gave all my cash. I didn’t think she’d
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be here, I assumed she’d at least take off work for a while, but here she is, right in front
of me. Her eyes widen. And she says: Oh my god, Francis.
She stands and approaches and inspects my cheek, and the two women seated
across from her turn to gape at me. Between them, on the table, two lotus seed heads lie
on a plastic bag. A snack. My stomach groans again.
Rattana’s saying something, she’s asking about my cheek, but I don’t care about
my cheek, my cheek’s nothing to me, I just want to buy some food and, if possible, have
some extra money for gas and for tomorrow. And maybe she’ll give me a small loan, I
don’t want much. I ask: Can I borrow ten dollars?
She says: You need to go to the hospital.
I can pay you back tomorrow.
She’s silent a moment, then says: You have no money?
Suddenly I’m embarrassed. I shake my head.
She turns to look at the two women still seated in the booth, then faces me again.
She says: I need that money, Francis.
I’ll pay you back tomorrow.
I already sent some to my mother, and I signed up for a class. I’m sorry, Francis.
Just five dollars. I’ll pay you back.
Francis!
A dull pain ripples through my head, and I close my eyes for a moment. I don’t
know why Rattana keeps repeating my name, and I don’t understand why she won’t loan
me five dollars. I feel as if she’ll agree if I just ask her one more time. And so I say: Give
me five dollars. I’ll repay you.
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She steps backward. I see then that she’s not dressed like a hostess, that she’s
wearing a modest blue silk blouse, pressed black pants, beige heels. She says: Why did
you give me money?
I struggle to come up with an answer that doesn’t sound foolish, but I am too
weak to think of anything. I say: I felt sorry.
She points at me and says: I don’t owe you. Do you understand?
I just want to borrow some money.
I can’t give you any money. If you were sorry, you’d understand.
She stares at me with a mixture of sadness and anger, or maybe I’m wrong and
she’s merely annoyed. Then she returns to the booth. I look around and see the other
hostesses watching me. I’m making a fool of myself. I turn back toward Rattana, but her
eyes are on the table in front of her. She’s ignoring me. I say: Rattana! But she doesn’t
reply or meet me eyes. I feel weak and need to sit down, but I can’t sit down in the OK
Club, not after such a bitter rejection. And so, after a moment’s hesitation, with my head
throbbing, I leave the bar, return to my motorbike, slide onto the cushioned seat. I drive
in first gear around the corner, but soon I ease off the gas and come to a stop near the
curb.
I sag into the seat, wondering if Rattana misunderstood my request, or if she
refused me because I seemed presumptuous. I can’t make sense of her reaction,
especially its vehemence.
The engine hiccups beneath me, returning me to the demands of the present. I turn
off my bike so as not to waste gas. I’m not sure what to do next. It’s becoming difficult
for me to concentrate. On the other side of the street, two men kick a feather shuttle back
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and forth. The shuttle makes a loud slapping sound when struck. I watch the men, I’m not
sure why. The shuttle arcs, the man on the right smacks it with the side of his foot, the
man on the left juggles it with his knees, boots it back. It never touches the ground. No,
I’m wrong: it’s just dropped to the pavement. A flat-bed truck stops in the street,
blocking my view. Exhaust fills my nostrils. Then I catch a whiff of grilled bananas. I
must eat something. I scan the street. At the end of the block, on the corner on my right,
there’s an open-air restaurant. I walk my motorbike forward while seated, halt by a
barang at a plastic table, a plate of fried rice and a bottled water in front of him. A tourist,
judging by his Angkor Wat t-shirt and large camera. He’s staring at the viewfinder,
thumbing buttons. I try to smell the food he’s barely touched. I can’t. I imagine the taste:
oily rice, bits of egg, carrot, onion, sweet pork sausage. I drag my gaze away from the
mound of rice. He’s watching me. I smile but he doesn’t react. I realize that my helmet
covers my mouth, but I’m too weak to make the effort to take it off. He lifts a spoonful of
rice to his lips. Clearly he doesn’t know what he’s doing: he should pour soy sauce into a
small dish so he can flavor each bite. He chews and swallows absentmindedly, scrolls
through more photos. After a while he looks up, asks how I’m doing. An Irish accent,
maybe. I tell him, without thinking, that I’m hungry. He nods. Turns back to his camera.
More poorly flavored bites. Eventually he takes the camera strap and puts it around his
neck, drinks the rest of his water, rises from the table. Half the rice remains. He doesn’t
want the rice. He takes a step toward the cashier, toward the restaurant’s interior, to pay. I
ask if I can finish the rice. I’ve spoken loudly. He turns. An embarrassed expression. I
don’t know why he should be embarrassed. He shrugs. I thank him. I park my bike,
remove my helmet, sit down, pour soy sauce into a small dish, take a new fork and spoon
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from the covered plastic receptacle on the table. I’m not particularly fond of fried rice,
but I scoff down what’s left in a matter of minutes.
As I wait for my stomach to settle, as my strength starts to return, I reflect that it
was rude of me to stare at the foreigner’s dinner. A small reason for regret, next to
everything else. I remember Rattana’s dismayed expression when I asked for a loan. My
chest constricts. She was right to refuse me, I see that now. Why should she give me a
loan?
A woman, the server, approaches the table and asks me if I want anything more. I
shake my head. She takes away the empty plate and water bottle. After she leaves, my
thoughts gravitate back to the OK Club. I wonder if Sopheap would have also refused
me.
I notice the server staring at me. I climb back on my bike. I have to extract what’s
useful from the past. I have to push on. And so, with a sense of dull anticipation, I drive
toward the former train station, toward the Nowhere Party.
The streets are subdued and pleasant until I reach Monivong. I merge right and in
another few moments shoot left into the roundabout in front of the former train station,
with its simple rectilinear facade, pale yellow like all the colonial buildings, but
unrestored, so that the paint is faded and splotched in places. As I approach, I see that the
exterior’s dark, the doors shuttered. In front of the entrance, a tuk tuk driver sleeps on the
back seat of his tuk tuk’s cabin. He shifts position and glances at me when I brake in the
gravel, and I realize then that the Nowhere Party can’t possibly be at the former train
station tonight. The organizer, a bar-restaurant near Wat Ounalom, if I remember right,
must have moved the party to another location. Maybe there was a conflict over the
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venue with the municipal government, or maybe another venue proved more suitable. I
haven’t gone in more than a year, in almost two years, so I shouldn’t be surprised. I turn
around so that I face the waterless fountain in the center of the roundabout and, beyond
that, Monivong. Without warning, my motorbike engine dies. I turn the key to the off
position, then clockwise. The engine starts immediately. I’m not worried, it’s a reliable
bike, I only just replaced the starter. I circle the roundabout once and then turn south onto
Monivong.
I have no idea where the party might be. I could find out by talking to someone,
but I don’t have a cell phone. I would have to stop an expatriate on the street. Or buy a
copy of the Daily Coup and check the calendar at the back. Except that I don’t have any
money, so I can’t buy a copy.
Soon enough Sihanouk is upon me, and I turn left, toward the river, weaving
carefully through the dense rush-hour traffic. From the glass doors of Lucky supermarket,
one of the capital’s few Western-style grocery stores, a tall, heavyset barang emerges, a
red-cheeked man in shorts and a loose short-sleeved guayabera-like shirt, with an
enormous chest. He registers my foreignness, despite my helmet, and looks away, as is
characteristic of a certain kind of barang, the type who would rather think him- or herself
alone in a foreign country, and for some reason I think: maybe he’s the drug dealer. But
of course that’s an absurd and completely unfounded thought, because anyone could be
the drug dealer, at least potentially. And I stop my bike and ask from the curb, shouting
over the din of traffic:
Excuse me! Do you know where the Nowhere Party is tonight?
He fastens his eyes on me and shouts back, with evident pleasure: No idea!
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And so I drive on. Across Street 51 and past Wat Langka. I loop around
Independent Monument and head north on Norodom, and it occurs to me that it’s the time
of day when most of the reporters have already left, when the copy desk is finishing the
layout of the international pages for tomorrow’s paper, when Alex is reading the national
copy, and so maybe nobody will notice if I slip up to the giant glass display case on the
sidewalk outside the front doors, the case in which each national page of the paper,
Berliner-format, is pinned daily for the benefit of the reading public and maybe also as an
advertisement.
As I drive past, I scour the front of the office. The balconies on the second and
third floors lack smokers. Chea, one of the guards, stands between the front doors and the
clump of parked motorbikes that belong to the paper’s employees. He doesn’t seem to
notice or recognize me as I drive past, but I doubt I’ll be able to avoid speaking to him if
I sneak up to the display case, even if I otherwise escape notice. It’s a risk I decide to
take. I make a u-turn in front of the hotel on the next block, accelerate diagonally across
the intersection onto the corner. I lock my bike and leave on my helmet, which covers all
of my head except my eyes and nose, then sidle into the pocket of space between the
display case and the parked motorbikes, angling my body so that Chea will only see my
back if he steps forward and looks in my direction. Nevertheless, almost immediately I
hear: Francis!
I turn and see that he has stuck his head around the corner of the display case and
raised his hand in greeting, his moustache curved in a smile. He hops forward on his
crutch. He has just one leg, though I don’t know why; it always seemed rude or
impertinent of me to ask. I assumed the reason was a landmine explosion or an injury
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during the conflict years. He lowers his hand and taps his cheek, indicating my cut. After
a moment he offers, in Khmer, a traditional greeting: Have you eaten yet?
I nod and the helmet slides down, obscuring my vision. I push it up. Actually, he
asked if I’ve eaten rice yet, but the word for cooked rice (there are many words for rice),
‘bai’, also means food. I say: Yes. Thank you, bong.
He stares at me a moment. He says in English, though he doesn’t speak much
English: Sorry, Francis!
I force myself to smile and say again: Thank you, bong.
Neither of us know what else to say, or at least I don’t know what else to say. I
smile again. I point at the display case and turn away from him, feeling my lip tremble.
So Chea has heard, of course he has heard.
Though I want to reject the importance of the news, to ignore the happenings of
the world, I find myself scanning the headlines and also the ledes on the front page,
tacked in the upper left corner of the case. I see that yesterday was a relatively big news
day: the wife of an undersecretary of state doused her husband’s mistress with acid in an
attack at Kandal Market, only a few blocks from the office; a former regional commander
of the Khmer Rouge denied any wrongdoing and dismissed the importance of the UNbacked tribunal, while a new Human Rights Watch report criticized the government’s
efforts to block additional indictments; and the prime minister refused to release a Thai
prisoner, a supposed spy, until the Thai and Cambodian governments reach a deal
concerning Preah Vihear, the ancient temple on a low mountain that straddles the border,
and the site of an ongoing military standoff; while the Thai government reiterated its
position vis-a-vis the border, namely, that it rejects the map drawn under the French
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colonial administration. The story has Phirun and Clare’s bylines (she probably called the
Thai government spokesman, I realize), although Kunthea and I previously covered any
news relating to the temple, which we even visited last year after reports of fighting. I
grow annoyed because the Thai prisoner’s name has been misspelled, not that I remember
the exact spelling, it’s a long name of many syllables, but I’m certain it’s not spelled as it
should be; I remember carefully copying the orthography from a Bangkok Post article
and matching it against a Thai government press release, because the Cambodian
government release spelled it differently, probably in the manner of today’s article. But
what does it matter. It’s just a minor issue of consistency: a name can be spelled multiple
ways. I’m no longer a journalist at the Daily, so why should I care?
I scan the rest of the display case for the page with the events calendar, but then I
see, in the upper left of the second page of the opinion section, the word ‘Obituary’.
Beneath is an article, shorter than a brief, only one column wide, with the headline ‘Daily
Copy Editor Passes’. And despite the indisputable truth of the headline, the word ‘passes’
grates on me, it’s a bland euphemism that strikes me as almost dishonest, because to
where has she passed?
I read:
Sara Getren, 28, a dedicated copy editor and loving friend and
daughter, died late Friday, March 18, of unknown causes. She will be
remembered, among other things, for her compassion and sensitive
intelligence. Sara grew up in Austin, Texas, and graduated with a
bachelor’s degree in Russian Studies from the University of Chicago. She
started at the Daily in September after leaving a position as online editor at
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the Chicago Sun-Times. In her free time, she traveled across Southeast
Asia and read avidly. She is survived by her mother, Star, and father,
Charles, of Colombus, Ohio.
A whirring in my head. Without thinking, I take off my helmet and hold it in one
hand, pressed against my side. I reread and reread the obituary. It strikes me first as much
too short, then as bland, then as indisputably truthful. I breathe deeply, feel tears on my
cheeks, do not wipe them away.
Sara’s dead, I say to myself. She’s dead for no other reason than the mischance or
stupidity of a single night. She might have lived decades longer. She might have had
children at some point or merely continued to know the pleasure, and pain, of being. But
she’s gone. And, despite her obituary, I can’t seem to completely grasp this fact.
Everything in me rises against it.
I close my eyes and press my free hand against them.
Then, as if to mock the sadness I feel, it occurs to me that the paper honored Sara
in her obituary, but disgraced me with termination, although our actions were exactly the
same, that is, we each used the drug. And I bite down against the bitterness of this
contrast, the awareness of which only shames me, because of course I’m lucky to be
alive.
I think of Sara’s parents. She told me nothing of them except that her father was
an actuarial professor, and that she and her mother liked to go camping when she, Sara,
was young. Until now it hasn’t occurred to me that I might, that I possibly should, contact
them. I consider it for a moment, but only a moment. What would I say? That I’m sorry
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Sara died? That I might have loved her? I can’t imagine an exchange by email, much less
a conversation over the phone.
Voices speaking in English interrupt my thoughts. The voices approach from the
direction of the pho shop around the corner. I hesitate, then put on my motorbike helmet
so I won’t be recognized, I don’t want to see any reporters or copy editors from the paper,
not if I can avoid it. The inner fabric catches against the scab on my cheek and hot pain
explodes across my face. I lift my left hand, pretending to shield my eyes from the
overhead lamp that illuminates the display case, but in reality blocking the view from my
left of my face. And I hear a man’s followed by a woman’s voice:
No.
Yes!
But why did the judge let him go?
Because he apologized to the family!
I recognize the voice of Ellis, a slovenly if well-liked Brit, but not the voice of the
woman. Then the voices move farther away and I can no longer make out their words
over the whine of traffic on Norodom. Ellis and the woman must be skirting the edge of
the parked bikes, walking next to the street.
In another moment the voices begin to grow clear again. I guess the pair are
approaching the front doors, and I angle my body so that my face is hidden from view, as
I did to avoid being spotted by Chea, and I hope the tactic that failed with him will
succeed now. I hear Ellis say:
Tomorrow we’re leaving at dawn to visit the family. It’s a two-hour drive. Then
we have to get back here because we’re short staffed.
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But the case is over.
Alex wants us to see if the Swiss will admit paying the judge, or if we can report
why the family allowed him to return after what he did to the boy. It must be for money,
obviously.
There’s a pause in the conversation, and I feel eyes boring into my back, into the
thin surface of my cotton t-shirt. In the office I always wore dress pants and a collared
shirt, whereas now I’m in khaki shorts and a t-shirt, and I hope that this will make it more
difficult to recognize me. I hear the woman:
I can’t believe that sort of thing happens here.
And the hinge of the glass door clinks and the door thuds against the rubber
stopper inside and the voices recede in an unintelligible murmur until the door, when it
closes, clinks a second time.
I sigh in relief. I’m not surprised by the topic of the conversation, pedophilia and
corruption are common enough in the news, though they still shock and maybe thrill
readers and reporters and editors. Alex, for example, finds pedophilia especially hateful
and rants about it whenever there’s a story. Nor am I taken aback by the condescension
evident in the woman’s last comment, because foreigners or at least foreigners from the
world of European-style civilization, Americans, Europeans, Australians, etc., frequently
adopt this sort of patronizing attitude. Instead I wonder, and maybe it’s only because I
just read Sara’s obituary, why Ellis and the woman aren’t talking about Sara. But of
course this thought is absurd. We all have lives to lead, life goes on, even for me, which I
may have heard or thought before, but only now strikes me as a concrete truth, a truth
concreted by each passing moment, a fact melancholy because it diminishes Sara’s death
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yet hopeful because it signals the possibility of renewal (at least for me): life goes on, life
must go on.
I glance in the direction of Chea, but the display case hides him. I wonder how he
felt after he lost his leg, and if I spoke better Khmer, I might manage the diplomacy of
asking him. But I don’t. I turn back to the display case. My eyes find the weekly event
calendar for the expat community, a half page in small font in the bottom row. I kneel
down. Underneath today’s date, ‘Friday, March 25’, the last Friday of the month, I read
of a gallery opening for some artist with a German name, and below that, of a showing of
the documentary Enemies of the People, in which a Khmer Rouge survivor interviews
Nuon Chea or Brother Number Two, the aging, pucker-faced Khmer Rouge leader now
awaiting trial, who happens to have the same given name as the guard Chea, a small
coincidence, as it’s a popular name; there’s also Chea Vichea, whose surname is Chea,
the trade union founder gunned down at a newsstand outside Wat Langka in 2004 or
2005, near where I walked today.
Beneath the documentary listing, I find an announcement for the Nowhere Party.
Eight in the evening at Villa Santepheap on Street 51. Villa Santepheap: Peace Villa. I
recall a brass plaque for Villa Santepheap. Where did I see the plaque? I think a moment.
An image comes to me of a faded white wall.
I hear a creaking sound. I bend down and look underneath the display case and
see that Chea has taken a seat on the rattan platform jammed between the case and the
office. I return to my bike without saying goodbye to him, though it may be the last time I
see him. As I turn the bike around, my name explodes in the dark sky above, which is to
say I hear a shout from one of the office’s second- or third-story balconies. But I reason
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that even if someone has recognized me or my motorbike, the person can’t be certain of
my identity, and so without acknowledging the call I turn on the ignition and fly onto
Street 154, heading toward the riverside, the quickest exit.
Words from Sara’s obituary run through my head as I turn north onto Sisowath
Quay. I think: she will be remembered. Yes, she will be remembered, but not forever, not
for all time, not even for more than one or two or possibly three human lifetimes. My
own memories of her, limited as they are, will inevitably change and probably deteriorate
as I age, as I re-remember them again and again and again.
To my right, the waters of the Tonle Sap River join the Mekong, and my thoughts
wander to the Tonle Sap, that is, I let my thoughts wander, because I can’t allow myself
to wallow in the melancholy summoned by Sara’s obituary. I remember that the Tonle
Sap flows seaward at this time of year, into the Mekong and Vietnam and the Delta and
the Pacific, whereas at the beginning of the rainy season, when it’s overpowered by the
Mekong, it reverses course and flows back into the large lake in the center or heart of
Cambodia that’s also called the Tonle Sap, which lake eventually overflows and expands
into the surrounding floodplain. And I remember how twice I attended the three-day
water festival that commemorates the river’s transformation, with boat races and concerts
and crowds of festivalgoers from the provinces, the celebration held at the end of the
rainy season, in November. But each time, when I went and stood on the concrete
embankment along the riverside, eager to witness the change in the flow or the result of
the change, I only observed swirling waters whose direction I couldn’t make out. And so
I concluded that maybe, in both instances, I went to the wrong spot or came at the wrong
moment, or that the eddies that resulted from the mingling of the waters obscured the
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direction of the Tonle Sap, but now it occurs to me, as I drive beside the dark face of the
water, that there is no single moment of change or tipping point, just a seamless sequence
of alterations.
The dark arm of the Chroy Changvar bridge reaches out in the distance, and on
my right the riverside promenade ends and port structures appear, hiding the water. I
envision the line of the Tonle Sap River on a map. If I were to follow its course south, I’d
end up in southern Vietnam, briefly part of a Khmer Empire, but if I were to drive under
and past the bridge, which I’m fast approaching, and continue north or northwest for an
even longer time, eventually abandoning the shores of the river and the lake from which
it originates or into which it flows, depending on the time of the year, I’d enter Thailand.
Unlike the river I can, potentially, change my direction in one instant. But I’m also
similar to the river in that I’m bound, at least to some degree, by my past direction or
decisions. Which is to say, I can’t leave for Vietnam or Thailand, not now, not without
continuing my search for the drug dealer. And as if to confirm this thought, the bridge
looms directly above me. I turn left, onto a side ramp, then onto the roundabout with the
statue of a knotted gun, then onto Monivong and past Calmette Hospital.
I cross the city: Monivong to Sihanouk to Street 51. Less than a mile north of
Sihanouk, the brass plaque for Villa Santepheap stands out sharply against the
whitewashed wall of a compound that occupies an entire block. Three men sit at a table
across the street, in a restaurant from which a contemporary Cambodian song plays
softly. The shophouses and other villas in sight are shuttered or silent.
When I accelerate onto the sidewalk outside the villa compound, a guard steps
forward from the darkness along the wall and hands me a ticket. Though I have no money
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to pay for parking, I allow myself to be shooed onto my feet. I watch as he pushes my
motorbike onto the strip of sidewalk outside the south wall and jerks it onto its stand. I
hesitate, then open the heavy metal door at the meeting of the compound’s south and east
walls and enter a courtyard of pebbled concrete scattered with mango trees and low
palms. The courtyard beats faintly with bass. Closer to the opposite or northwestern
corner, I see a three-story mansion, recently built, with powder blue walls and white trim.
But there’s not a single partygoer. So, I must be early.
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Instead of cutting across the compound toward the house or mansion, I push aside
the sharp fronds of a row of bluelit palms to my left and move onto a dirt path. I emerge,
after a few steps, at the tiled edge of a narrow swimming pool whose surface shimmers
from underwater lights. Two barang women sit on the far edge of the pool, their feet
cooling in the water. When I step out of the palms, they turn toward me. Though I know
they’re looking at me, I glance in the direction from which I’ve come. I see then that the
path I’ve taken is no path at all, merely a patch of packed dirt. The women begin to
whisper. I don’t know them. They’re merely two female foreigners, members of
expatriate-dom like me, and their wary expressions suggest they think we don’t belong at
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the same pool together, much less the same party. I hurry past them, slipping through
another line of palms at the far end of the pool.
White electric lights snake around two flowering frangipani trees in the
compound’s southwest corner. The fragrance of the white and yellow flowers saturates
the air. I stare at the blinking lights a moment, then turn and head toward the mansion.
When I reach an open area littered with brightly painted wooden lawn chairs, the bass
drops away and a Cambodian song begins to play, faintly, from the compound’s speakers,
wherever they are, the recording tinny, the instrumentation sparse, dominated by a violin,
or maybe by the local bowed string instrument. I’ve never heard the song before, but it’s
old, from the era before the Khmer Rouge, that much I can tell. The singer enters with a
sharp, warbling baritone. He sounds very much like Sinn Sisamouth, but I can’t be sure if
it’s him or another singer from that era. I make out the word for ‘love’: sraleanh. So: a
love song. A song for someone who’s likely dead by now, by a singer also likely dead. A
song for and by the dead.
After the last notes fade and the bass resumes, I continue toward the deserted
outdoor bar on the villa’s ground floor. At the counter, I lean forward to see if a bartender
might be, for some reason, crouched and so hidden from view. But there are only plastic
coolers on the ground. I have no money for water, but I feel thirsty after my improvised
meal of fried rice. I could wait and see if the bartender will give me a free water bottle.
Or find a faucet to quench my thirst, because despite the supposedly poor quality of the
tap water, I drank from the tap in my apartment last night and I feel fine. But it’s no great
crime to take, to steal, a water bottle. I move behind the counter and flip open the first
cooler and my stomach turns over: Angkor beer cans chilled by blocks of ice. I check the
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contents of the next: water bottles. I grab one and return to the front of the counter. I
drink deeply.
A loud thump to my right startles me. I turn and see a man appear from a doorless
hallway that leads inside the mansion. He has three plastic-wrapped boxes of Angkor
beer cans in his arms. Carefully he steps around a fourth box lying upside-down on the
stone pavers, then walks toward me and behind the counter. He sets the three boxes he’s
carrying on the ground. I realize he’s dropped the fourth box. I set down my half-full
water bottle and pick up the fallen beers, which must be ready to spew foam, to explode
without warning. I place them on the counter.
In English, he says: Thank you.
His eyes rest for a moment on my cut cheek. Then he tears open the plastic of the
top box on the ground and begins transferring the beers into one of the coolers. He
watches me out of the corner of his eye as I empty the rest of my half-full water bottle
into my mouth. It must have occurred to him that I stole the bottle, though I could have
purchased it on the street or in a shop and brought it with me to the party. I don’t want to
pretend that I’ve done other than what I’ve done. I prefer to tell the truth, to be truthful.
And so I say: It’s from one of the coolers.
With barely a pause, he grunts and says: Two thousand riel.
I reply, first in English, then in Khmer: I’m sorry, but I have no money.
He puts the three beers in his hands in the open cooler, then straightens and looks
at me. His face has a pained expression. I hope he will conclude from my cut and what I
assume is my untidy appearance that I’m telling the truth, I hope he will decide the
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problem of an unpaid-for water bottle is not worth more than a moment’s thought. But
instead he says: You need to pay for the water bottle.
I have no money.
Why not?
I don’t reply. It would be too hard to explain the reason or reasons, not that I have
a good explanation, because of course I do have money, I just don’t have any with me.
He says: You can pay me later.
Then he bends down, pushes aside the empty box, tears open the plastic of the
box below, takes out more beers and puts them into the cooler.
I thank him in English and then in Khmer. I resolve to pay him back. I remember
that I also need to pay a thousand riel to the parking attendant or guard so as to get back
my bike. My debts are proliferating. I ask in Khmer: Where’s the bathroom?
He replies in Khmer, but I don’t understand. When he realizes that I’m still
standing at the counter, he says, this time in English: Second floor.
The hallway near the bar leads to a staircase that brings me to an empty, highceilinged room, painted entirely white, with a tile floor. The bathroom is just to the right
of the top of the stairs. It’s relatively small, the bathroom of a house, though a large
house, rather than of a restaurant or bar. I inspect myself in the mirror. The bruise on the
left side of my jaw has darkened but is still difficult to see because of my stubble. The cut
on my cheek is a faint red, but it does not look any worse than before. With my hands I
comb my hair, greasy and tangled after going unwashed since Sara’s death. I use water
from the faucet to wipe off a smudge near my mouth.
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Instead of descending the stairs and returning to the courtyard, I walk across the
room to the double glass doors of a balcony. I slip outside. In front of and beneath me
runs the east wall of the compound, beside which I now notice a freestanding basketball
hoop, an odd feature for a party. The balcony projects from a point near the villa’s
southeast corner, so that it gives me a partial view of the courtyard in front of the bar and
a full view of the entrance to the compound. I realize that if I remain on the balcony, I’ll
be able to watch the partygoers come and go. I shut the doors behind me and lean against
the stone balustrade.
Soon the door at the southeast corner of the compound opens. Two barangs, a
man and a woman, walk through and look around for a moment, then turn and leave,
probably having decided to return later, when there’s a crowd.
Across the street, at the restaurant, I watch as the three men I noticed earlier rise
and climb into a Lexus SUV, the vehicle of choice for the wealthy, abandoning a partly
drained beer tower and stacked plates. Their departure, coupled with the empty courtyard
beneath me, makes me wonder if I’m in the wrong place or if the Nowhere Party’s
another night, because while the calendar in the Daily Coup listed today’s date and the
location of Villa Santepheap or Peace Villa, maybe the party’s been canceled and another
event’s been scheduled, which would explain the two women lounging at the pool and
the bartender’s preparations. With each passing minute, each minute without the arrival
of any partygoers, my concern mounts, because the Nowhere Party, a magnet for
expatriates of many types, always seemed the place where I might find the dealer, or
someone who might lead me to the dealer, and if there’s to be no Nowhere Party, I don’t
know what I’ll do, I may have to start asking random barangs around Phnom Penh for
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information. But then the compound door opens and two barang men enter, and not long
after that a man and two women enter, also barangs, and then the barangs begin to enter
continuously, like rice being poured into a pot, or ants racing toward a lump of sugar, and
occasionally there are some Cambodians mixed in. And so I realize I’m not mistaken, and
neither was the Daily: the Nowhere Party is tonight.
I examine the face of each person as he or she comes through the door. I have a
clear line of sight, and the outdoor lights provide sufficient light. But while I recognize
people I’ve seen before at expat restaurants or bars, I don’t see anyone I’ve spoken to
except in passing, that is, I don’t see anyone whose name I recall or who I could approach
based on past experience. The minutes pass, the music grows slightly louder, the
compound continues to fill. Did I expect to find a friend or acquaintance who could put
me in contact with a drug dealer? But who do I know like that? No one but Cliff, and he
was no help. I have no choice but to introduce myself to some of the partygoers, to ask
around for a drug dealer.
I leave the balcony and head downstairs. The open area in front of the bar is
maybe a third full. I approach a circle of four men standing beside an empty lawn chair. I
decide to ask for cocaine, because that’s what Sara thought she bought.
There’s a burst of laughter as I draw near; someone must have just told a joke.
The laughter fades as I mumble something about wanting to find a drug dealer. I utter the
word ‘cocaine’. I hear one of the men say something in French to another and jerk his
head toward my cheek. Then a second says to me, with a smile and a thin accent: Are you
a tourist?
I shake my head and say: No.
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A third, a man with irregular circles of lighter skin around his eyes and mouth,
says: Sorry, but we don’t use drugs.
I wait to see if anyone will add anything, maybe he’s wrong, we all have secrets,
but none of the other men speak, and so I thank them and turn around and move a short
distance away. I observe the bartender, the man who told me I can pay him later,
watching me from behind the counter. I turn so my back’s to him. Not far away, the two
women I saw at the pool are talking with a man in a flamboyant orange dress shirt. I tell
myself that I must act more confidently, make small talk; that I should think of myself as
a journalist, just not pretend to be a journalist.
The women look at me with apprehension or possibly fear when I greet them. I
have made a mistake by choosing them. Nevertheless, I introduce myself and mention
that I used to work as a journalist in the hope that my former profession will induce them
to be more friendly toward me. The taller woman turns toward me and gives her name,
which I take as a sign of interest, but the man and second woman glance at each other and
then stare somewhere behind me. I speak loudly and clearly, maybe too loudly and
clearly, because I feel myself growing angry. Why are the man and second woman
treating me with such disdain? Is it the cut on my cheek? Or does some secret sign or
aura mark me, as I’ve wondered before? I mention cocaine. The man begins to look
uncomfortable. The taller woman shakes her head and says: Sorry, but I wish you luck.
I glance at the second woman, but she says nothing, only stares at me, and I thank
them and move away, all the time thinking of what the taller woman said, because it
strikes me as odd, wishing me luck. That’s the sort of thing someone might say to a
homeless or mentally ill person who asks for money, a comment offered as an expression
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of sympathy to ensure that the supplicant does not become aggressive or violent, as if I
would become aggressive or violent: I was merely asking a question.
Other partygoers glance in my direction. In the bright light under a lamp at the
corner of the villa, the southeast corner, not far from the entrance to the hallway, a man
with shoulder-length dark hair and rimless glasses seems to signal to me, a man who may
or may not be a foreigner, I can’t tell, though the longer I look at him I become convinced
that he is, by parentage, half Cambodian and half barang, although I can’t be sure, and in
any case I don’t move, but he continues to watch me, so after a while I walk up to him
and he grips my hand, though I haven’t raised it from my side. He says: My name’s
Damon. My wife and I are the proprietors of Villa Santepheap. I’m sorry, but you must
stop soliciting drugs. I don’t want any trouble with the police.
I say: I’m not soliciting drugs. I’m trying to find a drug dealer.
I realize I’ve practically shouted at him. He releases my hand and firmly grips my
left shoulder. A film of sweat shines on his forehead. He says: My friend. None of that
here, or I must ask you to leave.
His smile fades and I see a man worried for his livelihood, that’s all, and I don’t
want to endanger his livelihood, so I say what he wants me to say, which also happens to
be the truth: I won’t solicit drugs on your property.
He says: Thank you for your understanding.
His smile returns and he walks across the courtyard, toward the palm-surrounded
pool near the south wall.
Faces swivel toward me and away, toward me and away. I step around the corner
of the villa to avoid being gawked at. I notice a man talking to a couple nearby. Soon he
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moves to two men seated in chairs only five feet from me. I look away. I’m not sure what
I should do next. Then I overhear him asking for a woman. He has a faint European
accent, maybe German. I’m not sure if I heard the name correctly, I think he said he’s
looking for Po. I must have misheard. No, I heard correctly: he’s just repeated her name. I
examine the man. He wears a checked short-sleeve dress shirt and shorts and has his
straight light brown or dark blonde hair combed and gelled back, like a movie mafioso or
business executive. I hear him say that she used to work as a bar girl. He names a bar I
don’t know. He takes out a photo. The men he’s questioning shake their heads. They
seem uncomfortable. It occurs to me that the man may be Anders, the Swede who wrote
Po, who said he was going to return to Cambodia after his release from prison. But
Anders wrote that he had a few more months of his sentence to serve, didn’t he? I guess
he could have lied in his email. Or secured early release somehow. Which seems
unlikely. So maybe it’s not Anders, merely a man looking for Po, either Cliff’s Po or
another. I can’t be sure.
He begins to turn in my direction. He may approach me next. And so I move
around the corner and into the hallway, out of his line of sight. It may not be Anders, but
if it is him, I don’t want to talk to him. I prefer to tell the truth, that is, to extract what’s
useful from the past, and that would mean telling him how to find Po, and I’d rather not
tell him that, she doesn’t want to be found by him, didn’t he read her email? Maybe he
did. Maybe he still thinks he can win her over. Who knows.
I scan the partygoers visible from my position in the hallway. The owner, Damon,
is standing on the other side of the courtyard, talking to a woman, a Cambodian woman.
At least for the moment, I can’t ask anyone else about drugs or to put me in contact with
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a drug dealer, unless I wish to attract the attention of the owner and probably also of the
man who may be Anders. And so I return to the room on the second floor and slip onto
the edge of the balcony, into the shadows against the wall, intending to continue
surveying the new arrivals while I wait for the party to become more congested, because
in a crowd I can better escape notice.
Barangs and the occasional Cambodian continue to march into the compound, and
finally I see some people I know, along with others I have spoken to but don’t know well,
and of course there are many I recognize but don’t know at all. I spot two reporters from
the Daily, Will and Megan, an American and a Nova Scotian, which doesn’t please me,
I’d rather not see anyone from the paper. Then Ellis, the Brit I overheard while standing
at the display case earlier in the night. Then the owner of the French bakery near Wat
Langka, and a Fulbrighter who won a grant to write an epic poem about the Khmer
Rouge but never wrote a word, or so he told me not too long ago, and the Americaneducated, Cambodian head of a new human rights NGO, and a Swedish consultant
working on contract for the ministry of forestry, I forget its official name, and a retired
American who blogs for an idiotic expat website, and a Nigerian who runs a British and
West African restaurant, and an Australian intern at the Khmer Rouge Tribunal who I sat
beside at Rock Bar one night, a young woman who speaks and reads Khmer almost
fluently. And now that I recognize more of the partygoers, some of whom are my coworkers or I should say my former co-workers, I begin to feel apprehensive about
returning to the courtyard, as opposed to remaining in the shadows on the balcony,
hidden from view, watching and waiting, waiting and watching. But to remain in the
shadows is to renounce the task I’ve set for myself, I think as I notice Roland enter in
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cargo shorts and long sleeved button-down dress shirt, melancholy and long-winded
Roland, who I’ve seen less and less frequently over the past year, for no particular reason,
maybe because he’s grown overly sentimental, or maybe just because we were never that
close, though we used to meet every few weeks for drinks, foreigners like us do little else
in Phnom Penh. I watch him join the throng of bodies that now starts only twenty feet
from the entrance. I wonder if he’s heard about Sara or my being fired. I doubt he’d be
willing or able to help; he’s said before that he doesn't like drugs, that he’s too old for
drugs, though he’s only a few years older than me. If I ran into him I’d have to tell him
what happened, and then he’d argue with me and try to convince me to forget about the
dealer, I’m sure of that. He’d probably advise me to take a long vacation, then return to
Phnom Penh and find a job at an NGO, like him, as if I’d work at an NGO, or maybe I
should say another NGO, because I learned recently that the Daily Coup’s technically
registered as an NGO.
I look for him again, but I can no longer find him in the crowd, which now fills
the section of the compound east of the mansion, directly beneath me, and even part of
the area that I haven’t explored along the compound’s north wall.
Still, none of the partygoers seem to have seen me standing in the shadows on the
balcony only fifteen feet above the ground. Or maybe they have noticed me but think my
presence is completely normal: I’m merely a man standing on a balcony.
After a while Roland appears again at the compound entrance only to disappear
through the door with his girlfriend Srey Thom, who must have entered the compound
while I was downstairs, I haven’t seen her until now. I sigh in relief. Now isn’t the time
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for me to talk to Roland, to explain or answer questions. I’ll talk to him later, just not
now.
The crowd continues to grow, and finally I decide to risk a return to the courtyard
to continue my search for the dealer. But as I reach for the balcony door, I see, out of the
corner of my eye, Kunthea: Kunthea’s entered the compound. She doesn’t usually go to
the Nowhere Party, at least not that I know, so I wonder why she’s come tonight, until I
also recognize, behind her, the short and stocky figure of Alex, and then my surprise
turns to astonishment, while a sudden feeling of familiarity or repetition makes my
stomach leap into my throat, as if I’ve fallen from the balcony without warning. Because
while I can’t recall any distinct memory of Kunthea and Alex showing affection for one
another or spending time together outside the office, their joint arrival nevertheless
confirms an unshakable sense that they have, in fact, done just that, and suddenly I
understand that they must be dating, an epiphany that produces a dry heat in my throat,
and the heat does not abate, instead it spreads like an infection or a cloud.
And as I fly through the balcony doors and hurry down the stairs, I’m aware that
my sense of betrayal may be unreasonable, which only further angers me, because why
can’t I accept without skepticism the possibility that I’ve been betrayed? On the first
floor, the hallway to the courtyard teems with bodies that are slick with sweat and
alcohol. I slide between a wall and a damp back and push my way forward. A man blocks
the exit to the courtyard, his back to me. I try to nudge him aside but he’s firmly rooted,
and he turns and I see that he’s none other than the man who may be Anders. Has he been
waiting for me? But that can’t be. He examines my cut and asks me if I know a woman
named Po. I try to squeeze past him, I don’t want to answer his question, but he moves in
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front of me, which isn’t difficult in the narrow passageway. Maybe I could overpower
him, he’s about my size, but that might get me kicked out of the party. I say, though I
already know the answer: What do you want?
He says: I’m looking for a woman named Po. Do you know her?
I start to ask him if his name is Anders, only to realize that such a question would
probably reveal that I know Po. So I say: What’s your name?
Why does my name matter? Do you know a woman named Po?
I look behind me, but there’s no escape, only a few partygoers and the stairs to the
second floor. I want to tell the truth, but that would mean helping this man who is
probably Anders find Po, and I remember how unbalanced Anders seemed, which is to
say I don’t want to help him find Po. Of course, he may find her on his own, such as if he
goes to Rock Bar, but that has nothing to do with me.
He says: Did you hear me? Do you know a woman named Po?
I say: I’m looking for a drug dealer.
He says: I don’t care. I’m asking you if you know a woman named Po?
And when he says her name, his breath strikes me in the face, like a blow. I don’t
want to tell him the truth, I say: I don’t know any woman by that name.
And he starts describing her, and the bar where she used to work, which sounds
like some expat bar other than Rock Bar, not a hostess bar, but I shake my head and
repeat what I’ve said, wondering if I should warn Po that he’s returned to Cambodia, but
I don’t have time to warn her tonight, and then he says: You should go to a hospital.
And he brushes past me and moves to the partygoers behind me, probably he
intends to make his way to the second floor. I see that he’s got some sort of black leather
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case attached to his belt, and I realize that the case may hold a knife, Anders even
mentioned a knife in his email, though it may also contain a cell phone. In any case, I
need to find Kunthea, I think as I turn and enter the courtyard, a wall or city of limbs and
torsos and eyes. I wade through bodies. A man elbows me. I step on the edge of a dress.
A row of men block my path. Near the palms that surround the pool, I plow through a
circle of four women who have the same elongated body type. I can’t find Kunthea. And
then I see, not Kunthea, but a man with thick eyebrows and a crew cut who seems
vaguely familiar, a man in a sleeveless shirt and athletic shorts who I only identify when I
notice a tattoo of a chain that begins at his wrists and travels up his muscular arms, diving
in and out of his skin. I’m looking at Thirith or Tony, the nephew of the police major.
The major asked me to deliver a message. Also, Thirith or Tony may know the dealer or
at least be able to help me find the dealer. I hesitate, because I want to find Kunthea, but I
should probably talk to Tony or Thirith while I have the opportunity, then speak to
Kunthea afterward, she’s not going to leave right away. And so I approach him. I ask: Is
it Thirith or Tony?
He swivels, gazes at me with skepticism. I notice his left eyelid is slightly lower
than his right. I repeat my question. He says: Thirith.
I say: I’m looking for someone who sells heroin. Or cocaine.
He drinks from an Angkor beer can in his hand, slips his hand inside the collar of
his shirt and rubs his right shoulder. He says: You know your cheek is fucked up?
I say: Heroin or cocaine.
He sucks on his thin top lip, shakes his head.
You sell meth.
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Are you asking to buy some?
I say, more quietly: My friend Sara died after we used heroin that we thought was
cocaine. Did you know her?
I don’t know any Saras in Phnom Penh.
I examine him. He looks at the crowd. I say: Why should I believe you?
He spits at my feet. Then he thrusts his face up to mine so that our noses almost
touch. His breath reeks of beer and cigarettes. He says: Fuck do I care what you believe.
I look to his right, avoiding eye contact. He steps back. I face him again. I say:
Your uncle asked me to deliver a message.
I search in my pocket for his uncle’s business card, hold it out for him. He glances
at it, drinks again from his beer.
I say: He asked me to tell you that he loves you, and that he wants you to return
home. He said he doesn’t care about anything else.
Why’d he come to you?
Because my friend Sara died.
He stares at me a moment, then tilts his head up and empties the rest of the beer
into his mouth, exposing the ridges of his adam’s apple. He sets the can on the pavers at
his feet and crushes it with the heel of his sneakers. A man a few feet away glances at us.
Thirith says: My uncle wants me to do whatever he says. That’s why I left his house.
Your uncle asked me to deliver a message, so I did. But I’m looking for the dealer
who sold heroin to my friend. Can you help me?
He’s silent a moment. Then he says: Can you help me?
What do you mean?
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People here stare at my muscles and my tattoos, give me funny looks when I
speak Khmer. What do I want? I want to go back to the country I grew up in.
My eyes wander to his tattooed arms. I say: You know I can’t help with that.
He says: I didn’t think so. So get the fuck out of my face.
He turns away. I reach out and grab his arm and say: Just give me the name of
another dealer.
He looks down with exaggerated surprise. Then he knocks loose my grip and
shoves me with all of his strength, or what seems all of his strength. I fly backward into a
body behind me and hear a woman’s cry. As I attempt to regain my balance, I trip on
someone’s foot and fall to the ground, onto my ass. Thirith looks down at me with
contempt. He says: Why would I help you find a dealer?
Then he scans the partygoers, raises his hand and shouts a word or name that I
can’t make out. A stocky barang emerges from the crowd. Thirith says to him: Let’s go.
My uncle might show up.
He and the barang disappear into the crowd. I struggle to my feet and start to
pursue them, but when I near the entrance I see, through the open door, Thirith and the
barang seated across from each other on a tuk tuk. Exhaust billows out from under the
carriage. Then the door in the compound wall closes. I pause. It occurs to me that Thirith
may not be able to help me, that I may have better luck if I remain at the Nowhere Party.
Then I remember Kunthea, and my face flushes as if I’ve been slapped or cut again. I
have to talk to her before I leave.
I turn back toward the mansion and push bodies aside to create a path. A few
partygoers shove me back, but I pay no attention. It seems like I keep seeing the same
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three or four faces. Finally I find Kunthea in the middle of the courtyard, in her usual
black t-shirt and jeans. I look for Alex, but she’s alone. She stares at my cut and says:
What happened to you, Francis?
I say: Why did you come with Alex?
What do you mean? I said I was going to find you, and he told me he wanted to
speak to you too.
You’re dating him?
Of course not.
I scan the faces around us again. I say: Do you agree with him?
About what?
Do you think I’m responsible for Sara’s death?
How can you ask that?
Then why are you with him?
You’re just jealous of him.
I scowl at her but don’t reply. If I protest that I’m not jealous, I’ll seem all the
more jealous.
I wanted tell you that tomorrow there will be a seven-day ceremony at the Daily
house. For Sara. A Buddhist ceremony. Everyone will be there. Will you come?
I don’t know.
Although I realize that my response is spiteful, that I’m being unfair to Kunthea, I
can’t seem to temper the anger that washes over me every time I recall the image of her
and Alex entering the compound together. She says: Francis, I’ve also been thinking.
Remember when you asked me on a date?
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A man leans his head closer to us and and suddenly I feel claustrophobic. I
remember the frangipani trees. I motion for her to follow me and push my way toward
the southwest corner of the compound. As I walk, I wonder: am I jealous of Alex? I
swear that it’s been a long time, a year at least, since I considered dating Kunthea, I
abandoned the possibility after she rejected me and after our quarreling convinced me
that we weren’t suited for each other romantically, regardless of any physical attraction.
Since then I’ve thought of her only as a friend, not the sort of friend who would
accompany me to Rock Bar, she doesn’t like to drink, but nevertheless as a friend,
someone to whom I can speak with ease and intimacy and the certainty of support, and
that’s why I’m angry to see her with Alex, because how can she be my friend and also the
friend of someone who has treated me with such coldness and even cruelty?
The blinking lights around the frangipani trees illuminate dispersed partygoers. I
turn, but before I can speak, Kunthea says: I’m sorry for never giving you an answer. I
did think about it. I didn’t know what to say. Not because I didn’t like you but because I
didn’t want to date a barang. Maybe that was foolish of me.
I’m silent. She’s talking about when I asked her on a date. I completely forgot that
she never gave me an answer; I must have assumed that her lack of an answer was her
answer.
She says: I wanted to explain.
Why are you bringing this up now? I don’t want to date you now.
She clenches her jaw and says: Why are you so rude?
It it because I seem tragic to you now? But I’m not tragic.
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She smiles slightly, says: I didn’t say I wanted to date you now. I only wanted to
find you and make sure you are OK. You aren’t answering your cell phone.
Is that all?
That’s all!
But she doesn’t leave. After a moment she says:
Did you clean the cut on your face?
I’m still looking for the drug dealer.
We are both silent a while. Finally she says, speaking as forcefully as I did and
enunciating each word: I want to help you, Francis, but I don’t know what to do. I hope
I’ll see you tomorrow.
Then she turns and moves in the direction of the compound entrance. I feel a pang
of regret, and part of me wants to call out and apologize for my treatment of her, but I
cannot, and so I stand there watching as she threads her way through the crowd.
As I turn back toward the mansion, I notice Alex watching me, his arms crossed
in front of him. My own arms tingle, and I feel a spasm in my neck. I say: Were you
listening to our conversation?
He ignores my question and says: You need to get cleaned up.
How long were you listening?
Was it wrong for me to listen? I’m worried about Kunthea. She hasn’t been her
cheerful self lately. I brought her to the party because I thought it might help her.
I realize that he and Kunthea have contradicted each other. I prefer her claim that
she invited him, but I find myself wondering if he’s telling the truth. It’s as if his
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authority has greater force, although I don’t recognize his authority. I say: I don’t want to
talk to you.
I understand that you’re angry, but try to look at things from my perspective. I did
you a favor by not denouncing you publicly, though I admit I only did you that favor
because Richie overruled me; he didn’t want to harm the Daily’s image. You thought that
because we’d had a few drinks in the past I’d be lenient with you, but that’s exactly what
we criticize the Cambodian government for: being lenient with those who are well
connected. And so I fired you and I’m glad that I fired you. I only hope the police find
you.
I already spoke to the police.
And?
It doesn’t have anything to do with you.
He smiles and I can see that he’s displeased, that he wants to know why exactly
the police wanted to speak to me, because besides being self righteous he always wants to
know, he has to know, and so in a way he’s a perfect journalist or editor. He says: It all
concerns me. That’s why I’m here. Because you created and then exacerbated this epic
mess.
Tell me what you want. I won’t defend myself to you.
I want you to stop pretending like you still work for the Daily. I spoke to the chief
project officer at the UNODC and he said you tried to interview him today. Please tell me
you aren’t writing a story about what’s happened. That’s the pinnacle of narcissism.
Don’t worry. I’m finished with false pretenses.
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You keep telling me not to worry. Let me be clear. I am, frankly, worried about
you, especially given your capacity for self pity. You seem to think you’re the only
person who cared about Sara. I’m the one who showed her around the city the Saturday
after she arrived, who brought her to Vincent’s when she said she wanted to write a story
on the UNTAC period.
I inhale deeply. I vaguely remember Sara saying that she’d considered writing an
article on the UN peacekeeping force of the early nineties, that she’d talked to an
American soldier who’d remained in Cambodia. She didn’t mention that Alex helped her.
In fact, she never mentioned Alex with anything but disdain. And though I didn’t know
about their Saturday together, I’m sure it was meaningless: Alex plays the guide
whenever the paper hires an attractive woman. I realize I’m letting him berate me as if I
were still an employee of the Daily. And so I start to walk past him, but then he says:
Sara’s mother asked to speak to you.
I stop and turn. I swear he’s smiling ever so faintly. I say: What are you talking
about?
Sara’s mother arrived on a flight this morning. She’s come to collect Sara’s ashes.
I remember the stupas I saw earlier today. I ask: Was Sara cremated at Wat
Langka?
He shakes his head and carefully pronounces the name of another Buddhist
temple, one that I have never visited: Wat Tuol Sovannaram. With a sneer he says: Did
you ever read the paper? We reported that they stopped cremations in the city center. To
help reduce air pollution.
Why does Sara’s mother want to see me?
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I don’t know. I tried to dissuade her but she insisted and then asked me to arrange
the meeting. I agreed against my better judgment. I suspected I might find you here, even
though I don’t understand how you can go to a party at a time like this.
You don’t understand.
He shrugs to indicate that it doesn’t matter to him, then says: Sara’s mother asked
to see you tonight, if possible.
I look past Alex. The bass of the music rumbles through my insides. I reply: Why
should I go?
Are you serious? Don’t you owe Sara that much?
I look away. He’s right, of course: I owe her, and also her mother, that much. She
may be angry with me. But maybe she isn’t. And I should see her in either case. Also, I
admit I’m curious about her, that is, I’m curious about how she will illuminate Sara. I can
return to the Nowhere Party later, the night’s long enough. And so I nod once, and Alex
gestures toward the compound entrance and says, with his typical impatience: Let’s go.
Outside the compound, my motorbike is hidden in a thicket of parked bikes. I
check for my ticket only to remember that I have no money. Alex hands his to the guard
along with a one-thousand riel note. He says to the guard in Khmer, his accent
exaggerated, or so it seems to me: How are you, older brother?
The guard nods while scanning the bikes and twice draws out the male word for
yes, ‘baat’, a soothing word that contrasts with the shrillness of Alex’s Khmer, although
maybe I’m being unfair to Alex, at least he’s speaking the language. The guard climbs
into the handlebars and steering columns and wheels and seats until he finds the matching
ticket, then clambers out and muscles motorbikes and one dirtbike into the street to clear
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a path, and soon Alex’s motorcycle is waiting for him, an aging or maybe I should say
vintage 250cc Honda that dwarfs my 100 or 125cc Daelim, not that I care, to hell with
Alex, but all the same he has a handsome motorcycle. And he looks at me and says: Do
you have your motorbike here? You can follow me.
I want to go alone.
I’ll take you to the hotel.
I want to go alone.
Alex stares at me with a dislike tempered by his lack of respect for me, or at least
so it seems, and though I realize that I could ask him for a small loan to pay my thousand
riel parking ticket and also the two thousand riel I owe the bartender in Villa Santepheap,
I don’t want any of his money, I don’t want anything from him. I say: Where is she?
She’s at the Cambodiana. I’m not sure which room. Check with the front desk.
Her name is Star Elling.
Elling? Is she separated from Sara’s father?
He shakes his head and says: Her father couldn’t come. I hope you go see her, but
I’ve done what I can.
Alex’s motorcycle starts with a boom, and he revs the engine briefly, then turns to
me as if he intends to add a final thought or recommendation or condemnation. But he
doesn’t appear to know what to say, or maybe, for some reason or other, he can’t bring
himself to utter the parting comment that he must have prepared. In any case, he says
nothing, merely fixes me with the same surly glare that I grew accustomed to enduring
when a story or line I wrote displeased him, a glare that says: You have disappointed me.
Or: You are incompetent. And then he accelerates toward his apartment near the Royal
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Palace. I remember what I said to him earlier: I won’t defend myself to you. For a
moment I wonder if I made a mistake, if I should have done just that. But Alex is
unimportant, to hell with Alex. I will go see Sara’s mother, then I’ll continue my search
for the dealer.
The guard waits for me to give him his ticket, but I have no money, and so I say,
in Khmer: I have no money.
He stares at me for a long moment, then begins to yank and push the bikes back
into the empty spaces, and I realize that I will have to walk to the Cambodiana, a
mammoth hotel on the riverside, a sprawling palace of rooms and halls which I often
visited as a journalist for conferences. Luckily, it’s not very far. I set out on foot. South
on Street 51 so as to avoid Street 240, the street where I think Alex lives and one that’s
popular among expats, lined as it is with boutique shops and fashionable restaurants. As I
near the corner, I hear my name being shouted. I turn and see Clare jogging toward me,
her dark red hair flailing behind her, her short arms pumping the air, a cloth purse
bouncing from her right shoulder. A motodop accelerates in the opposite direction. Part
of me wants to sprint away and so avoid Clare’s importunity, but I hesitate too long, and
so she reaches me.
She says, breathing heavily, her face flushed a brighter red than her hair: I thought
I’d find you here. I’ve been talking to backpackers at the lake.
She bends down, hands on her knees, to catch her breath. I remember Po’s dealer
and his shack or very small house by the disappearing lake. I should return to see him and
try to make amends for attacking him, if it’s possible to make amends. I think also of the
nearby backpacker district, a handful of narrow, rutty roads pocked with guesthouses. I
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doubt a backpacker would be able to help me. All the backpackers I’ve met were satisfied
with the low-quality marijuana that’s sold locally, and all of them struck me as naive or
ignorant. But I wait for her to go on.
She straightens and says: I found a stoned Aussie who said he knew how to get
some cocaine.
How?
He said at a bar near Wat Phnom and the riverside. Actually, he said the bar
wasn’t all that close to Wat Phnom. And he didn’t say Wat Phnom. He didn’t know the
name. But he said the Buddhist temple on the hill. So that’s got to be Wat Phnom, right?
I nod and say: And the bar?
She says: Well, he was stoned, and at first he was friendly, I don’t think he heard
me say I was a journalist, but after I kept asking him questions he became paranoid and
wanted to know who I was, and so I had to tell him again that I was a journalist. That’s
the rule they taught me in J school. And that’s right, right? But then he got really nervous
and wouldn’t tell me his name or anything more about the bar, and when I refused to take
no for an answer he left the restaurant, and I followed him, but then he started running
and he disappeared, and I didn’t see where he went. So that’s all the info I have. But at
least I learned something. Do you know the bar?
Can I go talk to him?
She blinks twice and says: You can try. He was at a restaurant, the Indian place
that’s at the only intersection, or the main intersection. But then he ran away, down the
street that forms a circle, with the other streets branching off it, and I didn’t see where he
went.
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What did he look like?
She thinks a moment, wipes sweat from the tip of her nose with the side of her
hand. She says: Tall, brown haired. White guy. Pretty average. No dreadlocks, though.
But I doubt he’ll talk to you now. Do you know the bar he meant?
I glance down at her purse and see the edge of one of the Daily’s reporter
notebooks. I look up and see, partly buried by her hair, the tip of a pen that she’s stuck
behind her ear. I look away. I think for a moment. I don’t know the bar, or at least I don’t
recognize it by her description. I shake my head.
She says: Let’s at least go look.
I say: There must be a hundred bars near Wat Phnom.
So what? Do you have something to do?
I nod. She stares at me, expectantly, inquiringly. I prefer not to lie, I prefer to tell
the truth. And so I say: I’m going to see Sara’s mother.
Her eyes widen, she readjusts the strap of her purse. She says: Oh. I heard she was
here.
Then she’s silent. I suspect that she’s wondering if she should ask to come, but
she must realize I wouldn’t agree to let her accompany me. In any case, I have to go. And
so I thank her and turn and continue walking.
Francis!
I pause, look back at her.
Didn’t I just help you? Can you at least meet me tomorrow? At the restaurant
where Phirun and I saw you? Then maybe we can talk more.
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I think: she did help me, or try to help me, even though that also means helping
herself to write a story. But maybe I should be more kind to her. I’m not sure. I say: I’ll
think about it.
She says: Noon. See you at noon, Francis!
I walk away. At the next intersection I turn left, onto an unmarked street whose
name or number I don’t know. Soon I reach the elegant modern compound of the
Malaysian embassy. I glance behind me to see if Clare’s following me. She’s not. I
approach Norodom, which seems like a placid river at this late hour, especially in
comparison with the chaos or apparent chaos of rush hour, or maybe I should say the
tumult of rush hour, because of course even in so-called chaotic traffic there are widely
obeyed rules. Then, as I cross the four lanes of Norodom, a pair of giant black SUVs
come speeding out of the roundabout that encircles Independent Monument, and I must
dash to the curb to avoid being struck.
I continue walking, glancing behind me a second time, just to double check that
I’m not being followed. I’m not. I consider what Clare said. I wonder whether I should go
find the backpacker, or search on the streets near Wat Phnom for the bar she mentioned.
But my thoughts return to Sara’s mother. I have to go see her first.
What should I expect from her? Insults? Hatred? I try to steel myself.
Then again, she isn’t Alex. She may only want to ask me about what happened
that night, about my relationship with Sara, about Sara’s life in Cambodia. And of course
I will tell her whatever she wants to know, I will tell her the truth.
On my right, behind the gate and frosted glass door of a two story house, a
television flickers. The neighboring houses are dark, and the nighttime sounds of the city,
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of traffic and singing, seem distant. The street ends or starts at the wall of the large
compound of Wat Botum Vatey. The wat’s ironwork gate stands open, and I cross the
street and look at the broad path that leads through the compound, past the shadowy
forms of stupas and scattered buildings. I can’t remember whether temples usually close
their gates at night. I suspect they must, but I wonder how, after two years, I could have
failed to notice or remember such a mundane detail. I realize the open gate raises the
issue of the individual versus the general, that is, of how to situate the individual within
the general context. If the open gate is representative, then temple compounds remain
accessible to the public all night or until very late, but if it’s an aberration, a deviation
from the norm, if the monk in charge of locking up for the night has forgotten to do so,
then the opposite is true.
Without meaning to, I take a single step forward, so that I’m directly under the
stone relief sculpture that rises on pillars above the gate. Cutting through the wat to the
park on the other side will save me time, though not much.
I take another step and so cross the threshold. Then, after a moment’s hesitation, I
start down the concrete path. I slow my steps in an attempt to match the silence, to
disappear into the silence. I pass a bench and a small garden with an open pavilion and a
single spindly papaya tree. The path turns left and then right again. I realize that I may be
violating a rule of temple etiquette, that I may be profaning the wat with my presence
after dark, but I tell myself that I’ll be gone in just a few more moments. I approach the
elegantly tapered bell of an enormous stupa, its peak coated in gold leaf, that rises above
the surrounding stupas and the main sanctuary. At its base, on one side of the path, a
lamp illuminates a low wall. I scan the circle of light from the lamp and the surrounding
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darkness, but I don’t see any monks or anyone at all, only a Toyota Camry parked on the
opposite side of the path. A faint bassline surfaces, maybe from a car passing on some
nearby street, then disappears. My eyes wander to the low wall, to an engraving of a
many-armed figure seated atop a water buffalo, with soldiers marching beneath. All but
one of the figure’s numerous hands grip sceptres. I’m not very familiar with the
iconography of Buddhist temples, but I think I’ve seen this image before, because it
occurs to me that I’m looking at a representation of the lord of judgment, the ruler of the
underworld, the god who, according to what I know of Buddhist belief, will judge Sara
and decide how she’ll be reincarnated, or has already judged her. I don’t believe in
reincarnation. Nevertheless, I wonder if there’s some sense in which Sara will be reborn,
or in which she’ll continue to exist, such as through those she knew, including me, or
through the everyday world. A proverb I read somewhere comes to mind: nothing is lost,
only transformed.
But I tell myself that I have to dismiss such wishful thinking. Sara’s dead and so
gone. She won’t persist in any recognizable way, she certainly won’t return, and I’m at
least partly to blame for her death, that’s the truth: that’s the truth that I have to confess to
her mother.
In the light of the street lamp, I gaze at the engraving.
The rasp of a voice startles me. I look around, but I’m alone. I continue along the
path, passing the Camry. Along the dark side of the adjacent building, a pinprick of light
quickly disappears, like the flash of a firefly or the glow of a cigarette being smoked. I
hear no voice or sound. I speed up. In the distance, I see that the gate toward which I’ve
been walking is, in fact, closed. After a moment of hesitation, I spin around and start back
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the way I came. It occurs to me that someone may have closed the other gate, the gate
through which I entered the compound, while I contemplated the engraving of the lord of
the underworld. If I’m locked inside the temple, I’ll have to scale the compound wall.
Once more a voice scratches the silence. This time it seems to come from behind me, but
I don’t look, instead I speed up. My leather sandals slap loudly against the concrete. The
path turns left, right. With relief I see that the gate is still open. I dash outside and turn
left without a glance behind me.
I hurry past the engravings of the wheel of law that decorate the compound wall. I
decide that a monk or multiple monks must have been seated in the darkness on the east
side of the building, near the Camry. At the corner of the compound, I turn east, toward
Wat Botum Park. Soon an American pop song becomes audible, and vendors of fried
corn with dried shrimp appear on the sidewalk. Finally I see, in front of me and to my
left, but partly hidden by a crowd, the fountain in the center of the park. It flashes red and
green and blue while jets of water spin and arc across the air. Of course: it’s Friday, so
there’s a light show, the same light show that impressed Sara. To my right, on the south
end of the park, rows of men and women dance in unison for aerobic exercise, led by an
instructor.
I cross the park in a straight line, passing under the Cambodia-Vietnam friendship
monument, a giant sculpture of two men standing behind a woman and her baby, overly
heroic in the Soviet style. As I walk by the statue, I notice that, unlike the two men, the
woman isn’t smiling. I recall that the statue was built after communist Vietnam expelled
the communist Khmer Rouge, and that, after that expulsion or invasion or deliverance,
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the Khmer Rouge managed to secure the support of China and the US and much of the
rest of the world.
On the east side of the park, beside the whine of traffic on Sothearos, couples
watch the light show from parked motorbikes, snacking and chatting. I weave between
them, sprint across the street.
In another block I see the Cambodiana, six or seven or even eight stories high, I
can’t tell exactly, with a central section topped by multiple roofs, not unlike a Buddhist
temple. I cross a small triangular park, then begin the long approach, past a parking lot
and well-tended gardens and tennis courts, up a staircase encircled by a roundabout, and
under a large canopy. As I near the glass doors, I wonder if I’m making a mistake by
going to see Sara’s mother, but I tell myself that I’m doing what I should do, what I have
to do. The air conditioned lobby sends chills through my body. At the front desk I ask for
Star Ells or Elling, I can’t remember her surname exactly. The man doesn’t seem to like
me. He fidgets and then picks up the phone and makes a call. He asks the other end: Are
you expecting a guest?
I hear a pause and then a muffled reply. He sets down the phone and says: Room
414.
But I don’t go up right away. Instead, I walk past the elevators, past the staircase
that ascends to the second floor conference rooms, down a long hallway and into an
empty dining room. I ignore the cleaning woman pushing a vacuum and she ignores me
and I go through the glass doors onto the terrace that looks out on the Mekong or, more
accurately, the meeting of the Tonle Sap and Mekong. For the first time since Sara’s
death, I wish I had something alcoholic to drink, but then I instantly regret this desire, the
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inanity of this desire, as if a drink will help me. The rivers intertwine and flow past, dark
and oblivious to me. My shadow, projected by the lights of the Cambodiana, seems to
reach out for the shore. I stand completely still for a moment and imagine the creatures
that must be swimming in the darkness in front of me.
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The elevator, paneled in dark wood, carries me to the fourth floor. I step onto the
red carpet of the hallway and check my appearance in one of the rows of rectangular
mirrors that hang between the room doors. I see that, while my white v-neck t-shirt is
slightly soiled, my hair greasy, the left side of my jaw bruised, and while the cut on my
cheek matches the crimson of the carpet, I still look like myself.
Room 414 is near the end of the hallway. I knock once, then again. Silence. A
third time, and the door opens. The vestibule’s dark, so I can’t make out the shadowed
face of the woman who must be Sara’s mother. I say: I’m Francis.
She greets me with a clear, breathy voice, a voice that falters at first. Then she
steps backward and I follow her inside. When I look past her at the room, I feel a pressure
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against my chest, and I realize that she’s embraced me, at first tentatively, then firmly,
then maybe too firmly, because for a moment I have trouble breathing. She’s slightly
shorter than me, like Sara, and has a slender but athletic build, also like Sara, and so for a
moment it’s as if I were embracing Sara. But I know that I’m not, that Sara’s dead. An
image of her as I found her in the morning flashes through my mind, her skin purple, her
body stiff. I blink once, twice. I sense tears coming. This time I want them to come. My
breath begins to catch, and her mother continues to hold me, my arms pressed to my
sides. Then she releases me and backs into the light of the room, a spacious room with a
queen-size bed and a giant picture window, completely dark, that must look down on the
Mekong and the Tonle Sap.
I wipe my eyes. Now that she’s in the light, I stare at her. I realize that, despite a
similarity in height and figure, she does not, in fact, resemble Sara. For example, her hair
is lank and so dark as to be almost black, whereas Sara had wavy chestnut curls. Also,
she has olive skin, but Sara burned whenever she stayed uncovered in the sun for more
than fifteen minutes, or so she liked to complain. Also, her jaw forms a neat square, or
almost, while Sara’s long face angled downward like a V. Most striking of all (and I
remember now the photo of Sara and her mother on the bridge in Chicago, but I couldn’t
see her clearly in that photo): she looks surprisingly young for a mother of a woman who
had reached her twenty eighth year. She may merely look young, but I’d guess she’s in
her early or mid forties. And if she is in her early or mid forties, she must have given
birth to Sara as a teenager, a fact that doesn’t match the picture I had of Sara’s childhood,
admittedly formed on my own, in the absence of much information, of an idyllic
suburban upbringing with Sara as an only child. But for all I know she did have just such
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an upbringing: the fact that her mother gave birth to her at a young age doesn’t
necessarily mean any more than that.
And while I’m scrutinizing her, she’s scrutinizing me, from my unwashed hair to
my v-neck t-shirt, khaki shorts, leather sandals. She must be wondering at the cut on my
face, or maybe at the bruise along the left side of my jaw, though it’s partly hidden by
stubble, but she doesn’t allow her eyes to linger. She motions for me to come farther
inside the room. I don’t know where to move to, the table and two chairs near the
television, on my left, or the table and two chairs against the window, and so I stay where
I am.
She says: Thank you for coming.
I mumble a reply. I address her as ‘Ms. Getren’, only to remember that she has
another surname.
She says: Please, call me Star.
There’s a note of over-refinement in her voice, in her tone, that I find annoying,
despite myself. I say: Of course. And then, because her gaze makes me uncomfortable:
You wanted to talk?
She says: I wanted to meet you.
She sits on the corner of the bed. I’m not sure what to say to her. I say: You’ve
come for Sara’s ashes.
She nods and says: And because I wanted to understand. Her father and I got a
call in the middle of the night from Alex. He’s been very kind, but we couldn’t believe
what had happened. I couldn’t believe.
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She looks down. After a moment she begins weeping. Her body starts to shake.
She twists so that she faces the window, lets out a single sob. I realize I should not stare
at her, but I am transfixed by her sorrow. I say: I can’t believe it either.
She wipes her face with her left hand. She says, still looking at the window: But
you were there. What happened?
A silence. Then I say, carefully: There’s not much to tell. We used what we
thought was cocaine but turned out to be heroin. We passed out and only I woke up. We
were drunk. I don’t remember passing out.
Sara’s mother is staring at me. There’s something new, something stern, in her
face or in her attitude. She says: Have you been tested?
I clear my throat, then say: For what?
I don’t know. To make sure you’re OK.
I shake my head and say: I’m fine.
I don’t think you are. Didn’t Sara tell you that I’m a psychologist? I work on
community health issues now, but I spent years as a personal counselor. And I can see
that you’re not fine.
I don’t reply, because what can I say? I must merely endure or accept such a
statement, especially from the mother of Sara. She seems to sense that she may have
overstepped the boundaries that we have set up, or that have been set up on their own by
our meeting, because she switches topics, says: I went through Sara’s things after I
arrived this morning.
She points to my left, between the table and television, at a large, old-fashioned
suitcase that’s open. Inside I see clothes, photos, newspaper clippings, two notebooks. I
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realize she must have collected Sara’s belongings soon after I visited the villa. I turn back
to her.
She says: You’re a reporter at the paper, right? Did you know she was writing a
novel?
I stare at her, then look away. She must not know that I’ve been fired by Alex,
and I do not wish to tell her. I glance at the notebooks. So, a novel. Sara must have
worked on it during her mornings of seclusion. The revelation is a disappointment to me:
it’s too mundane, or too simple. I shake my head and say: Did you read it?
She says: Only the beginning. I needed to meet with someone at the embassy, go
over some things. That’s what happens after a death: there are details to be taken care of.
Stupid little details. Also, to be honest, it was difficult for me to read her words.
Comforting, but difficult.
It occurs to me that the novel may relate to me, or to our relationship, or to
Cambodia. I say: What’s it about?
She breathes in deeply, says: I grew up in Denver, but I spent summers at a ranch
in southern Wyoming, near Encampment, and I used to take Sara there. That’s where the
novel’s set. In the North Platte River Valley. When it starts, a mother and her daughter
are living alone on a ranch where they raise sheep. One day a middle-aged man appears
and insists they rent him a room. They feel sorry for him and rent him the room, but he
dies. They bury him near a stand of cottonwoods. Then another, younger man comes and
says he wants to dig up the first man to make sure he’s dead. That’s where I stopped. I
read twenty pages. There’s only one notebook full of writing, some of it crossed out and
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scribbled over, but of course I can make out my own daughter’s handwriting. The
language is beautiful. It’s a shame she didn’t finish.
She’s watching for my reaction. Yes, it is a shame she didn’t finish, I think. But I
also feel disappointment: her novel has nothing to do with me, or with Cambodia. I want
to ask for a copy, I want to read her writing, but I understand that I have no right to make
such a request. I recall an article I read on the Khmer writer Khun Srun, who disappeared
during the Khmer Rouge years. I say: In Khmer, the word for ‘novel’ means, literally, a
story to seduce the heart.
She says: She loved going up into the mountains in Wyoming when she was
young. That’s where I’m going to spread her ashes. From the peak of Medicine Bow.
Twelve thousand feet above the sea.
I think: Medicine Bow? I had no idea that she felt a strong connection to
Wyoming, and I wonder if her mother might be wrong about her feelings, or at least
about her feelings as an adult. I say: You don’t think some of her ashes should remain in
Cambodia?
She doesn’t answer immediately. Then she says: How can I divide her ashes? And
why would I? This is not her home. This is where she died. This is the country where she
died.
But she also lived here.
She fixes me with a look of rage.
I turn away. I say, stupidly: You are her mother.
There is a silence. I become unnerved by the fact that she’s sitting and I’m
standing. It’s as if she were judging me, and though that may be appropriate, I go to sit on
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one of the chairs by the television. After a moment, she stands. Without a word she goes
into the bathroom. I’m tempted to take out the top notebook from the suitcase and read it,
but I do not, and I’m lucky I do not, because she returns in a moment with two water
bottles. She hands me one. She moves back to the foot of the bed but does not sit. She
turns and looks out the window, or at the window, which only shows darkness and a few
distant lights. With her back to me, she says: I read you can’t drink the tap water.
I shake my head, though she’s not looking at me.
I hear her open her water bottle. She says: Sara and I were very close when she
was young. We talked about everything. We would even make jokes, harmless jokes,
about her father, my husband.
She faces me, sits on the edge of the bed.
She says: I remember, before I started working again, before I decided that I
needed to be more than just a mother, we would make up stories about her future life. She
wanted to explore lakes, especially alpine lakes. That was her dream when she was a girl.
She smiles. She’s looking at a spot on the wall above me.
She says: But we drifted apart when she became a teenager. By the time she went
to college, we rarely talked on more than a superficial level, the level of etiquette. It was
my fault. I became too involved in my work.
Again, I don’t know what to say. I squeeze the water bottle without thinking, and
the plastic makes a popping sound.
She looks suddenly at me, her eyes level with mine, and asks: How well did you
know her?
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I glance at the black wall of the window. I wonder if she guessed, from my
reaction to her mention of Medicine Bow and Wyoming, that I didn’t know her as well as
I might have. I say: What do you mean?
Were you close?
Yes. But not too close. We only started seeing each other about five weeks ago.
Six weeks ago.
What did you do together?
I fumble my words, say: We went out. To bars or restaurants. We watched movies
in her room. The weekend before she died, we went to Kep. The coast.
She nods. After a pause, she says: Did you sleep together?
Her eyes bore into me. I nod.
She says: Did you love each other?
A silence. I say: It didn’t come up. But maybe I should have loved her.
What the hell does that mean?
I avoid her eyes. I recall something I read somewhere: love is an act of
translation, a carrying across of emotion, or was it meaning. I’m not sure if that’s right.
But why do I need to define anything? I realize that I’m afraid to say I loved Sara, that I
must have loved her. I say: Yes, I loved her.
Sara’s mother seems preoccupied or displeased, as if she senses my confusion.
I repeat: I loved her.
She nods tiredly and says: What are you going to do now? You can’t stay here.
I think: why is she so certain that I can’t stay here? I say: I’m not sure.
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She opens her water bottle but does not drink. She says: You must have had some
plan before this.
I think a moment. I say: I used to talk about traveling to all of the countries in
Southeast Asia and writing a book, part travel memoir, part cultural analysis. Tracing
similarities and differences. Overlap. But now it seems like a stupid idea.
She bites her lip, as if she agrees. She rises and walks around the bed, stops at the
giant window. After a moment I sense that she is no longer with me, that she is elsewhere
or maybe nowhere. I could ask her what she will do after she spreads Sara’s ashes from
the peak of Medicine Bow, which I imagine as a bleak and dull mountain, unsuitable for
ashes. For example, I could ask if she plans to have another child, because I know Sara
had no siblings, Sara said as much. But such a question seems inappropriate, even cruel,
especially given her age. How can I ask her about the future, about starting over?
At the window, with her back to me, she says: You can’t know what it’s like. To
lose the child that came from you, that you watched grow into a woman. Sometimes,
when I think of her, I can’t breathe.
I wait for her to go on. The grief of a mother is sacred, I think. And I’d like to
comfort her, but I don’t see how I can offer any comfort, because I’m partly responsible
for her grief. An idea slips into my head. I say: Do you want to help me look for the drug
dealer?
She comes back around the other side of the bed, only a few feet from me, but
doesn’t sit down. I notice then that her eyes are the same light brown as Sara’s. She says:
I want nothing to do with the drug dealer. I’m not interested in him. He’s nothing to me.
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I’m not sure why she would say such a thing. Shouldn’t the dealer at least
acknowledge what he’s done? I say: What if I find him? Is there something you want me
to say?
She says: He’s nothing to me.
I stare at her, at her light brown eyes, dark hair, square jaw. I think: the grief of a
mother is sacred. The grief of a mother is something I must bow down before. The
silence lengthens. I lower myself onto my knees. I bow my head and put my palms
together, instinctively performing a sampeah, and say: I’m so sorry.
She says: Why are you sorry?
With my face still bowed, I say: I’m sorry that I didn’t stop us from using the
drugs. I suspected they might be dangerous or fake, but I ignored my suspicion, I ignored
my doubt. And so I want to ask for your forgiveness.
She says, her voice like wire: And what about buying the drugs in the first place?
And asking my Sara, my daughter, to use them?
I jerk my face up. She’s staring at me with such anger, or maybe with a mixture of
anger and sadness, that her face is trembling. She has either been misinformed by Alex or
by someone else, or has assumed incorrectly because she prefers not to think badly of her
daughter: Sara bought the drugs, not me, and Sara suggested we use them. And it may be
easier or better to let her continue to believe that I made the purchase that led to her
daughter’s death, but I have resolved to tell the truth, and so I swallow and say, with a
creaking voice: I didn’t suggest we use drugs or buy them. Sara suggested it and I agreed,
and then she went to buy them by herself.
She says: Why would she buy them by herself?
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I say: She said she wanted to go alone. I thought maybe she knew someone who
would only sell to her. Or that she just didn’t want me to meet him. Maybe because she’d
had some sort of relationship with him. I don’t know.
She continues to stare at me. Her grip on the water bottle forces a trickle onto her
hand. She says: I don’t think you’re lying. I don’t think you’d lie to me. But I know how
the mind works. I know how memory works. We trick ourselves into believing things.
Remembering is an act of recreation, of creation. And you said yourself that you were
drunk, that your memory of the night is poor.
I say: I acknowledge, of course, that memory is imperfect. I acknowledge that it’s
possible I inaccurately remember the night. But I remember what I remember, and I
remember that clearly. How can I deny the validity of my memory?
She says: My Sara wouldn’t use drugs unless you convinced her, or unless she
was certain they were safe. I talked to her about LSD before, I talked to her on multiple
occasions, because I was into that scene when I was younger and I wanted her to know. I
wanted her to be aware. Why should I believe what you tell me?
Blood beats against my temples. Why did Sara buy the drugs? Because she made
a mistake, because I made a mistake. It’s as simple as that. I’ve dropped my water bottle,
I’m standing now, and I slam the bottoms of my fists against my thighs. I say: Why must
everyone blame me alone? We both made a mistake!
But my Sara is dead.
I know she’s dead! I was there!
That’s enough!
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The hand with which she holds her water bottle jerks in my direction, as if she’d
like to slap me. And I hope she will slap me. But she restrains herself and only crumples
the bottle in her hand, splattering water onto her fingers and the floor. I want to smash the
television, to throw a chair against the window, to show through a display of fury that I
believe my own account, that I’m telling her the truth, but I remain motionless, my fists
clenched.
She goes to stand by the window again, her back to me. After a moment, she says:
I don’t know what I expected from you.
I don’t reply. I realize that, no matter what I do or say, I won’t be able to convince
her that I’m telling the truth, and this only makes me want to start shouting again, or
worse. I have to leave. I hurry toward the door, and I open it and slam it behind me with
all my strength, and then I run down the hallway, filled with a dawning regret or remorse,
because of course she’s right: I’m not the one who paid with death for our mistake.
But I cannot bring myself to turn around. I walk down the concrete emergency
staircase, through the lobby, out into the night whose mugginess is a relief after the
hotel’s icy air conditioning, down the front steps and the long walkway, then right, in the
direction of the riverside promenade.
An occasional tuk tuk or motorbike or SUV passes me on Sisowath Quay. Soon
the sprawling hotel recedes behind me. On my right, I see the repeated triangles of the
roof of Chaktomuk Hall, designed by the architect of Independence Monument, and on
my left, across the street, the inconspicuous complex of the Ministry of Justice, which
reminds me that I still need to find the dealer. But I push the dealer from my thoughts. I
continue along the riverside.
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Soon the river or joined rivers come into view on my right.
And I think: after watching the sugar cane juicer, I decided I have to crush the
past, extracting what’s useful and discarding the rest. But how can I apply such a
principle to my meeting with Sara’s mother? If I crush or destroy the past, and only retain
what seems important, I may damage and cast aside what’s in fact valuable. So, I can’t
crush the past.
I think: it is possible that I bought the drugs, or suggested we use them. But that is
not what I remember. Sara’s mother said she didn’t trust my memory. She wanted me to
ask forgiveness for something I didn’t do, or something I think I didn’t do. But maybe
that doesn’t matter. Maybe I should have attached no conditions to my request for
forgiveness. The answer is or was, the answer must be, blanket forgiveness, or
forgiveness without terms.
But have I missed my opportunity? I don’t know if I can go back and ask
forgiveness so soon after shouting at her, after running from her room. Maybe I can
approach her at the seven-day ceremony tomorrow. I pause across from the tidy park or
square, divided into triangles of grass, in front of the Royal Palace, and gaze for a
moment at the golden roofs and spires that rise above the walls. Yes, I think, I’ll try to
talk to her tomorrow, at the Buddhist ceremony for Sara.
I continue walking. I need to clear my mind, to think. I start along the broad
promenade, mostly empty at this late hour. The yellow pavers are punctuated with palms
and the flags of the nations of the world, their cloth flapping in a light wind. The first is
Cambodia’s, a blue band atop a red band atop a blue band, with a line drawing of Angkor
Wat at its center.
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After the park in front of the Royal Palace, shops and restaurants line the opposite
side of Sisowath. Music streams softly from the Foreign Correspondents Club, which
isn’t a foreign correspondents club, merely a chic restaurant-bar for tourists and expats.
On the next block, lined with marijuana pizzerias that cater to tourists, a boy beggar
shouts something to me. I don’t answer. He runs across Sisowath and asks me for one
dollar, but I tell him, truthfully, that I have no money. He frowns, runs away. Soon I pass
the great stupa of Wat Ounalum, my favorite wat, though tonight it seems no more
beautiful than Wat Botum Vatey or Wat Lanka. Regret wells up inside me. I can’t believe
I ran from the room of Sara’s mother.
On the following block, outside one of the restaurants whose tables clutter or fill
the sidewalk, I notice a white SUV stamped with ‘UN’ in sky blue letters. I think of the
bar Alex mentioned, run by a former member of the UN peacekeeping force, which
disbanded in 1992 or ’93, I think. An American, he said. Vincent. I remember what Clare
said, that a backpacker told her she could buy cocaine at a bar near Wat Phnom, not that I
trust a backpacker. Then a memory comes to me: months ago, before Sara and I slept
together for the first time, before I’d exchanged more than a few words with her, while I
was returning from a concert at the Foreign Correspondents Club (to which I went
because, while I dislike the Club’s carefully produced nostalgia, concerts are few and far
between in Phnom Penh), I decided to have a nightcap alone somewhere, and so I drove
around looking for somewhere suitable, and as I drove I recognized Sara seated at a bar
on some side street, with a barang, a man, behind the counter, beneath a sign that said
‘Vincent’s’ in cursive blue neon lettering. But I drove past and ended up, predictably, on
Street 51. The bar I passed was on one of the even-numbered streets north of Street 136,
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or near Street 136, and south of Wat Phnom, between the riverside and Norodom, I think.
The bartender may very well be the dealer I’ve been looking for. The man who sold the
drugs to Sara. I pause and turn toward the river, a slender continent of moving water.
Sara’s mother said she didn’t care about the dealer, but for all I know Sara, if she could
give an opinion somehow, would say otherwise. In any case, I’ve made a resolution,
haven’t I? I should at least see if it’s him.
After the cacophony of Street 136, I turn left onto Street 130. I lope through the
semi-darkness, scanning facades checkered with the glow of guesthouses and the buzzing
lights of beer gardens. I pass the entrance to the alley where Cliff and Po live, then
Sharky’s, but I come to Norodom without seeing the sign that I remember. It occurs to
me that the bar may have closed or moved, expat bars are always closing or moving. In
front of me, in the distance, Street 130 ends at the dome of the Central Market. To my
left, a few blocks away, is the Daily. I turn in the opposite direction, toward the hill and
spire of Wat Phnom, then start back toward the riverside on the next even-numbered
street. Methodically I crisscross the area between Norodom and Sisowath, going street by
street, energized by the possible nearness of the dealer, but also anxious to know if I’m in
fact near the dealer, or merely mistaken. Up one street. Down another. Repeat. On Street
108, across from the tree-lined Freedom Park, not far from the Old Market and Sopheap’s
apartment, and less than a block from Norodom, I finally come to a buzzing neon sign,
green not blue, that reads ‘Vincent’s’.
I stop in the middle of the street, in front of the entrance. The gate is open. Inside,
a barang stands behind the counter and chats with the only customer, another barang. I
have an odd feeling of repetition, a sensation I realize has plagued me lately. I decide it’s
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because I saw Sara in the bar. The bartender turns toward the entrance. The street is dark
and I don’t think he can see me, but I can see him, and I’m reasonably certain he’s the
man I glimpsed behind the counter the night I spied Sara. Otherwise I don’t know him.
He has dark hair, is of average or so height for a barang, looks a decade or two older than
me. I’m tempted to say that he has a pleasant face, an easygoing face. Nevertheless, I feel
as if he, the man, the bartender, may in fact be the drug dealer, an intuition that rushes to
me as I examine his nondescript but cheerful face. I approach the entrance, stop at the
threshold. Now I’m sure he sees me. Again there’s something in his face or expression
that increases my suspicion. Both the bartender and the customer, portly, with grey hair,
are staring at me. The bartender smiles and invites me inside, but when I don’t respond
his smile fades and he turns away. The bar has a television mounted in the corner. It has
one long counter and a few narrow tables against the wall. The customer continues to eye
me. He fidgets. He turns back to his drink. He and the bartender ignore me. Then the
bartender turns and asks what I’m doing and why don’t I get out of his bar. In fact, I’m
not in his bar; I’m just outside, or on the threshold. I don’t move, I examine his face and
his movements for signs of guilt, I try to read guilt on his face. Then I realize that his face
has nothing to do with his guilt. He comes out from behind the bar and stands next to the
customer and says something about me making up my mind. And I think again: he may
be the dealer. I step into the light. He seems to shrink a little. I say: Did you know Sara?
Sara? Sara who?
His accent isn’t recognizably American. I say: Sara Getren. The woman who died.
Who overdosed.
He shakes his head.
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I don’t respond. After a while, he returns behind the counter and serves the
customer another Angkor beer can. I know he’s lying. I wonder what sort of relationship
he had with Sara. But it doesn’t matter. I move to the corner of the counter and say to
him: Did you sell her cocaine that wasn’t cocaine? Heroin?
He glares at me and says: I don’t know what the hell you’re talking about.
I notice or think I notice a downward motion of his eyes. Possibly a tic, possibly
an indication that he’s lying. Unless my appearance just makes him nervous. I say:
Maybe you didn’t mean to. Maybe you mixed up drugs or something.
I told you I don’t know what the hell you’re talking about.
I don’t believe you.
He exchanges glances with the customer, shakes his head. Then he turns back to
me and says: So what?
I’m convinced he’s the dealer. Why am I convinced? I don’t know. Something in
his defiance, in the unpersuasiveness of his defiance. And why shouldn’t that be enough?
I can’t always succumb to uncertainty.
The portly customer looks from me to the bartender. He slides off his stool and
retreats, disappearing into what must be the bathroom at the back. I think, remembering
my beating of Po’s drug dealer: revenge does not equal punishment. The bartender is
shouting something about me getting out of his bar. I remember my meeting with Sara’s
mother. Blanket forgiveness. And so I step forward, calmly, and reach over the counter
with both my hands and grab the bartender by the collar and shake him once, hard, and
say: I didn’t stop us from using the drugs even though I suspected something was wrong
with them.
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The dealer reaches for the customer’s full can of Angkor beer and smashes it
against my wrists, but it’s only an aluminum can and so it doesn’t hurt very much. The
icy beer spills on my hands.
I shake him again and say: I want to ask for your forgiveness.
What would I forgive you for?
For what I did and failed to do.
Fine, I forgive you. Now let me go!
I turn and see that the customer has reappeared at the back of the bar. He’s
watching us. His face is blanched; clearly he’s not a man to intervene. Out of the corner
of my eye, I perceive a dark form flying toward my face, and I step back quickly,
releasing my left hand but not my right. A wooden baseball bat slams down on the side of
my left shoulder. The dealer must have taken it from under the counter. I grab the bat,
which he’s holding awkwardly at its middle. I wrench it from his grasp and drop it to the
tiled floor. My shoulder aches like the time a wave threw me against a buried rock on the
coast near Oceanside, when my mother insisted on taking me to the hospital, though as it
turned out I’d broken no bones. I hear footsteps. The portly man is walking toward me.
When he sees me watching, he stays where he is. To him I shout: You are a witness.
But something’s not right. I think a moment. I grip the dealer by his shirt with
both hands again. Sweat drips from his temples, a mosquito buzzes by my ear. I say to
him: And I want you to ask for my forgiveness.
He’s striking my arms with his hands. He says: Why?
For selling drugs to Sara that killed her.
I told you I don’t know what you’re talking about.
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I shake him as he strikes me. I say: Ask me!
I’m not going to ask you for forgiveness.
Ask!
Go to hell.
I shake him as hard as I can. Ask me! Ask me! Ask me!
OK. Forgive me. Now let me go.
One more time!
Forgive me.
Again!
Please forgive me!
I release him and take a step back and then I say: I forgive you.
My left shoulder hums with pain. I turn and notice that the customer has a small
kitchen knife, maybe two inches long, in his hand. On the counter I notice a sliced lime.
So, he must have taken the knife from the counter. I guess I misjudged him. He remains
motionless, the knife raised.
I stagger a little bit as I step backward. The dealer is readjusting his wrinkled tshirt collar. He stares at me but says nothing, probably he doesn’t know what to say. I
wonder what he’s thinking. It doesn’t matter. We’ve forgiven each other. I glance at the
customer. He’s still holding the knife.
Then I exit the bar and head toward Norodom.
After fifty or so feet, I feel dizzy and so come to a stop. I look back the way I
came. I see neither the dealer nor the customer. No, wait. The dealer has just stepped out
of the bar and is looking for me. He spots me, hesitates, retreats inside his bar. I wait for
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him to reappear, but he doesn’t. I wish I had some water to drink. I sit down on the curb
to rest for a moment. Something’s moving in the darkness underneath a parked car. A
dog. The dog approaches, then turns and scampers away. I close my eyes a moment,
concentrate on my breathing. I’m not very sure how I feel. I guess I feel better, except for
the dizziness. But it all happened so fast. That’s how such things happen, I guess.
I get back up after a while and continue toward Norodom. I’m still light-headed,
but my apartment is only a few block away. It’s odd to think how close I was all this
time. I pass the naga or snake sculpture on the corner of the park and start across
Norodom. Then, suddenly, I’m in the midst of a group of motorbikes hurtling from the
roundabout of Wat Phnom. One of the gangs of youths who joyride around the city at
night, it seems. I see LEDs out of the corner of my eye, hear engines, then a screeching,
then something rams against my right side and I lose control of my body, as if I were a
ball or a feather shuttle to be batted about, though the impact does not hurt, it’s too abrupt
for that. I fly or soar or maybe float across the boulevard. Then I fall against the
pavement. That’s very painful, like having all my bones dug out of my body, but in the
span of a heartbeat, at least that’s the comparison that comes to mind. I feel for a moment
as if I will lose consciousness. But I do not. I’m lying on the pavement, on Norodom, I
think. Oddly, the world is very clear. I hear talking, the hum of idling motorbike engines.
Two faces appear above me. Young men, maybe teenagers. Long bangs. Stylish. I open
my mouth to ask for help. But I can’t seem to speak. The faces disappear. Plastic scrapes
against pavement. Plastic snaps, breaks. An engine starter coughs, again and again and
again. I try to move. I can’t seem to move my body. I can shift my left leg and left arm a
little, but it’s very painful. And my head. But not enough to see what’s happening. I want
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to say: Please, help me. But I can’t find the strength. The engine coughs a final time,
rumbles weakly to life. Revving, acceleration, a fading thrum, followed by the silence or
background murmur of the city. So. I’ve been abandoned. I’ll just wait a while. No doubt
someone will help me. The driver who hit me must have left with the others. He must be
alright. I don’t blame him for hitting me. I should have looked in both directions, as I’ve
been taught since I was young. I started across Norodom without checking for oncoming
traffic. And so I was hit. It was my own fault. It could have happened anywhere. It’s true
the driver abandoned me. But I forgive him. The answer: blanket forgiveness.
There. Footsteps. A shout. Other faces appear. They form a circle above me.
Men’s and women’s. I’m happy to see them. Very happy. A man asks me in Khmer if I
can move. I understand him perfectly, but when I open my mouth, nothing comes out.
Nothing except air. Another man asks me in English if I’m OK. He repeats the question a
few times, but when I don’t answer, he becomes silent, and then everyone is silent except
for a woman speaking in Khmer. I realize she’s calling an ambulance, giving my
location. I can understand her perfectly. I try to talk again. But I cannot. I realize that if I
can’t talk, then I can’t ask for forgiveness from Sara’s mother. Unless I write her.
Probably, given my condition, I can’t go to the seven-day ceremony. That’s too bad. I’d
like to go. But at least I found the dealer. At least I asked for and received his
forgiveness, and he asked for and received mine. That’s something, isn’t it?
Wait. Is that the dealer? Yes. Yes, that’s him. He’s joined the circle. What’s he
doing in the circle? He must have heard the thud of the motorbike colliding with my
body, or whatever. Unless he just followed me. Will he attack me now that I’m in a
weakened state? No. We’ve forgiven each other. His face shows no anger, only curiosity.
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As I look at him, as I lie on the pavement of Norodom, unable to speak and barely able to
move, as I reflect on the fact that he’s staring at me, whole in body, while Sara’s dead, I
realize that I may have been a little naive about forgiveness, that the forgiveness we gave
and received has limitations. That all instances of forgiveness have limitations. And that’s
something to consider. But that doesn’t entirely negate forgiveness. Everything has
limitations, doesn’t it? Even love. I’m glad I found the dealer.
The woman has stopped speaking on the phone. Everyone’s silent now. They’re
staring at me. Including the dealer. I wish he weren’t here. But I guess it doesn’t matter. I
don’t feel much pain anymore, but my vision’s growing milky. Something near me
shudders. An ambulance wails. Birds are circling me, apparently. Ducks. Or geese. Or
possibly vultures. Odd to see so many birds. I may be dying. I don’t think so. But it’s
hard to tell. It seems unlikely, after everything. Still, it’s possible. I don’t want to die. I
want to live. But what if I was wrong about death? What if I will see Sara again?
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I’m in a hospital. Not Calmette, but another. I’m the only foreigner, the only
barang, in my unit or whatever, a high-ceilinged open-plan room with giant windows and
two rows of twenty or so beds each. Most are occupied. The woman across from me,
middle-aged, with a broken ankle and some other injuries too, was staring at me when I
woke up. So, after the doctor left, I said in Khmer: Hi, older sister. How are you?
She started laughing. Then, to the woman next to her, who was asleep and didn’t
hear, she said in Khmer: He can speak Khmer.
And she started talking to me in Khmer, but I couldn’t understand most of what
she said, so after a while she gave up, and since then we’ve only exchanged a few words.
She doesn’t speak any English.
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The doctor does, luckily. He saw me this morning. After conducting a few tests,
that is, after asking my name and the current year and what I remember, and after making
me do some coordination exercises, he told me that I almost certainly had had a
concussion, and that I need to rest for at least two weeks without reading or watching
television or movies. He said I could listen to music, though. I should mention that my
right arm and both my legs are broken. They aren’t in casts yet. They’ll take some time to
heal. There’s also the cut in my cheek, which has been cleaned and bandaged and causes
me some discomfort. My left shoulder, where the dealer hit me with a bat, is only
bruised.
Here comes the doctor now. He waves at me and asks how I’m feeling. I tell him I
feel alright. He nods and smiles and passes me on his way to a new patient, a man
brought in ten or so minutes ago.
According to the doctor, my memory appears to be fine. But he said we’ll have to
wait to be certain. I told him I thought I was OK.
I admit my actions have been a little erratic these last few days. I admit I haven’t
always been thinking clearly. Nevertheless, I’m glad that I found the dealer and that we
forgave each other, though I recognize forgiveness is limited. I’m convinced he was, in
fact, the dealer. Of course, it’s possible that I’m wrong, just like it’s possible my
memories are wrong, but I can’t entertain every doubt. As for the other dealer, Po’s
dealer, I may still have to try to make amends for attacking him.
Then there’s Sara’s mother. I’ve been thinking mostly about her since I woke up.
I’ve decided to visit or talk to her after I heal, to explain myself, and to ask again for her
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forgiveness. I don’t know what else I can do. I have to at least write her. But I don’t think
I’ll tell her about the dealer. She said she wasn’t interested in him.
The seven-day ceremony for Sara is probably already finished. I wonder if I was
missed. I told the doctor there was no need to notify anyone about my being in the
hospital. That way I have plenty of time alone so I can think about what’s happened,
about my memories, including of Sara, and about what exactly I’ll do after my release.
First, I’ll have to contact my credit union so I can pay the hospital bill. Then I
may choose to leave Cambodia, though Cambodia has a claim on me, like and unlike the
US. But even if I leave, I’ll always return in one sense or another. Just like I’ll always
return, in another way, to Sara.
I know I’m very lucky to be alive. That’s the only way to think of it, I’ve decided.
Not that it’s fair. But I can never forget how lucky I am. I may forget, but I must strive
not to.
The doctor passes me again on his way out. As I watch him leave, it occurs to me
that medicine is an excellent profession. Then I see Kunthea. She’s just stepped through
the door at the far end of the room. So, she must have found out that I’m here. She scans
the beds, locates mine, waves. There may be a tear in her eye, I can’t be sure because of
the distance. After a moment, she starts toward me. She’s smiling, or struggling to. Ah,
how happy I am to see her.
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